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APPENDIX A
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
AMENDMENT XIV
Section 1. [Citizenship —
protection.]

Due process of law —

Equal

All persons born or naturalized in the United States,
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the
United States and of the State wherein they reside• No State
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any
State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
UTAH STATE CONSTITUTION
Article I, Sec. 7. [Due process of law.]
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or
property, without due process of law.
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APPENDIX B
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 12 provides in pertinent
part that:
(b) How presented. Every defense, in law or fact, to claim
for relief in any pleading, whether a claim, counterclaim, crossclaim, or third-party claim, shall be asserted in a responsive
pleading thereto if one is required, except that the following
defenses may at the option of the pleader be made by motion: (1)
lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter, (2) lack of
jurisdiction over the person, (3) improper venue, (4) insufficiency
of process, (5) insufficiency of service of process, (6) failure to
state a claim upon which relief can be granted, (7) failure to join
an indispensable party. A motion making any of these defenses
shall be made before pleading if a further pleading is permitted.
No defense or objection is waived by being joined with one or more
other defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or motion or
by further pleading after the denial of such motion or objection.
If a pleading sets forth a claim for relief to which the adverse
party is not required to serve a responsive pleading, he may assert
at the trial any defense in law or fact to that claim for relief.
* * *

(h) Waiver of defenses. A party waives all defenses and
objections which he does not present either by motion as
hereinbefore provided or, if he has made no motion, in his answer
or reply, except (1) that the defense of failure to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted, the defense of failure to join an
indispensable party, and the objection of failure to state a legal
defense to a claim may also be made by a later pleading, if one is
permitted, or by motion for judgment on the pleadings or at the
trial on the merits, and except (2) that, whenever it appears by
suggestion of the parties or otherwise that the court lacks
jurisdiction of the subject matter, the court shall dismiss the
action. The objection or defense, if made at the trial shall be
disposed of as provided in Rule 15(b) in the light of any evidence
that may have been received.
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 19(a) provides that:
(a) Persons to be joined if feasible.
A person who is
subject to service of process and whose joinder will not deprive
the court of jurisdiction over the subject matter of action shall
be joined as a party in the action if (1) in his absence complete
relief cannot be accorded among those already parties, or (2) he
claims an interest relating to the subject of the action and is so
situated that the disposition of the action in his absence may (i)
as a practical matter impair or impede his ability to protect that
interest or (ii) leave any of the persons already parties subject
to a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise
inconsistent obligations by reason of his claimed interest. If he
1

has not been so joined, the court shall order that he be made a
party. If he should join as a plaintiff but refuses to do so, he
may be made a defendant, or, in a proper case, an involuntary
plaintiff. If the joined party objects to venue and his joinder
would render the venue of the action improper, he shall be
dismissed from the action.
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 20 provides in pertinent
part that:
(a) Permissive joinder. All persons may join in one action
as plaintiffs if they assert any right to relief jointly,
severally, or in the alternative in respect of or arising out of
the same transaction, occurrence or series of transactions or
occurrences and if any question of law or fact common to all of
them will arise in the action. All persons may be joined in one
action as defendants if there is asserted against them jointly,
severally, or in the alternative, any right to relief in respect of
or arising out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of
transactions or occurrences and if any question of law or fact
common to all of them will arise in the action. A plaintiff or
defendant need not be interested in obtaining or defending against
all the relief demanded. Judgment may be given for one or more of
the plaintiffs according to their respective rights to relief, and
against one or more defendants according to their respective
liabilities.
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 21, provides that:
Misjoinder of parties is not ground for dismissal of an
action. Parties may be dropped or added by order of the court on
motion of any party or of its own initiative at any stage of the
action and on such terms as are just. Any claim against a party
may be severed and proceeded with separately.
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 24 states:
(a) Intervention of right. Upon timely application anyone
shall be permitted to intervene in an action: (1) when a statute
confers an unconditional right to intervene; or (2) when the
applicant claims an interest relating to the property or
transaction which is the subject of the action and he is so
situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical
matter impair or impede his ability to protect that interest,
unless the applicant's interest is adequately represented by
existing parties.
(b) Permissive intervention. Upon timely application anyone
may be permitted to intervene in an action:
(1) when a statute
confers a conditional right to intervene; or (2) when an
applicant's claim or defense and the main action have a question of
law or fact in common. When a party to an action relies for ground
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of claim or defense upon any statute or executive order
administered by a governmental officer or agency or upon any
regulation, order, requirement, or agreement issued or made
pursuant to the statute or executive order, the officer or agency
upon timely application may be permitted to intervene in the
action.
In exercising its discretion the court shall consider
whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the
adjudication of the rights of the original parties.
(c) Procedure. A person desiring to intervene shall serve a
motion to intervene upon the parties as provided in Rule 5. The
motions shall state the grounds therefor and shall be accompanied
by a pleading setting forth the claim or defense for which
intervention is sought. (Amended effective Jan. 1, 1987.)
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 69, provides in pertinent
part that:
(a)
Issuance of writ of execution.
Process to enforce a
judgment shall be by a writ of execution unless the court otherwise
directs, which may issue at any time within eight years after the
entry of judgment(except an execution may be stayed pursuant to
Rule 62) , either in the county in which such judgment was rendered,
or in any county in which a transcript thereof has been filed and
docketed in the office of the clerk of the district court.
* * *

(b) Contents of writ and to whom it may be directed.
The
writ of execution must be issued in the name of the state of Utah,
sealed with the seal of the court and subscribed by the clerk. It
may be issued to the sheriff or any county in the state (and may be
issued at the same time to different counties) but where it
required the delivery of possession or sale of real property, it
must be issued to the sheriff of the county where the property or
some part thereof is situated.
If it requires delivery of
possession or sale of personal property, it may be issued to a
constable. It must intelligibly refer to the judgment, stating the
court, the county where the same is entered or docketed, the names
of the parties, the judgment, and, if it is for money, the amount
hereof, and the amount actually due thereon. It shall be directed
to the sheriff of the county in which it is to be executed in cases
involving real property, and shall require the officer to proceed
in accordance with the terms of the writ; provided that if such
writ is against the property of the judgment debtor generally it
may direct the constable to satisfy the judgment, with interest,
out of the personal property of the debtor, and if sufficient
personal property cannot be found, then the sheriff shall satisfy
the judgment, with interest, out of his real property.
If the judgment requires the sale of property, the writ of
execution shall recite such judgment, or the material parts
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thereof, and direct the officer to execute the judgment by making
the sale and applying the proceeds in conformity therewith. The
judgment creditor may require a certified copy of the judgment to
be served with the execution upon the party against whom the
judgment was rendered, or upon the person or officer required
thereby or by law to obey the same, and obedience thereto may be
enforced by the court.
* * *

(d) Service of the writ. Unless the execution otherwise
directs, the officer must execute the writ against the property of
the judgment debtor by levying on a sufficient amount of property,
if there is sufficient [property]; collecting or selling the choses
in action and selling the other property, and paying to the
judgment creditor or his attorney so much of the proceeds as will
satisfy the judgment. Any excess in the proceeds over the judgment
and accruing costs must be returned to the judgment debtor, unless
otherwise directed by the judgment or order of the court. When
there is more property of the judgment debtor than is sufficient to
satisfy the judgment and accruing costs within view of the officer,
he must levy only on such party of the property as the judgment
debtor may indicate, if the property indicated is amply sufficient
to satisfy the judgment and costs.
When an officer has begun to serve an execution issued out of any
court on or before the return day of such execution he may complete
the service and return thereof after such return day. If he shall
have begun to serve an execution, and shall die or be incapable of
completing the service and return thereof, the same may be
completed by any other officer who might by law execute the same if
delivered to him; and if the first officer shall not have made a
certificate of his doings, the second officer shall certify
whatever he shall find to have been done by the first, and shall
add thereto a certificate of his own doings in completing the
service.
* * *

(j) Where property is claimed by third person. If an officer
shall proceed to levy any execution on any goods or chattels
claimed by any person other than the defendant, or should he be
requested by the judgment creditor so to do, such officer may
require the judgment creditor to give an undertaking, with good and
sufficient sureties, to pay all costs and damages that he may
sustain by reason of the detention or sale of such property; and
until such undertaking is given, the officer may refuse to proceed
against such property.
* * *
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(1) Examination of debtor judgment debtor. At any time when
execution may issue on a judgment, upon proof by affidavit or
otherwise to the satisfaction of the court that any person or
corporation has property os such judgment debtor or is indebted to
him in an amount exceeding fifty dollars, not exempt from
execution, the court may order such person or corporation or any
officer or agent thereof, to appear before the court or a master at
a specified time and place to answer concerning the same. Witness
fees and mileage, if any, may be awarded by the court.
(m) Order prohibiting transfer of property. If it appears
that a person or corporation, alleged to have property of the
judgment debtor or to be indebted to him in an amount exceeding
fifty dollars, not exempt from execution, claims an interest in the
property adverse to such judgment debtor or denies such
indebtedness, the court may order such person or corporation to
refrain from transferring or otherwise disposing of such interest
or debt until such time as may reasonably be necessary for the
judgment creditor to bring an action to determine such interest or
claim and prosecute the same to judgment.
Such order may be
modified or vacated by the court at any time upon such terms as may
be just.
(n) Witnesses.
Witnesses may be required to appear and
testify in any proceedings brought under Subdivison (k) and (1) of
this rule in the same manner as upon the trial of an issue.
(o) Order for property to be applied on judgment. The court
or master may order any property of the judgment debtor, not exempt
from execution, in the hands of such debtor, or any other person,
or due to the judgment debtor, to be applied towards the
satisfaction of the judgment.

N:\2010\CH-ADDE2.ADD
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Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
E. Russell Tarleton (A6344)
A. John Pate (A6303)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

WRIT OF EXECUTION

G -& G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Civil No. C88-5429

v.

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.

TO THE STATE OF UTAH:
To the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake County, State
of Utah, Greetings:
WHEREAS, a JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT was rendered by
this court in said County, wherein is the judgment roll, on the
9th day of July 1991 adjudicating defendant Gerald A. Callahan to
be in contempt of this court, further ordering defendant Gerald

A. Callahan pay to plaintiff Envirotech Corporation, dba EIMCO
Process Equipment Process Equipment Company the sum of $5,000.00
as a fine for his contemptuous conduct, and ordering the transfer
of all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. to plaintiff Envirotech
Corporation, d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company, such that the
defendant Gerald A* Callahan may be purged of his contempt;
THESE ARE, THEREFORE, to command you to
immediately transfer all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. in
the possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and all or any agents,
distributors, representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or
either or both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist
to plaintiff Envirotech Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment
Company to be valued and applied to satisfaction of the Judgment
herein and this shall be your sufficient warrant for so doing.
And within sixty (60) days make due returns for this writ with
your doings in the premises hereon endorsed.
WHEREOF - FAIL > NOT.

Given under my hand and Seal of said Court this

'. * day of March, 1993.

r
s /

%^ /

Clerk

Deputy Clerk '*

N:\20i0\WOE-JCSL.93

NOTICE CF SZZCTTTTCIT, EIZMPTIONS AND RIGHT TO A HZARTNG
IMPORTANT: YOUR PROPERTY MAY SE TAKEN TO PAY A CREDITOR.
READ THIS CASS?'JTL7.

PLEASE

The attached Writ of Execution has been issued on request or
a judgment creditor (the Plaintiff) who sued you and get a judgment
against you. This means that land or personal property owned by
you may be taken by the Plaintiff to pay the judgment against you"
The law provides that certain property cannot be taken to pay
judgments. Such property is said to be exempt. The following is
a partial list cf property that is exempt:
1. A homestead up to the amount allowed by law (see U.taix
Code, Section 73-22-4 regarding the proper procedure to declare and
file a homestead)
2. A motor vehicle used in trade or business up to the amount
allowed by law
3. Tools of the trace up to the amount allowed by law
4• Social Security Benefits
5. Supplemental Security Income Benefits (SSI)
6. Veterans' Benefits
7. unemployment Benefits

89.
10.
11.

Worker's Compensation E e n e f i t s
P u b l i c -Assistance (Welfare)
Alimony or Child Support
C e r t a i n 2ens±ons

12.
Part of ail of wages or other earnings from personal
sejr/icss
13. Certain furnishings and appliances
14. Certain musical instruments
15. Certain heirlooms
This is a partial list and various other property exemptions
may be available under federal law or the Utah Exemption Statute.
Tou may want to review the Utah Exemption Statute (Section 73-23
of the Utah Code) for other possible exemptions.
There is no exemption solely because you are having difficulty
paying your debts.
The above exemptions may not apply to judgments for alimony
and child support.
If there is a co-owner of the property taken, you or the ccowner should request a hearing.
IP THE PROPERTY DOES NOT BELONG TO YOU, OR IP YOU ARE AWARE CF
OTHER REASONS WHY THIS PROPERTY SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN, YOU OR THZ
OWNER OF THE PROPERTY KAY WANT TO CONSULT AN ATTORNEY.

Because of the execution, tr.e sheriff or ccnstaila has seizec
your property and will deliver it co the Plaintiff or sell it.
If you believe that the Writ of Execution was issued
Improperly or you are entitled co an exemption, DO THE FOLLOWING
I2fllEDL\T2LY-. YOU have a deadline of fifteen (IS) days frcxa the
date the Plaintiff mailed or delivered this notice to ycu.
1.
2.
3.

Checic the appropriate bcx(es) in paragraph one of the
attached -Request for Hearing.*
Sign your name in the space indicated and write the
address where the Court Cleric is to notify ycu of the
hearing.
2fail or taice the "Request for Hearing*4 to the Court Cleric
and to the Plaintiff or the Plaintiff's attorney within
fifteen days from the date this notice was mailed or
delivered to you. Keep the second copy of the -Request
for Hearing" for your records. The Court Cleric will set
the matter for hearing and notify you. Ycu have the
right to a hearing within ten days from the date the
Court Cleric receives your claim.
At the hearing in
Court, you will have to prove that your property is
exempt or the Writ of Execution was not properly issued.
Tou should bring any documents which may help to prove
your ciaiin.
A I-CICWINGLY MACE FALSE STATEEE2IT ON THE FORH MAY SUBJECT
YOU TO C21E£I21AJL PE2LALTIES.

You may want to consult an attorney for advice or assistance
concerning the hearing.
If ycu do not cone to Court at the
designated time and prove that the execution was issued improperly
or that your property is exempt, ycu may lose scsie of your rights.
If you do not request a hearing within the time specified
aJbove, but heiieve that the execution was issued improperly or that
you are entitled to an exemption, you should consult an attorney.

ilAMS C? CCURT

Plaintiff,
vs.

REQUEST ?CR KZAKIilG
Ca.se No.

Defendant.

Judce:

1. Complete paragraph one if ycu cia:
i s exempt:

C

t h e p r o p e r t y executed upon

J (a) The property which has been executed upon is
exempt from execution because it is (Check
applicable boxes):
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
J
)
)
)
)
(b)

Homestead up to the amount allowed by law
A zctcr vehicle used in my trade or
business and having a value below that
allowed by law
Social Security Benefits
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
Veterans' Benefits
Unemployment Benefits
Worker's Compensation Benefits
Public Assistance (Welfare)
Alimony or "Child Support
Pensions

Wages or other e a r n i n g s from personal
services
Owned by another person
Only p a r t l y owned by me
C e r t a i n tools of t h e t r a d e below
the value allowed by law
Certain furnishings and appliances
Certain musical instruments
C e r t a i n heirlooms
Other ( d e s c r i b e ) :
_^

Check i f a p p l i c a b l e : I have attached copies of
the documents t h a t show t h a t my property i s
exemot.

t

2
Ccmolete oaragraph two if you believe the Writ of Execution was
^properly issued: ^ ^
^
^ ^
Q± e x e c ^ 0 Q w a s i s s u e d
;
improperly. (Explain)
.
t

\ (h\

(

} ( }

(

Check if aoolicable: I claim ownership, of all
orparc of" the property takan and I am not one
of the persons against whom a judgment has been
entered.
check if applicable: I do not own the property
taJcen.

j (c)

T ocnrrpcT T « ^ T wrs

OT^SbSra

SSk

KATTER BE SET FOR A HEARING.
.
n 5HIS RECAST J B I WOE TO THE BEST OF sr

KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
DATED this

a:rule69.sti bp8

day of

.

/ 13

NAIiZ CF CCURT

Plaintiff,

vs.

RZQUSST FOR KZAHING
Case No.

Defendant,

Judge:

1. Complete p a r a g r a p h one if ycu claim t h e p r o p e r t y executed upon
i s exempt:
(

) ( a ) _ T h e property which has been executed upon i s
exempt from execution because i t i s (Check
a p p l i c a b l e hexes):

)
J (h)

Homestsad up to t h e amount allowed by law
A motor vehicle used i n my trade or
business and having a value below t h a t
allowed by law
Social Security E e n e f i t s
Supplemental S e c u r i t y Income (SSI)
Veterans' Benefits
Unemployment B e n e f i t s
Worker's Compensation Eenefits
Public Assistance (Welfare)
Alimony or Child Support
Pensions
Wages or other e a r n i n g s from personal
services
Owned by another person
Only partly owned by me
Certain tools of t h e t r a d e below
the value allowed by law
Certain furnishings and appliances
Certain musical instruments
Certain heirlooms
Other (describe) :

Check i f applicable: I have attached copies of
t h e documents that show t h a t my property i s
exemot•

2. Complete paragraph two if you believe the Writ of Execution was
improperly issued:
\
j (a) I believe that the writ of execution was issued
improperly. (Explain)
____^
(

} (b) Ciecic if applicable: I claim ownership of all
or parr of the property taJcen and I am not one
of the persons against whom a judgment has been
entered*

(

) (c) Checic if applicable:

I da not awn the property

taJcen.
I REQUEST THAT THIS HATTER BE SET FOR A HEARING.
TEZ STATE2£E2TTS MADE 121 TEIS REQUEST ARE TRUE TO TEE BEST OF 2fT
KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
DATED t h i s - -

a:rule69-st± bpQ

day of

,-13

Thomas J. Rossa (A2806)
E. Russell Tarleton (A6344)
A. John Pate (A6303)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry (A4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVTROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

WRIT OP EXECUTION

G & G*STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN 0. HANSEN, an individual,

Civil No. C88-5429

v.

Judge J.A. Rokich

Defendants.

TO THE STATE OF UTAH:
To the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake County, State
of Utah, Greetings:
WHEREAS, a FINAL JUDGMENT was rendered by this Court in
said County, wherein is the judgment roll, on the 15th day of
March, 1991 for the sum of $1,459,085.23 and $22,863.56 cost of
suit for a total amount of $1,481,951.79, and interest at the

rate of eight percent per annum until paid, against said
defendant Gerald A. Callahan and in favor of said plaintiff
Envirotech Corporation, d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company,
which Judgment remains unsatisfied in excess of $1,400,000.00;
THESE ARE, THEREFORE, to command you to
immediately transfer all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. in
the possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and all or any agents,
distributors, representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or
either or both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist
to plaintiff Envirotech Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment
Company to be valued and applied to satisfaction of the Judgment
herein and this shall be your sufficient warrant for so doing.
And within sixty (60) days make due returns for this writ with
your doings in the premises hereon endorsed.
WHEREOF FAIL NOT.

"Given under my hand and Seal of said Court this

il-day of March, 1993.

£j

X.»J>.^

Clerk
! f
/ . '

/ • •

H.,' U U V^l,
Deputy Clerk

N:\2010\WOE-FJSL.93

^

NOTICE OF EXECUTION, glsyPTTONS AND RIGHT TO A HEARING
IMPORTANT: YOUR PROPERTY MAY BE TAKEN TO PAY A CREDITOR*
READ THIS CAREFULLY.

PLEASE

The attached Writ of Execution has been issued on request of
a judgment creditor (the Plaintiff) who sued you and got a judgment
against you- This means that land or personal property owned by
you may be taken by the Plaintiff to pay the judgment against you"
The law provides that certain property cannot be taJcen to pay
judgments. Such property is said to be exempt* The following is
a partial list of property that is exempt:
,1.
A homestead up to the amount allowed by law (see Utah
Cede, Section 73-22-4 regarding the proper procedure to declare and
file a hemestead)
2. A motor vehicle used in trade or business up to the amount
allowed by law
3. Tools of the trace up to the amount allowed by law
4. Social Security Eenefits
5. Supplemental Security Income Benefits (SSI)
6. Veterans' Benefits
7. Unemployment Benefits
8* Worker's Compensation Benefits
9. Public Assistance (Welfare)
10. Alimony or Child Support
11. Certain
tensions
12.
Part of all of wages or other earnings from personal
services
13. Certain furnishings and appliances
14. Certain musical instruments
15. Cerrain heirlooms
This is a partial list and various other property exemptions
may be available under federal law or the Utah Exemption Statute.
You may want to review the Utah Exemption Statute (Section 78-23
of the Utah Cede) for other possible exemptions.
There is no exemption solely because you are having difficulty
paying your debts.
The above exemptions may not apply to judgments for alimony
and child support.
If there is a co-owner of the property taJcen, you or the ccowner should request a hearing.
IE THE PROPERTY DOES NOT BELONG TO YOU, OR IF YOU ARE AWARE OF
OTHER REASONS WHY THIS PROPERTY SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN, YOU OR THZ
OWNER OF THE PROPERTY HAY WANT TO CONSULT AN ATTORNEY-

Because of the execution, the sheriff or constable has seized
your property and will deliver it to the Plaintiff or sell it.
If you believe that the Writ of Execurion was issued
improperly or you are entitled to an exemption, DO THE FOLLOWING
I2£MEDIATSLY-. YOU have a deadline of fifteen (15) days from the
date the Plaintiff mailed or delivered this notice to you,
1.
2.
3.

Check the appropriate fcox(es) in paragraph one of the
attached -Request for Hearing.*
Sign your name in the space indicated and write the
address where the Court Cleric is to notify you of the
hearing.
Mail or taice the "Request for Hearing4* to the Ccuzrz Cleric
and to the Plaintiff or the Plaintiff's attorney within
fifteen days from the date this notice was mailed or
delivered to you. Keep the second copy of the "Request
for Hearing- for your records. The Court Clerk will set
the matter for hearing and notify you. You have the
right to a hearing within ten days from the date the
Cour~ Cleric receives your claim.
At the hearing in
Court, you will have to prove that your property is
exempt or the Writ of Execution was not properly issued.
You should bring any documents which may help to prove
your claim.
A KNOWINGLY MADE FALSE STATEMENT ON THE FORM MAY SUBJECT
YOU TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES.

You may want to consult an attorney for advice or assistance
concerning the hearingIf you do not come to Court at the
designated time and prove that the execution was issued improperly
or that your property is exempt,, you may lose seme of your rights •
If you do not request a hearing within the time specified
above, but believe that the execution was issued improperly or that
you are entitled to an exemption, you should consult an attorney.

NAME CF COURT

Plaintiff,
vs.

REQUEST FOR HEARING
Case No«

Defendant.

Judge: _

1. Complete paragraph one if ycu claim the property executed upon
is exempt:

c

J (*)

The property which has been executed upon is
exempt from execution because it is (Check
applicable boxes):
Homestead up to the amount allowed by law
A motor vehicle used in my trade or
business and having a value below that
allowed by law
Social Security Benefits
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
Veterans' Benefits
Unemployment Benefits
Worker's Compensation Benefits
Public Assistance -(Welfare)
Alimony or Child Support
Pensions
Wages or other earnings from personal
services
Owned by another person
Only partly owned by me
Certain tools of the trade below
the value allowed by law
Certain furnishings and appliances
Certain musical instruments
Certain heirlooms
Other (describe) : _ _ _ ^

(b)

Check if applicable: I have attached copies of
the documents that show that my property is
exempt.

2. Complete paragraph two if you believe the Writ of Execution was
improperly issued:
(
) (a) I believe that the writ of execution was issued
improperly. (Explain)
_____
(

) (b) Check if applicable: I claim ownership: of all
or pan: of the property taken and I am not one
of the persons against whom a judgment has been
entered.

(

) (c) Check if applicable:
taJcen.

I do not own the property

I REQUEST THAT THIS MATTER BE SET FOR A HEARING.
THE STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS REQUEST ARE TRUE TO THE BEST OF MT
KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
DATED t h i s

a:rulefi9.sti bvQ

day of

, 13

NAiiZ CF COURT

Plaintiff,
vs.

REQUEST FOR HEARING
Case No.

Defendant.

__

Judge:

1. Complete paragraph one if ycu claim t h e p r o p e r t y executed upon
i s exempt:
(

) ( a )--.The property which has been executed upon i s
exempt from execution because i t i s (ChecJc
a p p l i c a b l e boxes):
Homestead up to t h e amount allowed by law
A motor vehicle used i n my trade o r
business and having a value below t h a t
allowed by law
Social Security B e n e f i t s
Supplemental S e c u r i t y Income (SSI)
Veterans' Benefits
Unemployment B e n e f i t s
Worker's Compensation Benefits
Public Assistance (Welfare)
Alimony or Child Support
Pensions
Wages or other e a r n i n g s from personal
services
Owned by another person
Only partly owned by me
Certain tools of t h e t r a d e below
the value allowed by law
Certain furnishings and appliances
Certain musical instruments
Certain heirlooms
Other (describe) :
(b)

Check i f applicable: I have attached copies of
t h e documents that show t h a t my property i s
exemot.

2. Ccraolete paragraph two if you believe the Writ of Execution was
imoroperly issued:
.
.
(
) (a) x b e l i e v e cha"t tJie ^ ^ O E execution was issued
improperly. (Explain)
/

/

j (t,) d e c k if applicable: I claim ownership of all
o r part of* the property taJcen and I am not one
of the persons against whom a judgment has been
entered.
j (C) check if applicable: I da not own the property
taJcen.

I REQUEST THAT THIS MATTER BE SET FOR A HEARING.'
THE STATEMENTS MADE IN THIS REQUEST ARE TRUE TO THE BEST OF MY
KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
DATED t h i s -

a:rule69.sti

bp8

d a y o£
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VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
James D. Gilson (5472)
Attorneys for C-H Industries, Inc.
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

MOTION TO QUASH
PLAINTIFF' S WRITS OF
EXECUTION AND ASSISTANCE
DATED 3/4/93

Plaintiff,
vs.

Civil No. C88-5429
G & G STEEL CORPORATION, a
Utah Corporation; GERALD A.
CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Honorable John A. Rokich

Defendants.

C-H Industries, Inc. , as a real party in interest,
hereby appears for the special and limited purpose of moving to
quash the Writs of Execution and Assistance entered in the case
and served upon C-H and its agents and attorneys by plaintiff
Envirotech Corporation, dba Eimco Process Equipment Company
("Eimco"), on March 4, 1993.

The basis for this Motion to Quash

is that Eimco has no Judgment against C-H; the Judgment of
Contempt entered against defendant Callahan on July 9, 1991, in
which Callahan was found to be the alter ego of C-H, is void and
nonenforceable as to C-H and is also non-enforceable due to the

automatic stay in defendant Callahan' s bankruptcy case.

This

Motion is further supported by an accompanying Memorandum.
DATED this If1

^'day of March, 1993.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

By

IXT
William A3. Fowler
Jamesv D/ Gilson
Attorney for C-H Industries, Inc.

-2-

Thomas J. Rossa (2806)
E. Russell Tarleton (6344)
A. John Pate (63 03)
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry (4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d.b.a.
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

:
:

G St G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation; GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

;:
:
:
:

Defendants.

:

T

OPPOSITION TO
MOTION TO QUASH

r

V•

and

:

O H Industries, Inc-,
a third party

:
:

Civil No, C88-5429
Judge J,A. Rokich
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Plaintiff ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, d.b.a. Eimco Process
Equipment Co. (EIMCO) opposes the MOTION TO QUASH PLAINTIFF'S
WRITS OF EXECUTION AND ASSISTANCE DATED 3/4/93 (MOTION TO QUASH)
filed by C-H Industries, Inc. (C-H) and dated March 18, 1993.
As set forth hereinafter, C-H seeks to quash the writs of
this court on the hypertechnical grounds that C-H was not listed
on the caption as a party to these proceedings.

C-H was

personally called by the court and did thereafter present its
objections in open court before the first writ issued and is thus
bound by the ruling of this court.

Further, C-H has always been

properly before this court as a garnishee under U.R.C.P. Rule 64D
and as a possessor of assets of a judgment debtor under U.R.C.P.
Rule 69. Moreover, C-H had

actual opportunities to be heard,

with actual and constructive notice.

Its MOTION TO QUASH is

therefor groundless.

BACKGROUND
EIMCO filed this action in August 1988 against G&G Steel
Corp. (GScG) , Glen Hansen and CALLAHAN for, inter alia,
misappropriation of trade secrets.

After trial in October 1989,

the court announced its BENCH DECISION in favor of EIMCO on
November 7, 1989.
Bankruptcy.

On or about November 14, 1989, G&G filed for

By April of 1990, the bankruptcy was dismissed.

The

case then reactivated leading eventually to entry of FINDINGS OF

1

FACT and CONCLUSIONS OF LAW (Ex. l) 1 and a FINAL JUDGMENT (Ex. 2)
all dated March 15, 1991. Thereafter, EIMCO purchased all G&G
assets including its choses in action (Ex. 3 at 2, 55 1 and 2b).
Be that as it may, immediately following the BENCH DECISION,
CALLAHAN took virtually all the valuable assets of G&G to form
first G & G Products and. then C-H Industries, Inc., both in
November 1989. (Ex. 4 at 6, Findings 6-13.)
Later, this court entered a JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT on July 9,
1991 (Ex. 5 ) , finding that by forming C-H, CALLAHAN transferred
the GScG assets when he knew he had been restrained from doing so.
The court also found that CALLAHAN lied at trial as to his income
and assets.

(Ex. 4 at 6 Findings 6 to 14).

Finding that C-H was

actually an alter ego of CALLAHAN, the court ordered CALLAHAN to
direct C-H to transfer the assets to EIMCO.
Conclusions 4, 10.)

(Xd. at 10,

CALLAHAN and C-H did not.

Based on the FINAL JUDGMENT, EIMCO also pursued C-H by way
of garnishment.

(Ex. 6.)

A dispute arose over the garnishee7s

answers to interrogatories leading to notice to C-H of a hearing
on June 11, 1991 before this court (with live testimony) under
U.R.C.P. Rule 64D.

(Ex. 7 at 4, lines 7-12.)

C-H appeared

through Mr. Fadel (Ex. 7 at 3, lines 22-23, at 4, lines 7-12; Ex.
8 at 2, lines 8-10) and hotly contested what became a ruling of
the court requiring C-H to pay to EIMCO money it had owed and
incorrectly paid to CALLAHAN.

(Ex. 8 at 3, 5 1.)

1

All exhibits are referred to as "Ex." and are collected in
a separate binder which accompanies this Memorandum.
2

In early August of 1991 with the JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT being
ignored, the court entertained an Ex parte Request for Writ of
Execution (WRIT) presented by EIMCO.

Hesitating to enter WRITS

absent a hearing, this court personally contacted Mr. Fadel in
his capacity as counsel for CALLAHAN and C-H and instructed him
to appear on August 6, 1991 and show cause why the WRITS should
not issue-

CALLAHAN and C-H appeared personally through Mr.

Fadel and through Mr. Wood (WOOD) (Ex. 7 at 4, lines 11-12; Ex. 8
at 2, lines 8-10) who was then a director, Secretary (Ex. 9) and
the General Manager of C-H (Exs- 7 and 9).

Following arguments

of counsel, this court ruled in favor of EIMCO.
lines 2-6.)

(Ex. 10 at 24,

The Court instructed counsel for C-H in the presence

of Mr- Wood that the WRITS would issue and that C-H could request
a hearing to determine ownership of any disputed assets.

Ex. 10

at 25, lines 5-10; see also U.R.C.P. Rule 69(j), (1), (m) and
(o).

C-H did not.

Instead, C-H embarked upon a tour of the

federal courts.
The WRITS were served upon C-H, CALLAHAN, and others on
August 6-8, 19912.

On or about August 28, 1991, C-H filed for

Chapter 11 reorganization in the Bankruptcy Court.

(Ex. 11.)

The Chapter 11 proceeding involved law and motion efforts of
C-H to recover the assets taken by WRIT.

(Ex. 12.)

Some assets

were restored by court order (Ex. 13) and actually returned

2

It is noteworthy that as the WRIT was being served at the
offices of C-H, personnel were actively secreting assets (Ex. 17)
and transferring accounts receivable to a Texas business
associate of CALLAHAN. (Ex. 18).
3

(Ex. 14). The bankruptcy court dismissed the proceedings in
February 1993 following much debate over C-H's failure to operate
as a business and inability to timely present a plan of
reorganization.

(Ex. 15.)

In the interim, CALLAHAN also filed in the bankruptcy court
and obtained a discharge of all but the judgments of this court.
Also, C-H initiated legal proceedings in the United States
District Court of Utah (hereinafter the ADVERSARY PROCEEDING)
evolving out of its now-dismissed bankruptcy, charging EIMCO with
abuse of process, misappropriation of trade secrets, malicious
prosecution and other causes.

(Ex. 16.)

Following dismissal of the C-H Bankruptcy, new WRITS OF
EXECUTION were issued and served upon C-H, and its officers WOOD
and lone Callahan (IONE), on March 4, 1993.

C-H moved in the

ADVERSARY PROCEEDING for a Preliminary Injunction to stay the
WRITS in this action.

(Ex. 19.)

Judge Benson observed that this

case had become a lawyer's dream while denying the motion
injunctive relief.

(Ex. 20 at 42, lines 22-23; Ex. 21.)

C-H also moved to intervene in the appeal pending in this
case (Ex. 22); and the appeals court granted the motion.
23.)

(Ex.

However, C-H never requested the ownership hearing offered

by this trial court in August, 1991. Also, C-H has never
requested a bond under U.R.C.P. Rule 69(j) or a stay under
U.R.C.P. Rule 62(a).

4

SUMMARY OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
The present dispute has given rise to a host of legal
proceedings.
A.

To avoid confusion, they are summarized as follows:

STATE COURT PROCEEDINGS
1.

EIMCO v. G&G Steel Corp. et al.

This is the initial

case which was tried by the court in October 1989 leading to the
FINAL JUDGMENT of March 15, 1991.
2.

CALLAHAN v. EIMCO et al.

This is a counter-suit filed

by CALLAHAN and his wife IONE in Davis County and later
transferred to be consolidated with the case 1. above.

It

remains pending but dormant.
3.

Contempt Proceedings

In case 1. above, contempt

proceedings were initiated against CALLAHAN and IONE and G&G
employees L. Bloomquist and D. Von Mendenhall.

The court found

only CALLAHAN in contempt and found that he had transferred G&G
assets to C-H Industries.
4.

Main Appeal

A judgment was entered July 9, 1991.

CALLAHAN has perrected an appeal from the

FINAL JUDGMENT of March 15, 1991.
seeking expanded injunctive relief.

EIMCO has cross appealed
Briefing has been completed;

and the entire matter has been referred to the Utah Court of
Appeals.
5.

Argument is expected this summer.
Contempt Appeal

CALLAHAN has perfected an appeal from

the JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT of July 9, 1991.
completed with the Main Appeal.

Briefing has been

The matter has also been

referred to the Utah Court of Appeals and is now consolidated
with the Main Appeal.
5

6.

Appeal Intervention

C-H has obtained leave from the

Court of Appeals to intervene in the appeals.

It has not yet

filed a brief.
7.

Garnishment Dispute

C-H was served with a Writ of

Garnishment leading a dispute over debts owed by C-H to CALLAHAN.
After a hearing, C-H was ordered to pay the money to EIMCO.

B.

FEDERAL COURT PROCEEDINGS
1.

GScG Bankruptcy

G&G filed under Chapter 11

(reorganization) on or about November 14, 1989 and was dismissed
in April 1990.
2.

C-H Bankruptcy

C-H filed a petition to reorganize

under Chapter 11 on or about August 28, 1991.

The case was

dismissed in February 1993.
3.

Adversary Proceeding

As part of its bankruptcy

efforts, C-H initiated a new suit in the Federal District Court
charging EIMCO with abuse of process, misappropriation of trade
secrets and the like.

The case is pending.

A motipn for a

preliminary injunction to stay enforcement of the WRITS in the
instant case was denied.
4.

CALLAHAN Bankruptcy

Mr. Callahan sought discharge of

his personal debts including the judgments of the court.

By

stipulation, the bankruptcy court has stayed action on the
discharge of the judgments pending resolution of the appeals in
the Court of Appeals.

6

ARGUMENT
JURISDICTION TO HEAR THIS MOTION IS IN DOUBT
The first question which must be addressed is the jurisdiction of this court to entertain C-H's MOTION TO QUASH-

It is

black letter law that pursuit of an appeal divests the trial
court of jurisdiction.

White v. State, 795 P.2d 648 (Utah 1990).

The trial court and the appellate court cannot both be dealing
with the same case at the same time.

Id.

Thus, the intervention in the appeal by C-H estops it from
asserting its claim here for restoration to it of the property
seized by writ of execution.3

That is, C-H has appeared here4 to

present the same arguments it first presented to this court in
late 1991 to Judge Boulden and which we assume it expects to
But zhe appellate court has

present to the appellate court.

taken jurisdiction to hear C-H's argunents regarding the property
seized pursuant to the writ of execution issued on August 6,
-1991.
That jurisdiction has not terminated.

This court should not

now exercise jurisdiction to hear the dispute presented by the
MOTION TO QUASH.

3

Though largely unsuccessful in such efforts before Judge
Boulden, C-H is perhaps precluded as the issues should even now
be res adiudicata.
4

C-H made much of a limited "special appearance11 no longer
recognized in the rules, ostensibly in a vain attempt to avoid
conceding entry of a "general appearance."
7

C-H NEED NOT BE A JUDGMENT DEBTOR TO BE SUBJECT TO THIS COURT
C-H argues that EIMCO has no judgment against C-H.
fact is not legally significant.

That

C-H has no basis in law to

suggest that a Writ of Execution cannot issue against property in
C-H's possession absent a Judgment against C-H.
Clearly, U.R.C.P. Rules 69(b), (d) and (j) permit service
upon those who possess the property of the debtor.

Post judgment

writs recover property from those who have it whether parties or
not.

Thus, the C-H argument is totally devoid of support in

logic and under the rules; and it must be disregarded.

C-H IS AND WAS A PARTY WITH NOTICE
C-H argues that it was never named or joined as a party to
these proceedings.
process.

It also argues that it was not served with

EIMCO acknowledges that C-H has not heretofore been

listed or identified in the caption of these proceedings as a
party.

However, C-H certainly has had notice and the opportunity

to appear prior hereto even though it elected not to.

A Writ of Garnishment Was Served on C-H
C-H was properly served with several Writs of Garnishment,
one of which led to a dispute over debts to CALLAHAN which
dispute was tried before the court in June 1991.

Where, as here,

the court has jurisdiction over the debt, C-H need only to be
subject to personal jurisdiction in the state.

Employers Mut. of

Wassau v. Montrose Steel Co., 559 P.2d 536 (Utah 1976); Rhoades
8

v. Wright, 552 P.2d 131 (Utah 1976).

C-H was thus properly

brought before the court and became a party hereto.

A Writ of Execution Was Served on C-H
Indisputably, C-H was served with the Writ of Execution on
or about August 6, 1991, receiving actual notice and obtaining
the right to act as necessary to protect its rights,
Rule 69(j).

U.R.C.P.

C-H elected to avoid the Rule 69(j) hearing it now

seeks and instead embarked upon an unsuccessful 19-month foray
through the federal courts complaining that it had no notice.
Thus, C-H received NOTICE be personal service and was therefore
joined as a party!

C-H Had Actual Knowledge
CALLAHAN and his wife IONE were principals and officers of
GScG. They formed C-H after this court initially ruled against
G&G.

To assert that*"C-H had no knowledge'or notice-of the

present case is ludicrous.
Further, the following salient facts cannot be disputed:
1.

IONE was a party to the contempt proceedings in March

of 1991.
2.

IONE was a shareholder, Director and President of G&G.

She is a shareholder, director and President of C-H.
3.

All employees of C-H were parties to the contempt

proceedings in March 1991.

9

4.

C-H appeared in person and by counsel in the hearing of

June 11, 1991 on C-H's dispute of EIMCO's garnishment of C-H.

A

judgment was entered against C-H.
5.

WOOD (General Manager and Secretary) appeared in person

in this court on July 9, 1991 when this court entered its Findings on the JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT.

WOOD appeared again on August

6, 1991 when Mr. Fadel argued on behalf of C-H that C-H was
immune from execution because it was not a party.
Eimco need not list the hundreds of other facts all to the
effect that C-H cannot in good faith deny knowledge.

Indeed to

suggest that C-H lacked knowledge or the ability to understand
its relationship to these proceedings is to deny reality.

C-H Became a Party By Seeking Relief In This Court
Moreover, C-H appeared before this trial court in each
proceeding seeking relief.

By requesting relief of the court,

C-H submitted to jurisdiction,"becoming a party.

State Comp.

Ins. Fund v. Industrial Comm'n, 657 P.2d 761 (Utah 1983); Downey
State Bank v. Maior-Blakeney Corp., 545 P.2d 507 (Utah 1976).
There is no precept of law that permits one to seek the benefits
of participation while claiming not to be a participant.

Ted R.

Brown & Assoc., Inc. v. Carnes Corp., 547 P.2d 206 (Utah 1976);
Sorenson v. Sorenson, 18 Utah 2d 102, 417 P.2d 118 (1966).
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C-H Voluntarily Intervened In the Appeal
As with the instant MOTION TO QUASH, C-H's efforts to
intervene in the appellate court by "special appearance" is in
fact a general appearance.

Ted R. Brown & Assoc., Inc. v. Carnes

Corp., 547 P.2d 206 (Utah 1976); Barber v. Calder, 522 P.2d 700
(Utah 1974).

C-H voluntarily appeared and is seeking relief.

It is therefore a party in this case.

The Caption Alone Is In Error
C-H makes much ado that the caption or style of the case
does not reflect C-H's participation.

C-H cannot deny knowledge

of all events and circumstances and personal service of the writs
and participation by counsel.

Notwithstanding its protestations

of lack of notice, the C-H position is simply a question of how
C-H would or should be listed in the caption.

To permit such a

question to be controlling is to pay homage to form over
substance.

C-H Acted On Its Notice
C-H cannot here argue that ignorance of these proceedings5
or this action prevented its participation.

C-H has had complete

knowledge, was a party in 1991, is a party now, (through intervention, the hearings of June 11 and August 6, 1991, and this
presentation of the MOTION TO QUASH and at all times was repre5

Arguments inferring that it was without knowledge may
give rise to serious questions under Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of
Civil Procedure.
11

sented by Mr. Fadel.

(Ex. 7 at 3, lines 22-23.)

Further, C-H

had the right to appear under Rule 69(1) and (m) . Instead, C-H
collaterally attacked this court's rulings in other proceedings.
Only after losing in other fora does it now return 19 months
later to this court with a desperate and unsubstantiated plea for
relief.

C-H MERELY SEEKS TO AVOID BOND
It is most disingenuous at this juncture for C-H to request
this court to exercise its equity powers to quash execution of
its own judgments.

It would be error for this court to do so

absent a proper showing and security under Rule 62(a).

Taylor

Nat'l, Inc. v. Jenson Bros. Constr. Co., 641 P.2d 150 (Utah
1982); Ketchum Coal Co. v. Christensen, 48 Utah 214, 159 P. 541
(1916) . C-H knows the conditions of relief for a stay of
execution under U.R.C.P. Rule 62(a).
Utah 2d 294, 312 P.2d 779 (1957).

Palmguist v. Palmquist, 6

C-H has been hiding in the

federal courts, paying no bond fees and dissipating its assets.
C-H could post a bond and request a stay under Rule 62(a).

C-H

has elected to not do so, and in turn has not presented any cause
to this court why execution should be stayed.

Thus this court is

not at liberty to enter an indefinite stay of its own judgment.

C-H's MOTION IS UNTIMELY
The Writ of Execution issued on August 6, 1991 is now under
attack some 19 months after service.
12

C-H sought leave of the

bankruptcy court to intervene in the Appeals, but it chose not to
intervene in this court.

Thus, O H has delayed for too long and

cannot now seek to attack this court's jurisdiction as it could
in 1991.

C-H already appeared, lost and then relied on delaying

tactics until the initial writ expired.

C-H RE-ARGUES ITS OLD POSITION AND
CONCEDES ITS ASSETS ARE G&G ASSETS
In the hearing of August 6, 1991, before this court, C-H
argued:
Mr. Fadel: They're asking the court here how to authorize a Writ of Execution on all the assets of C-H. C-H
is not a party to this action. It is not a judgment
debtor. (Ex. 20 at 2.)
Simply stated, C-H now presents exactly the same arguments
presented in a previous proceeding by its counsel, Mr. Fadel.
Thus, the court has previously ruled on this issue after hearing
C-H's position.
The only issue fairly available under Rule 69 is a
presentation to the court on why certain assets should not to be
subject to execution as the property of C-H.

The court stated:

I'll enter the writ and then you will go ahead and ...
serve it and then ownership will be determined. We'll
have a hearing. (Exhibit 20 at age 24, lines 5-10.)
C-H elected to present ownership arguments to Judge Boulden,
and has been largely unsuccessful.

(Ex. 2 4.) Thus, C-H's MOTION

TO QUASH is but a motion to re-argue what was argued to Judge
Boulden.

It is a motion whose substance is precluded by prior

proceedings in this and other courts under the doctrine of issue
13

preclusionC-H misdirects the court by again arguing that it did not
have the opportunity to contest that it is the alter ego of
CALLAHAN.

Besides incorrectly stating the facts, the argument

has no bearing on the possession by C-H of assets belonging to
G&G. Simply stated, C-H is the embodiment of G&G assets taken by
CALLAHAN.

On 1991, the court merely found CALLAHAN a person who

controlled C-H and who was able to direct C-H to his will as an
alter ego.

It therefore correctly directed him to cause all C-H

assets to be transferred to EIMCO, purchaser of all G&G assets.
The fact that CALLAHAN chose not to comply exposes him to further
charges of contempt, but it does not involve C-H.

C-H DOES NOT SEEK A STAY
U.R.C.P. Rule 62(a) makes no distinction as to parties and
non-parties.

It is within the discretion of the court to stay

judgment upon proper posting of a bond.

C-H has never requested

any stay of execution, nor has it proposed to post a bond.

A

legitimate business would seek a stay and post the bond to
maintain operations and avoid the consequences of the levy.
Since EIMCO was the only substantial creditor, the entire
tour through the United States District Court was to escape the
FINAL JUDGMENT and JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT without bond.

This court

should not allow C-H to continue to dissipate its assets without
security for EIMCO under Rules 62 and 69.

14

G&G ASSETS TRANSFERRED TO O H BELONG TO EIMCO
O H was founded on property taken from EIMCO.

All that C-H

obtained directly accrued from the assets taken from G&G. The
JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT recognized that all assets of C-H derived
from assets of G&G.

Since, proceeds of those assets belong to

EIMCO through G&G, all assets of C-H belong to EIMCO.

EIMCO OWNS ALL CHOOSES-IN-ACTION
C-H argued before the U. S. District Court and in the MEMO
that EIMCO makes an "incredible" claim to all C-H causes of
action against EIMCO-

Choses in action are traditional property

upon which an officer must execute, absent direction otherwise.
U.R.C.P. Rule 69(d).
C-H and did.

This court can execute upon all property of

The choses in action were properly executed upon.

Notice and a hearing were given.
court by C-H.

No remedy was sought in this

No legal or factual basis has been presented by

C-H to prevent the choses in action (whenever and however they
arose) from being transferred.

EIMCO's ownership is a proper

procedural result of a legitimate judgment of this court.

EIMCO

owns the choses in action.

CONCLUSION
C-H asks this court to stop EIMCO from causing further
damages to C-H.

It ignores an outrageous array of legal maneu-

verings all orchestrated in a blatant effort to defeat judgments
of this court.

Every conceivable ruse has been employed to
15

interfere and delay execution so that CALLAHAN can continue to
hobble the court while exploiting the parts business he stole for
C-H from G&G, having stolen it for GScG from EIMCO.
Equity, law and logic demand an end to this inexcusable
misuse of legal process by C-H.

The C-H MOTION TO QUASH should

be denied so that the present Writ of Execution can proceed.

DATED this

37

day of March, 1993.

TTomas/CJ/. K(
:. Ruesellf'
E.
Ru6^ellfTarleton
A. Jotfn Pate
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
and
David T. Berry (4196)
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that true and correct copies of the
foregoing OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO QUASH were deposited in the
United States mail, postage prepaid, on this 31st day of March,
1993 to the following:
William G. Fowler
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall &
McCarthy
50 S- Main, #1600
Salt Lake City, Utah 84144
and
16

George K. Fadel
170 West Fourth South
Bountiful, UT 84010

Ofe/lujfc
Tj
N:\2010\QUASHWRT.MEM
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

MINUTE ENTRY
ENVIROTECH CORP.
PLAINTIFF
VS
G AND G STEEL CORP.

CASE NUMBER 880905429 CV
DATE 04/09/93
HONORABLE JOHN A ROKICH
COURT REPORTER
COURT CLERK MTR

DEFENDANT
TYPE OF HEARING:
PRESENT:
P. ATTY. TRASK, DAVID V.
D. ATTY. FADEL, GEORGE K.

*MINUTE ENTRY*
THE MOTION OF C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., TO QUASH PLAINTIFF'S
WRITS OF EXECUTION AND ASSISTANCE IS DENIED FOR THE REASON SET
FORTH IN PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM, AND MORE PARTCULARLY FOR THE
FAILURE OF DEFENDANT CALLAHAN, AND C-H FAILING TO COME FORTH
BEFORE THE COURT, AND ESTABLISH THE OWNERSHIP OF THE ASSETS
ATTACHED OR SIGNED.
CC
THOMAS J. ROSSA/E. RUSSELL TARLTON/A. JOHN PATE
WILLIAM G. FOWLER
DAVID T. BERRY
GEORGE K. FADEL

RECCED
TRASK, SRITT & ROSSA

APR | 31993

Tftira Judicial District

MAY 2 8 1993
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
James D. Gilson (5472)
Attorneys for C-H Industries, Inc.
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. 0. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333

ey_
Deputy Clerk

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

ORDER

Plaintiff,
vs.
Civil No. C88-5429
G & G STEEL CORPORATION, a
Utah Corporation; GERALD A.
CALLAHAN, an individual;
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Honorable John A. Rokich

Defendants.

The case came on for hearing before the Court on April
5, 1993 on the Motion of C-H Industries, Inc. ("C-H") to Quash
Plaintiff s Writs of Execution and Assistance Dated 3/4/93.

C-H

was represented by William G. Fowler and James D. Gilson.
Plaintiff Envirotech Corporation, dba Eimco Process Equipment
Company ("Eimco"), was represented by Thomas J. Rossa and A.
John Pate.

Having duly considered the argument of counsel, and

the memoranda submitted by the C-H and Eimco,

^

, Mru-urG &Hr£>y 4/*

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Eimco may not attach or
seize any-oaucoc of ac£i-e*i or claims that C -H hac against Eimcu

dl/L/
^

C-H against Eimco in the United States District Court for the ^"JVDistrict of Utah, Case No. 92-C-1020B; ffy PL^/M^/^F

72> r///s c&&f?/-t

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that C-H's Motion to Quash is
denied in all other respects.
DATED this

<$ ^ day of May, 1993.
BY THE COURT:

tohyt A. Rokich, Judge
Third J u d i c i a l D i s t r i c t Court

MINUTES OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
OF THE DIRECTORS OF
C

- H INDUSTRIES, INC.
January 1990

TIME AND PLACE:
The organizational meeting of the board of directors of
C-H INDUSTRIES,INC. was
held
at
928
East
Chelsea drive
Bountiful, Utah, on January 14, 1990 at 4 p.m., and by telephone
to Patricia Callahan in Evanston, 111. and Pamela Callahan in
Fresno, Calif* pursuant to a written Waiver of notice signed by
all of the directors ( being also majority of the incorporators)
fixing the time and place of the said meeting*
The following stock holders, directors and incorporators
were present, in person or on the telephone:
Number of Shares

Name
lone Callahan
q%T;a1ri.Ca1

Ighan^

Patricia Callahan
Pamela Callahan

1000
0
0
0

shares
shares
shares
shares

ELECTION OF OFFICERS:
On motion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried,
lone Callahan was elected Chairman, Pamela Callahan was elected
secretary for the meeting.
WAIVER OF NOTICE:
The Secretary presented the Waiver of Notice of the meeting
signed by all of the directors. It was filed as part of the
minutes.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION REPORT FILLED:
The Chairman reported that the Articles of Incorporation of
the corporation were filled in the office of the Secretary of
State of Utah on November 29, 1990, and a Certificate of Incorporation was received from the office of the Lieutenant Governor
of the State of Utah. A copy of said Articles of Incorporation
was ordered to be inserted in the minute book as part of the
records of the meeting.
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ADOPTION OF BY-LAWS:
The Secretary presented a proposed form of the By-Laws for
the regulation and management of the affairs of the corporation
which were read, section by section, unanimously adopted and
ordered to be made a part of the permanent record.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Motions were declared in order for the nominations of officers of the corporation to hold office for the ensuing year and
until their successors are duly elected and qualified.
The following were nominated:
President

lone

Callahan

Vice President

Patricia Callahan

Secretary

Pamela Callahan

No further nominations have been made, a ballot was taken,
all of the directors and stock holders voted and the ballots were
canvassed.
The chairman declared the above-named persons were
duly elected officers of the corporation to hold the office
named, by unanimous vote of all of the directors and
Stockholders.
STOCK CERTIFICATE AND SEAL:
Upon motion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried,
the seal impressed upon the margin of the page adjacent to the
signature of the Secretary was adopted as the Corporate Seal of
the corporation and the form of stock certificate inserted in the
minute book was part of the records of this meeting marked
SPECIMEN" was approved and is to be used in issuing certificates
of stock of the corporation.
ISSUANCE OF CAPITAL STOCK:
Upon(notion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried, it
was:
RESOLVED, That the board of directors be and hereby is
authorized, in its discretion, to issue the capital stock of
the corporation, to the full number of shares authorized by
the Articles of Incorporation, in such amounts and for such
consideration as from time to time shall be determined by
the Board of Directors and as may be permitted by law.
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AUTHORIZATION FOR BANKING:
Upon motion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried
i t was:
RESOLVED, That the corporation open such bank accounts, or
accounts, either checking or savings or both, in Salt Lake
City, or elsewhere, as the President, of the Corporation may
deem advisable and in the best interest of the Corporation;
that the General Manager be and hereby is authorized, on
behalf of the Corporation,
to conduct such banking
transactions as he deems necessary to effectuate and carry
on the purposes of the business of the corporation,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the First Interstate Bank of
Salt Lake City, Utah, be and the same hereby are designated
as the depository
of the corporation; that the General
Manager Gerald Callahan be authorized to open an account, or
accounts at said banks and on such terms as the president
may deem advisable and in the best interest of the
corporation; that said bank be and hereby is authorized to
accept for deposit or collection any check, draft, order or
other instrument bearing the endorsement of the corporation,
whether stamped or otherwise? that any and all moneys and
funds of the corporation in such account or accounts may be
withdrawn by check, draft, order or other instrument when
signed in the name of the corporation by an officer of the
corporation.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
The L I : sai < I banks are hereby
authorized to pay such checks, drafts, orders or other
instrument and to receive them for the credit of or in
payment from the payee or any other holder when so signed,
without inquiry as to the circumstances of their issue or
the disposition of their proceeds, weather drawn to cash or
bearer, or to the individual order of , or tender in payment
of the individual obligations of the officer of the above
named, or other designated officer1 of the corporation.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That all actions heretofore taken
by the officers of the corporation in obtaining loans or
credit on behalf of the corporation and arranging for banking facilities or other depositories of the corporation, or
otherwise, in the exercise of the authority and powers
herein granted, are hereby ratified, adopted and confirmed.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Resignation of Joan Hansen
from the corporation be accepted and it be recognized that
she did not subscribe to the
1000 share of capital stock
specified in the original articles of incorporation.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Gerald Callahan
General Manager of the corporation and
responsible for the daily operation of the
report to the board of directors the operating
the corporation in a timely manner.

be named as
that he be
business and
condition of

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to be transacted, the meeting was, upon motion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried,
adjourned*

Pamela Callahan^ Secretary
CORPORATE SEAL
January 14, 1990

MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING
OF THE DIRECTORS OF
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.
APRIL 1991
Place: The Home of lone Callahan
928 East Chelsea Drive
Bountiful, Ut. 84010
Date: April 27, 1991
Time:

10 a.m.

A special meeting of the board of director of C-H
Industries, Inc. was held pursuant to a written Waiver of Notice
signed by all of the directors fixing the time and place of the
said meeting.
The meeting was called to order by lone Callahan the
president of the corporation and Pamela Callahan the secretary of
the corporation kept the minutes of the meeting.
The secretary reported that the following stock holders
owning stock were present in person.
Name
lone Callahan
Pamela Callahan
Joseph Wood
Not present
Patricia Callahan

Number of Shares
3000
1000
1000
2000

The Chairwoman, lone Callahan, declared that there were
present in person the number of shareholders necessary to
constitute a quorum. Stock holder Patricia Callahan was not present
at the meeting.
Pamela Callahan the Secretary read the minutes of the
last meeting of the stockholders held on December 17,1990 and upon
motion duly seconded and carried they were approved as read.

C-H Industries, Inc.
Page 2 of 4
April 27, 1991
General Discussion:
Gerald Callahanatt£i^^
The C-H organization and structure were
detail.

discussed in substantial

A new employee Danny Bloomguist was hired by Joey Wood . His
starting date is Monday April 29, 1991. He will report to Joey
Wood with duties as assigned.
Jeff Hansen terminated on April 26,1991 he will not be eligible for
rehire.
Robin Webster was hired March 2, 1991. As a data processing
technician.
Upon motion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried
it was:
RESOLVED, that JOSEPH WOOD would continue as General
Manager and would also continue as supervisor of
manufacturing, engineering, shipping and purchasing.
RESOLVED, that
lone Callahan would
assume the
responsibility of Office Manager and Financial Manager.
She will supervision the Data Processing and Accounting
operations. She will report to the General Manager.
Lenna Bloomguist and Robin Webster will report to lone.
RESOLVED, Gerald Callahan will continue as a Marketing
Consultant with duties as assigned and will report to
Joey Wood.
RESOLVED, a monthly operating report summary would be
prepared to summarize the C-H
position Financially,
Marketing position, Engineering status, Manufacturing
progress and Sales.
Input will be provided by all personnel and will
including verbal definitions of performance and plans.
A trial format will be followed.

C-H Industries, Inc.
Page 3 of 4
April 27, 1991
RESOLVED, that the C-H Personal policy which was review
and amended will be reprinted and implemented as marked
with changes. A copy is attached and made a essential
part of this document.
RESOLVED, THAT The existing sweep account at the First
Interstate Bank be reviewed and updated to a better
interest rate. lone Callahan will handle this change.
RESOLVED, that we accept Pamela Callahan resignation as
a member of the board of directors. She was commended for
the excellent job she has done as a member of the board
of Directors.
RESOLVED, that Joseph
corporate secretary.

Wood

assume

the

position

of

RESOLVE^, that Joseph Wood's 1000 shares of C-H
be
transferred to Pamela Callahan. The transfer of stock
owner ship will be so noted in the stock registered and
the 1000 shares of C-H stock will be reissued in the name
of Pamela Callahan.
RESOLVED, that George Fadel would be the C-H Industrie's,
Inc. Attorney and legal council.
RESOLVED, that Gerald Callahan delete his name from the First
Interstate Bank checking account.
RESOLVED, That lone Callahan be added as an authorized
signature to sign checks for payment of obligation
for C-H Industries, Inc..

C-H Industries, Inc.
Page 4 of 4
April 27, 1991

RESOLVED, That the First Interstate checking account be
changed to a different account number as the account
has been in use since the beginning of C-H Industries, Inc.
A review of the garnishment of Gerald Callahan's Salary and request
for Envirotech hearing to review garnishment of Gerald Callahan's
wages. A hearing before Judge J.A.Rokich in The Third Judicial
District Court in and for the County of Salt Lake is scheduled.
Joey Wood will appear for C-H Industries,Inc. George Fadel will
act as council.

ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business to be transacted, the
meeting was, upon motion duly made, seconded and unanimously
carried the meeting would be adjourned.

Pamela Callahan - Secretary
C-H CORPORATE SEAL

Dated: April 27, 1991

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, A
DELEWARE CORPORATION, D/B/A
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
PLAINTIFF,
VS.

CIVIL NO. C88-5429
APPELLATE NO. 920645

G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
A UTAH CORPORATION, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, AN INDIVIDUAL,
GLEN 0. HANSEN, AN INDIVIDUAL,
DEFENDANTS.

BEFORE THE HONORABLE JOHN A. ROKICH, JUDGE
AUGUST 6, 1991
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL

APPEARANCES:
FOR THE PLAINTIFF:

THOMAS J. ROSSA
DAVID T. BERRY
JEFF ALDUS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

FOR THE DEFENDANT:

GEORGE K. FADEL
ATTORNEY AT LAW

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH; TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1991

1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2
3
4

THE COURT:
8285429.

5
6

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE YOUR APPEARANCES FOR THE
RECORD?

7
8

MR. ROSSA:

THOMAS J. ROSSA, JEFFERY ALDOUS

AND DAVID T. BERRY FOR THE PLAINTIFF ENVIROTECH.

9
10

ENVIROTECH VS. G&G STEEL,

MR. FADEL:

GEORGE K. FADEL APPEARING FOR

GERALD CALLAHAN.

11

THE COURT:

AND THE PURPOSE OF THIS HEARING

12

IS AS A RESULT OF THE EX PARTE MOTION FOR WRIT OF

13

EXECUTION, AND I CONTACTED MR. FADEL AND HE SAID HE HAD

14

OBJECTIONS, SO I SET IT TODAY AT A TIME FOR HEARING.

15
16

HAVE YOU HAD ENOUGH TIME TO GO OVER IT,
MR. FADEL?

17

MR. FADEL:

YES, YOUR HONOR.

18

THE COURT:

FINE.

19

MR. FADEL:

YOUR HONOR, THE COURT ON APRIL

YOU MAY PROCEED.

20

17TH ENTERED A MINUTE ENTRY IN WHICH YOU DENIED THE

21

MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL OR TO AMEND THE FINDINGS.

22

THE COURT:

RIGHT.

23

MR. FADEL:

IN THAT SAME MINUTE ENTRY THE

24

COURT INDICATED CALLAHAN WAS IN CONTEMPT AND SHOULD PAY

25

$5,000.

2

THE COURT:

RIGHT.

MR. FADEL:

ACCORDING TO THE RULES, MR. ROSSA

3

SHOULD HAVE SUBMITTED TO THE COURT A FORMAL FINDINGS

4

AND ORDER WITHIN 15 DAYS.

5

WOULD HAVE BEEN ENTERED FORMALLY IN TIME FOR US TO TAKE

6

THE APPEAL BROUGHT FROM THE FINAL JUDGEMENT AND FROM

7

THE JUDGEMENT OF CONTEMPT.

8

THIS! OTHER FORMAL FINDINGS WEREN'T PRESENTED TO THE

9

COURT FOR SIGNATURE UNTIL JULY 9TH.

10

HAD HE 1DONE SO, THE ORDER

BUT IT WAS DELAYED, AND

NOW, I ASSUME THAT THERE WAS A REASON FOR

11

THAT.

12

THAT WOULDN'T BE AFFECTED BY THE APPEAL.

THEY WANTED TO PROCEED WITH THIS IN SUCH A WAY

13

NOW, COMING TO THE MERITS APART FROM THAT,

14

YOUR HONOR, THEY'RE ASKING THE COURT HERE NOW TO

15

AUTHORIZE A WRIT OF EXECUTION ON ALL THE ASSETS OF

16

C-H.

17

JUDGEMENT DEBTOR.

18

EXECUTION OF ANY ASSETS OF CALLAHAN.

19

CALLAHAN HAD ANY ASSETS IN C-H AND THE COURT HAS IN

20

FACT ALLOWED THE GARNISHMENT OF CALLAHAN'S RECEIVABLES

21

FROM C-H, AND EVEN TO THE EXTENT OF SAYING THAT WHEN HE

22

ADVANCED

C-H IS NOT A PARTY TO THIS ACTION.

IT IS NOT A

THE COURT COULD AUTHORIZE THE
IN FACT IF

THE—

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. FADEL: -- ADVANCED THE EXPENSES ON THE

25

CREDIT CARD.

CREDIT CARD HE HAD TO REIMBURSE-- C-H HAD TO REIMBURSE

1

MAKE WHO THE CONSULTANT IS?
THE COURT:

2

WELL, I'LL TELL YOU , I AM GOING

3

TO ALLOW THE WRIT OF EXECUTION.

4

SIGN.

5

GET A STAY AND I'LL HEAR THAT.

6

HEARING AS TO - -

7

I'LL GO ,AHEAD AND

IF YOU WANT TO GET A STAY , YOU CAN GO AHEAD AND

MR. ROSSA:

YOU MAY HAVE TO HAVE A

YOUR HONOR, SINCE MR. WOOD WHO IS

8

THE GENERAL MANAGER OF C-H INDUSTRIES IS IN THE

9

COURTROOM AND PRESENT, I WOULD REQUEST THAT THE COURT

10

ORALLY ENJOIN HIM AT THIS POINT OR ORDER HIM NOT TO

11

TRANSFER OR PERMIT ANY ASSETS OR CASH TO BE TRANSFERRED

12

PENDING SERVICE OF THAT WRIT OF EXECUTION.

13

THE COURT:

I CAN'T DO THAT.

14

MR. ROSSA:

HE'S IN CHARGE OF THOSE ASSETS.

15

HE KNOWS WHERE THEY ARE.

16

THE COURT:

I KNOW, BUT I CAN'T DO THAT.

17

HE'S NOT PART OF THIS ACTION.

18

WRIT AND THEN WHOEVER EXECUTES-- WHOEVER SERVES, I

19

SHOULD S A Y —

20

MR. FADEL:

ALL I CAN DO IS SIGN THE

WELL, THESE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE,

21

BECAUSE THEY DIDN'T HAVE THE CASH FLOW, HAD TO BE

22

FACTORED, AND THEY'RE ALREADY FACTORED TO SOMEBODY

23

ELSE.

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. FADEL:

THAT'S FINE.
NOW, WE SHOULD BE ABLE TO COME TO

1

THIS COURT TO DETERMINE THE OWNERSHIP OF THOSE ASSETS

2

AND SO FORTH.

3

COURT OR ANYBODY ELSE.

4

RIGHT HERE.

5
6

WE SHOULDN'T HAVE TO GO TO THE FEDERAL

THE COURT:

WE OUGHT TO BE ABLE TO GET IT

I'LL ENTER THE WRIT AND THEN YOU

WILL GO AHEAD AND--

7

MR. ROSSA:

WE'LL HAVE A CONSTABLE SERVE IT.

8

THE COURT:

-- SERVE IT AND THEN OWNERSHIP

9
10
11
12

WILL BE DETERMINED.

WE'LL HAVE A HEARING.

I'LL GIVE

YOU TIME FOR HEARING AS TO THE OWNERSHIP.
AS TO WHAT'S FACTORED, THEY ONLY GET THE
ACCOUNTS THAT ARE THERE TO GET.

THAT'S ALL.

13

MR. FADEL:

THAT'S TRUE.

14

THE COURT:

OKAY.

15

MR. BERRY:

YOUR HONOR, JUST FOR THE RECORD,

I'LL SIGN IT THEN.

16

BECAUSE WE HAD CONFUSION IN THE PAST ABOUT STATEMENTS

17

FROM THE BENCH TO MR. FADEL AND THE DEFENDANTS,

18

MR. CALLAHAN, ABOUT WHAT THEY CAN AND CAN'T DO, I WOULD

19

JUST LIKE TO ASK THE COURT TO DELETE FROM THE RECORD

20

ANY REFERENCE THE COURT MAY HAVE MADE IF HE GOES OUT ON

21

HIS OWN HE CAN DO WHATEVER HE WANTS TO DO.

22

THE COURT:

NO, I'M NOT GOING TO DO THAT.

23

MR. BERRY:

THE CUSTOMER L I S T — ALL I'M

24

SAYING, YOUR HONOR, IS THAT YOU LEFT IT OUT OF THAT

25

PHRASE SO THERE IS NO MISSTATEMENT THAT HE CAN'T GO OUT

"1
TCAfiKj^Mj.::.: >•'•;..;~

SEP I 31991
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
Attorneys for Debtor
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340

S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In re
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. , a Utah
corporation,

Bankruptcy No. 91-25504JAB
Chapter 11

Debtor.

MOTION TO COMPEL CUSTODIAN TO TURN OVER
PROPERTY OF THE ESTATE
The motion of C-H Industries, Inc., the above-named
debtor, respectfully represents as follows:
1.

Movant caused its petition to be filed in the

above court on August 28, 1991 seeking relief under the
provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.
2.

The debtor is a Utah corporation, duly

incorporated on November 29, 1989.
3.

On July 9, 1991, in that certain action entitled

"Envirotech Corporation dba Eimco Process Equipment Company, vs.
G & G Steel Corporation, a Utah corporation, Gerald A. Callahan,
an individual, Glen O. Hansen, an individual. Civil No. C885429, (the "State Court Action") filed in the Third Judicial
District Court in and for the County of Salt Lake, State of

Utah, a Judgment of Contempt was entered against a defendant,
Gerald A. Callahan ("Callahan"), by the terms of which Judgment,
and in order to purge himself of contempt, said defendant was
directed forthwith to "cause the transfer of all the assets of
C-H Industries, Inc. , to plaintiff to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of the Final Decree herein. "

A copy of said

judgment is annexed hereto, marked Exhibit A, and made a part
hereof by this reference.
4.

C-H Industries, Inc. , the debtor, is not a party

to the State Court Action.

In the State Court Action, Findings

of Fact and Conclusions of Law were prepared by counsel for the
plaintiff and executed by the District Judge on July 9, 1991, by
the terms of which the court concluded as a matter of law that
C-H Industries, Inc. , was an alter ego of Gerald A. Callahan,
and further finding, as a matter of law, that to purge himself
of the contempt, that Callahan should forthwith transfer to the
plaintiff all of the assets of C-H Industries, Inc.

A copy of

the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law is annexed hereto,
marked Exhibit B, and made a part hereof by this reference.
Callahan had no authority to cause such transfer to be
effectuated.
5-

On August 6, 1991, a Writ of Execution was issued

in the State Court Action demanding "The Sheriff or Constable of
Salt Lake County, State of Utah . . .

to immediately transfer

all of the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. , including but not
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limited to all inventory, accounts receivable, customers,
customer lists, installation lists, application lists, research
and production reports, executory contracts, work(s) in
progress, furniture, hardware, all actual drawings in the
possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and all or any agents,
distributors, representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys
or either or both of them, in whatever form or medium such may
exist, all computer information from which any such C-H
Industries, Inc. drawing may be prepared, whether such does not
reside in a computer or in related storage disc, tape or the
like, all molds, mandrels, forms, casting tools, tooling and the
like, and all parts and components made from such C-H
Industries, Inc. drawings all to plaintiff Envirotech
Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company to be valued
and applied to satisfaction of the Judgment herein and this
shall be your sufficient warrant for so doing.'•

A copy of the

Writ of Execution is annexed hereto, marked Exhibit C, and made
a part hereof by this reference.
6.

On August 6, 1991, counsel for the plaintiff in

the State Court Action caused a Praecipe to be issued in the
State Court Action to the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake
County, directing said officers "to levy upon and take into your
custody all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. , including those
assets in the possession or under the control of Gerald and lone
Callahan, specifically at their residence, 928 E. Chelsea,

-3-

Bountiful, Utah 84010 further including but not limited to all
inventory, accounts receivable, customers, customer lists,
installation lists, application lists, research and production
reports, executory contracts, work(s) in progress, furniture,
hardware, all actual drawings in the possession of C-H
Industries, Inc. and all or any agents, distributors,
representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or either or
both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist, all
computer information from which C-H Industries, Inc. drawing may
| be prepared, whether such does not reside in a computer or in
j

i r e l a t e d storage d i s c , tape or the l i k e and a l l molds, mandrels,
i
. forms, casting tools, tooling and the like, and all parts and
! components made from C-H Industries, Inc. drawings. M

A copy of

j the Praecipe is annexed hereto, marked Exhibit D, and made a
part hereof by this reference.
j

7.

A certificate of Hand-Delivery dated August 9,

j 1991 and executed on behalf of plaintiff in the State Court
Action, reflects that no service of the motion for Writ of
Assistance and Writ of Assistance were served upon the debtor.
A copy of said Certificate is annexed hereto, marked Exhibit E,
and made a part hereof by this reference.
8.

On August 9, 1991, counsel for the Plaintiff in

the State Court Action caused an Ex Parte Motion for Writ of
Assistance to be filed in the State Court Action seeking
authority to empower the Sheriff or Constable to proceed to
-4-

"break into and otherwise search the premises of Gerald and lone
Callahan . . . regarding the Writ of Execution issued August 6,
1991 and the Praecipe dated August 9, 1991. . . . "

A copy of the

Ex Parte Motion for Writ of Assistance is annexed hereto, marked
Exhibit F, and made a part hereof by this reference.
9.

On August 9, 1991, a Writ of Assistance was

issued in the State Court Action directing the Sheriff or
Constable to enter the residence of lone Callahan, president of
the debtor corporation, "to search and to seize property
pursuant to said Writ of Execution and Praecipe . . . "

A copy

of the Writ of Assistance is annexed hereto, marked Exhibit G,
and made a part hereof by this reference.
10.

On or about August 6, 7, and 8, 1991, Salt Lake

County Constable, John A. Sindt, seized substantially all of the
personal property of the debtor, including, but not limited to,
lists, computers, books and records of account, all files and
documents belonging to the debtor, the debtor' s bank account at
First Interstate Bank of Utah ($41,260), all inventory, drawings
and specifications relating to customers' orders, and all
corporate records, including financial records, computer
printouts and the like.
11.

On August 16, 1991, a Notice of Appeal from the

State Court judgment respecting contempt was filed with the
Supreme Court of Utah.

A copy of the Docketing Statement is

-5-

annexed hereto, marked Exhibit H and made a part hereof by this
reference.
12.

At all times material hereto, the debtor has been

a Utah corporation in good standing, has conducted its business
in a lawful and legitimate manner, has filed State and Federal
returns, has maintained books and records in accordance with
sound accounting practices, and has accumulated assets and
liabilities, which assets must be accounted for, and which
liabilities must properly be paid,
13.

At no time material hereto, was Callahan an

officer, director or shareholder of the debtor.
14.

The action of plaintiff in the State Court Action

in causing substantially all of the debtor' s assets to be
seized, has caused debtor the total loss of its ability to
conduct business and has resulted in a material and substantial
adverse impact upon its relationship with its customers and
vendors, and effectively destroyed the business as a going
concern.

The recovery of its assets may permit debtor to resume

its business operations, restore the confidence of its customers
and vendors and enable it to resume operations as a profitable,
going concern.
15.

At no time material hereto did the plaintiff in

the State Court Action cause this debtor to be joined as a party
defendant or give it any opportunity to defend against the
unplead allegations that debtor was an alter ego corporation.

-6-

The State Court is wholly without jurisdiction over the debtor,
its assets, or its business and affairs.
16.

Eimco is not a creditor or shareholder of the

debtor, and is not a party in interest.
17.

The action of the Third Judicial District Court

deprives the debtor of its property without due process of law
in violation of Amendment XIV, Section 1 of the Constitution of
the United States, and Article I, Section 7 of the Constitution
of Utah.
18.

The property of the estate referred to in the

preceding paragraphs, or proceeds of such property, is now in
the possession of John A. Sindt, Salt Lake County Constable, at
the direction of and subject to the orders of the Third Judicial
District Court in and for the State of Utah; and that such
Constable is a custodian within the meaning of 11 U. S. C.
§ 101(11).
19.

Under the provisions of 11 U. S. C. § 543(b), a

custodian is required to deliver to the debtor its property
transferred to such custodian, or the proceeds of such property
that is in the custodian' s possession, custody or control on the
date that the custodian acquired knowledge of the commencement
of the bankruptcy case, and the custodian is required to file an
accounting of any property of the debtor, or the proceeds of
such property that, at any time, came into his possession,
custody, or control.

-7-

20.

On August 28, 1991, counsel for the debtor placed

the custodian upon notice of the filing under Chapter 11 of the
Code, and requested delivery to the debtor of any property held
by him after receiving notice of such filing,

A similar notice

was given to counsel for the plaintiff, whose actions
precipitated the seizure of the assets by the Constable.
21.

The custodian has failed to respond to the notice

and demand, and such failure to respond to such demand and
comply with the provisions of § 543(b) of the Code is a
violation of such Code.
22.

This motion is further supported by the

affidavits of Joseph L. Wood and lone Callahan, and the
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in support hereof.
WHEREFORE, debtor respectfully prays that John A.
Sindt, Custodian, be ordered to surrender the property of the
estate, the proceeds thereof, to render an accounting to the
court for the disposition of such property, and that it have
such other and further relief as is just.

si/
DATED this Jk

day of September, 1991.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

Willi\ajK/G. Fowler
Attorneys for Debtor
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. 0. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
-8g:\wpb\176\000013fw.W51

Telephone:
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(801) 532-3333

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing Motion to Compel Custodian to Turn
over Property of Estate to be mailed, postage prepaid, this
day of September, 1991, to the following:
David V. Trask
Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P. O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah

84110

David T. Berry
257 East 200 South, Suite 1025
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorneys for Envirotech Corporation
George K. Fadel, Esq.
170 West Fourth South
Bountiful, UT 84010
Attorneys for G&G Steel Corporation, et. al.
John A. Sindt
Salt Lake County Constable
47 East 7200 South
Midvale, Utah 84107
United States Trustee' s Office
Boston Building, Suite 100
#9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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CERTIFIED COPY
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.,

Bankruptcy No. 91B-25504

Debtor.

Before the Honorable Judith A. Boulden
September 25 & 26, 1991

EIMCO's motion for a continuance of the
hearing scheduled on debtor's motion to
compel custodian to turnover property
Debtor's motion to compel custodian to
turnover property of the estate

<ALPHA
Reported By
P a t t i W a l k e r , CSR,RPR,CP
File No:
09-2526-91PW

Court Reporting Service
P.O. Box 510047
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151-0047
(801) 532-5645
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understand fully Mr. Fadel's relationship, and according to
the minutes, identified by Mr. Rossa, he did serve in some
capacity on behalf of the corporation from time to time; is
that correct?
A.

Yes, that's correct.
MR. ROSSA:

I would ask him advice.

Your Honor, I interrupt at this point

with an objection, but I do not believe counsel is entitled
to lead his witness on redirect and he certainly is doing
that at this particular time.
THE COURT: Rephrase the question, please.
Q.

(BY MR. FOWLER) What was the purpose of the

resolution which designated Mr. Fadel to act in corporate
matters?
A.

The purpose was we were garnished and, you know,

should we get a lawyer, do we need legal advice, and we knew
we were being garnished and they were questioning the
garnishment, this and that.
Q.

Who garnished you?

A.

EIMCO.

Q.

And that's why you attended the court hearing, is

that right, because of the garnishment?
A.

That's one reason. There was —

yeah, that was

one case, yes, that's correct, on one case.
Q.

You prepared a response to that garnishment as

best you could?
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1

|

2

| about how I answered —

3

| answered the questions on the garnishment, and read the back

4

| of the garnishment, and they said they were entitled to a

5

I hearing, and they called a hearing and I went in and

6

A.

Best I could.

We went in and they had questions
they had questions about how I

answered questions on the garnishment.

7

Q.

Did you take an attorney with you to that hearing?

8

I mean, did you hire an attorney to represent C-H at that

9

hearing?

10

A.

11
12

except for you.
J

13

Q.

I have only been retained in connection with this

bankruptcy matter?

14
15

No, we never hired an attorney or retained anyone

I

A.

That's right.

Q.

The question was asked about leased automobiles,

16

and I'm not sure of its relevance, but were the leases in

17

favor of C-H or were the leases in lone and Gerald's —

18

A.

What do you mean the leases?

19

Q.

Well, somebody entered into an agreement with a

20

leasing company.

Who entered into those agreements?

21

I

A.

C-H entered into a leasing agreement.

22

I

Q.

And you made those cars available to those two

23

| employees?

24

I

A.

That's correct.

25

I

Q.

No further questions.
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THE COURT: Mr. Rossa, do you have anything
further?
MR. ROSSA:

Just a couple questions, if I may,

Your Honor.
RECROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. ROSSA:
Q.

Mr. Wood, your appearance regarding the

garnishment was in June of 1991; is that correct?
A.

Without my records I would say that's probably

close.
Q.

And then you also appeared on July 8th, 1991, in

the court of Judge Rokich for some other reason, some other
purpose because by then the garnishment matter had already
been resolved; isn't that correct?
A.

I would have to look and see which one you are

referring to. Not denying I appeared in court.
at least three times, my recollection.

There was

I don't remember the

exact dates.
Q.

And then did you testify to Judge Boulden here a

few minutes ago that you were in court on August 5th?
A.

About the 5th or the 6th.

Q.

Just before the constables came in?

A.

That's correct.

Q.

And is there any doubt in your mind that the

constables were coming?

You knew they were coming before
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1

| they actually arrived on the premises?

2

|

3

I I was present to, and, no, I knew that they probably would

4
5

A,

Well, after the hearing, there was a hearing that

come down sometime, yeah.
Q.

Now as a result of the hearing with respect to the

6

garnishment, Judge Rokich entered an order in which C-H was

7

obligated to pay additional monies to EIMCO because the

8

original responses to interrogatories?

9

MR. FOWLER:

I object to the question.

The

10

documents speak for themselves. There's no foundation for

11

the question.

12

MR. ROSSA:

I believe that you had stipulated, if

13

I may, in response, that counsel had stipulated that any

14

document having C-H in it was stipulated to be admissible.

15

MR. FOWLER:

That's right.

You submit that

16

document to the witness if you're going to ask a question

17

about it.

18

THE COURT:

Counsel, have you been able to

19

ascertain at this point which of your documents then are

20

subject to this stipulation?

21

MR. ROSSA:

I'll have to give the Court a list. I

22

didn't take the time to thumb through this.

I am referring

23

to Exhibit 28, which is one of those which was subject to

24

the stipulation because it does have C-H's name in it and

25

pertains to C-H.

^
RECEIVED
TRASK. BRITT & ROSSA

OCT 2 41991

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In re
C-H INDUSTRIES, I N C . , a Utah
corporation,

Bankruptcy No. 91B-25504
Chapter 11

Debtor.

ORDER DIRECTING CUSTODIAN TO
TURNOVER PROPERTY
This matter having come on for hearing before the
undersigned on the 25th and 26th days of September, 1991, upon
debtor' s Motion to Compel Custodian to Turnover Assets of the
Estate, and due notice thereof being given to John Sindt, Salt
Lake County Constable, the custodian; William G. Fowler and
Scott Mayeda of Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy appearing
on behalf of the debtor, and Thomas J. Rossa and Jeffrey N.
Aldous of Trask, Britt & Rossa appearing for and on behalf of
Envirotech Corporation dba EIMCO Process Equipment Company
("EIMCO")/ a party in interest and an alleged creditor, and the
Court having made its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of law
upon the record;
NOW, upon all the proceedings had before me, and
having heard the statements of counsel, and the Court having
found and determined that the debtor is a corporate entity

of the Bankruptcy Code, that John Sindt is a custodian within
the meaning of the Code, that he holds in his possession and
control property of the debtor and the estate, and should be
directed to comply with the provisions of § 543 of the Code; and
good cause appearing therefor, it is hereby
ORDERED, that John Sindt, Salt Lake County Constable,
deliver forthwith to C-H Industries, Inc., the debtor herein, at
such place as the debtor shall direct, all assets seized from
the debtor' s possession, including, but not limited to all
inventory, customer lists (excepting, however, customer lists,
lead lists and the like for the customers and the leads of G&G
Steel, including the lists of EIMCO customers which are the
property of EIMCO, or any other non-physical assets and business
values of G&G Steel, including executory contracts),
installation lists, application lists, research and production
reports, executory contracts, work(s) in progress, furniture,
hardware, all actual drawings in the possession of C-H
Industries, Inc. and all or any agents, distributors,
representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or either or
both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist, all
computer information from which any such C-H Industries, Inc.
drawing may be prepared, whether such does not reside in a
computer or in related storage disc, tape or the like and all
molds, mandrels, forms, casting tools, tooling and the like, and

all parts and components made from such C-H Industries, Inc.
drawings, all files, documents of any kind whatsoever,
correspondence, office equipment, furnishings, fixtures,
computers, and office equipment, or other property received from
C-H Industries, Inc., or proceeds therefrom; and it is further
ORDERED, that within fifteen (15) days from the date
of this order, the said John Sindt, be, and he hereby is,
ordered to render a complete accounting of all property received
or property disposed of and expenditures made by him as such
custodian; and, it is further
ORDERED that to the extent such property is deemed by
the custodian to be property of G&G Steel or lists of EIMCO
customers or non-physical assets and business values of G&G
Steel, within fifteen (15) days of the date of this order, the
said custodian shall render and furnish to C-H Industries, Inc. ,
an inventory of such retained property,
DATED this

Q

day of October, 1991.

JUDITH A. BOULPEN
United States Bankruptcy Judge

:.c0

EN1T

\
iqqi
DEPUTY CLERK
U.S. BANKRUPTCY COURT

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing Order Directing Custodian to
Turnover Property to be mailed, postage prepaid, this
of October, 1991, to the following:
William G. Fowler
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy
P. 0. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84145
David V. Trask
Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P. 0. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah

84110

David T. Berry
257 East 200 South, Suite 1025
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorneys for Envirotech Corporation
John A. Sindt
Salt Lake County Constable
47 East 7200 South
Midvale, Utah 84 107
United States Trustee7 s Office
Boston Building, Suite 100
#9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
WILLIAM C. STILLGEBAUER
Clerk of the Court

By
Deputy Clerk
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day
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EIMCO EXHIBITS PRODUCED FROM C-H ASSETS SEIZED
BY CONSTABLE SINDT'S OFFICE
Box/Folder

DESCRIPTION

1-16

Loans to C-H Industries, Inc.

3-61

Appeal G & G

3-62

G Sc G Material

3-64

G & G

3-65

Fadel

3-66

Court

3-68

C-H Litigation

3-69

C-H

3-72

C-H - G Sc G Litigation

13-13

Minutes of Meeting for C-H

13-16

George Fadel

13-20

Court Papers

29-10

Joey/Pam Loan to C-H

29-17

Eimco - C-H Industries
Restriction of Trade Court

REMARKS

C-H ASSETS SEIZED BY CONSTABLE SINDT'S OFFICE

THOSE MARKED WITH "*" ARE THOSE THAT
CAN BE RETURNED ACCORDING TO
"ORDER DIRECTING CUSTODIAN TO TURNOVER PROPERTY"

EXHIBIT A

BOX 1
1-1
1-2

*

1-3
1-4
1-5

*
*

1-6
1-7
1-8

*
*
*

1-9

*

1-10 *

1-11 *
1-12 *
1-13 *
1-14 *
1-15 *
1-16 *

Bank registers beginning with check no, 90 12/13/89check no- 1449 dated 7/30/90
Manila folders - "Bank forms Pam & done" includes
statements regarding O H Industries No- 27-019-520
Light green folder "Payroll Oct- Nov- Dec-" of '90
Manila folder Profit Analysis for Various Proposals
Manila folder "Employment-lone C-" 1798326-UT DL 1/2/90
$1200 per period
1/6/90 $1250 per period
Manila folder "MF Joseph Wood"
Manila folder "Gerald Callahan"
Manila folder "Danny Bloomquist" 7531 South 2920 West,
West Jordan, Utah SSN 528-80-1648 hired as office
engineer $7.50
Manila folder "Judy Christiansen" 5941 Swannee, Murray
84123, SSN 529-80-8263, secretary hire date 5/21/91
Manila folder "Lenna Bloomquist" Req. for verification
for employment regarding Randy Bloomquist SSN 528-583389 as 2/14/91 Randy Bloomquist worked as "contractor"
for $15.00 as a detailer
Additions to Employee Policy 1/20/90
C-H Petty Procedure 5/23/91
Manila folder "Health Insurance" Value Care Group
Reference Manual
Manila folder "Payroll July 1991" Jeff Hansen 966
Montcleur Drive, Salt Lake, 84106 SSN 528-94-9367
Manila folder "Enviro/Sindt" empty
Manila folder "Loans to C-H Industries"
Promissory note Jan 9. 1990 payable to lone C. for
$5,000, Apr 3 6% to be repaid on April 1, 1990.
Marked paid.
Promissory Note 12/3/89 Patricia C. $5,000 to be
repaid on 3/30/90, annual percentage rate $1,000
per year paid 1039 on 1/31/90 paid $6,000
Promissory Note May 6, 1991 for $4,000 3 6% annual
percentage rate Pamela Callahan
Promisorry Note May 6, 1991 $6,000 to lone
Callahan 3 6% interest
Promissory Note December 1989 paid back on 5/1/90
$2,000

1-17 *
1-18
1-19
1-20
1-21
1-22
1-23
1-24

Manila folder "Internal Revenue" (forms blank)
Blue expanding file "Pending Invoices"
"Accounts payable and balance sheets ledger Aug 91"
Light green folder "June 1991 Acct. Payable Ledger"
Light green folder "May 1991"
Light green folder "April 1991"
Light green folder "March 1991"
Light green folder "Febr."

1-25
1-26
1-27
1-28
1-29 *
1-30 *
1-31
1-32
1-33
1-34
1-35
1-36
1-37
1-38
1-39
1-40
1-41
1-42
1-43 *
1-44 *
1-45 *
1-46 *
1-47 *

Light green folder MJan 1991"
Light green folder MDec 1990"
Light green folder MNov 1990"
Light green folder bank deposit Mar 29, 1991 -August 1,
1991
Light green folder check req. Mar 20, 1991 - July 31,
1991
Gray binder from Talbert Corp. (insurance, securities
including auto insurance on leased Mercury Marquis for
Gerald C.)
Manila folder "reader fil July 1991"
Manila folder "reader fil June 1991"
Manila folder "reader fil May 1991"
Manila folder "reader fil April 1991"
Manila folder "reader fil Jan 1991"
Manila folder "reader fil Dec & Nov 1990"
Manila folder "reader fil Oct, Sept 1990"
Manila folder "reader fil Aug, Jul 1990"
Manila folder "reader fil June May 1990"
Manila folder "reader fil Apr Mar 1990"
Manila folder "reader fil "Fed Jan 1990"
Manila folder "reader fil Dec Nov 89"
Green file "reader fil payroll listing Jan-June 1991"
Manila folder "Old accounts payable" Jan. & Feb. 1990
Manila folder "Payroll 1991" IRS Employers Tax Guide
Jan-July 1991 shows bonus paid to Joseph and lone of
$1250 on Feb. 15
Manila folder "Accounts Payable" March and April 1990
Manila folder "Payroll check copies" 3/31/91-7/31/91

BOX 2
2-1

*

*

2-2

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8

*
*
*

2-9

*

Disk Box
2-1A
2-IB
2-1C
2-1D

data cartridge tape DOS 3X . . . dated 9/4/90
data cartridge tape Lenna's machine master
backup 9-17-90
5 1/4 disk "manufactured by Genius" 90 data
5 1/4 disk "Dr. Halo" disk 1-3 Genium,
including Dr. Halo 3, disks 1-3, Genilizer
and GEnius Memomaker

Flat disk box
2-2A
back disk 8/22/90 Joey disk 1 of 3
2-2B
back disk 8/22/90 2 of 3
2-2C
back disk 8/22/90 3 of 3
2-2D
Speed disk
2-2E
Joey work disk & backup
2-2F
8/23/90 Everex floppy tape backup 1 of 4
2-2G
8/23/90 Everex floppy tape backup 2 of 4
2-2H
8/23/90 Everex floppy tape backup 3 of 4
2-21
8/23/90 Everex floppy tape backup 4 of 4
2-2J
8/22/90 Joey C: (drive all)
2-2K
8/22/90 Joey D:\menu, d:\check (all) backup
2-2L
8/23/90 d:\QA
1 of 2 Contents Dave
2-2M
8/23/90 d:\QA
2 of 2 Contents Dave
2-2N
program disks
2-20
1/11/91 JLW work disks
2-2P
3/11/91 JLW work disks plate l.dwg; plate
2.dwg
2-2Q
spell/thesaurus disk
2-2R
laser/plotter ver. 1.4
2-2S
PTR program/graphics
2-2T
program 1
2-2U
Printer 1
2-2V
8/23/90 Dave D:\Pbrush printshop (all)
2-2W
8/23/90 Dave C:\NEWPS
2-2X
8/23/90 Dave D:\menu
2-2Y
Acad 10 #1 (backups)
2-2Z
Acad 10 #2 (backups)
2-2AA
Acad 10 #3 (backups)
2-2BB
Acad 10 #4 (backups)
2-2CC
Acad 10 #5 (backups)
2-2DD
8/23/90 Dave C:\checkit backup
2-2EE
D:\0CR (all) 8/23/90
2-2FF
WordPerfect 5.1 (4 disks)
Square computer box-program disks
laser printer cartridge
8/5/91 backup disk
blank disks (2)
appears to be list of sales representatives
Letter 8/5/91 from Carson Smith Ass. containing General
Liability Certificate of Claims policy effect. 4/11/914/11/92
box of business cards Joey Wood

2-10
2-11
2-12
2-13
2-14
2-15 *
2-16 *
2-17 *
2-18 *
2-19 *
2-20 *

Manila folder "bank deposits" Jan-Mar 1990 copies of
checks deposited
Manila folder "bank deposits" April-June 1990
Manila folder "bank deposits" Oct, Nov, Dec 1990 - Mar
1991
disk says 36OK
Fax record 8-2-91 8-6-91
Drawing BF-004 "model 212 belt filter general
arrangement" - Sheet 1 of 3
Drawing BF-022 "model 212 belt filter cross section" Sheet 2 of 3
Drawing BF-005 "model 212 belt filter foundation" Sheet 3 of 3
Drawing BF-010 "model 212 belt filter cross section" Sheet 2 of 3
Drawing BF-001 "model 212 belt filter general
arrangement" - Sheet 1 of 3
Drawing BF-003 "model 212 belt filter foundation" Sheet 3 of 3

BOX 3
3-1
3-2
3-3

*
*
*

3-4
3-5
3-6
3-7

*
*
*

3-8

*

3-9

*

3-10
3-11
3-12
3-13
3-14 *
3-15
3-16
3-17
3-18
3-19
3-20
3-21
3-22
3-23
3-24
3-25
3-26
3-27
3-28
3-29

*
*
*
*
*

3-3 0
3-31
3-32
3-33
3-34
3-35
3-36
3-37
3-38

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

3-39 *
3-40 *
3-41 *
3-42
3-43

White plastic model
A & B prototype
Yellow lined note paper with talk about court
appearance
2-28-91 Notice of Suspension of G & G Products (Gerald)
2-28-91 Notice of Suspension of G & G Products (lone)
Yellow lined paper notes about company
Manila folder "Salesman's Call Report" (11-90 - 5-91)
(Gerald Callahan)
Green folder form 1120 returns (3 copies) 11/29/89*9/30/90 & state tax corp. 11/29/89-9/30/90
Affidavit of Garnishee w/copy
Light green folder "Expense Record" (April & May 91)
Light green folder "Expense Record" (May & June 91)
Callahan Citibank Visa 5/21/91
General ledger & balance sheets 9-90
Acct. payable & accts. receivable 10-90
Receipt of computer purchase (appears to be cad system)
from Hammond Computers
General ledger accts. payable & receivables Aug. 1990
Balance sheets Aug. 1990
Financial statement March 1990
Financial statement March 1990
Financial statement April 1990
Financial statement May 1990
Financial statement June 1990
Payroll Jan.-Mar. payroll 1990
Financial statement July 1990
Apr.-June 1990
Quarterly payroll July-Sept. 1990
Checks & copies March-Sept. 1990
Monthly operation cost Jan.-June ?
Bank deposit July-Sept. 1990
Financial statement fiscal year end Sept. 89-Oct. 90,
also has disk with financial data Oct. 8, 1989-Sept. 3,
1990
Expenses 1990 (Expense Records with receipts of G.
Callahan)
Petty cash records Oct. 90-May 91
Jeff Hansen weekly expense records Feb.-Apr. 1991
Robin Webster's expense records March & Apr. 1991
"Filter Belts Inc." commissions and checks 1990
Utah State Tax Commission G & G Products, Inc.
Disbursement journal Nov. 1990
Payroll 1990
G & G Products misc. receipt & bills Dec. 89-Jan. 90, G
& G Products Acct. 27-0193 14 First Interstate Bank
Year end 1099's for 1990
Year end 1099's int. form 1990
Year end W-2 no Callahan's (one for $25,000 no name)
Weekly expense records Gerald Callahan Dec. 89
Equipment Tech Inc. commissions & checks

3-44
3-45 *
3-46 *
3-47

3-55
3-56
3-57 *
3-58
3-59
3-60

Fabricated Filters 1990 commissions
Utah sales tax form 1990 G & G Produ
Tax information Sept. 89-Sept. 90
Design drawings w/handwritten notes & field
measurements
Worm gears field measurements and net:/?!",
Things to do
Merril Lunch statements and dentist Li.IL B "89-12/90
general ledger 10-190-4-30-91
IRS. notes about Energy Steel 6/17/31
Affidavits of vendor (i ncluding Knauss) president :
Ruttle of Legg Co.
Tim Rathbaun, McKeown Fitsgerald, Zollner Buck,
Hutchingson, 2455 Glenwood Ave., Joliet T" -50435,
current stuff about CIM contract
Disk filters drawings, field measurements
MEC Precast (Eimco 81230-014)
Disk scrapers & data (has Eimco patents i~
Field drawings, W.R, Grace & Cn.
Roll design (Hercules)
1
Transmission belts drawings &
d measurements

3-61 *

Appeal G & G

3-62 *

G & G material, Callahan's supplement Memorandum upon
Issue of Suppression of Evidence
Original wage garnishee & judgment
Document produced by G. Callahan for depoi-iMnn
Additional documents produced 3/8
Court (has listing of personal physical asset,1.,,'!
G.A. information
C-H litigation
C-H misc, court documents
Sales report by salesman (sales analysis)
Horizontal belt filter photos w/2 negatives
C-H G G litigation court documents
• •
Weekly expense records - Gera 1 d Callahan (.Jan, 90-April
31)

3-48
3-49
3-50
3-51
3-52
3-53

*
*
*
*
*

3-54 *

3-63
3-64
3-65
3-66
3-67
3-68
3-69
3-70
3-71
3-72
3-73

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

BOX 4
4-1
4-2
4-3
4-4
4-5
4-6
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-10
4-11
4-12
4-13
4-14
4-15
4-16
4-17
4-18
4-19
4-20
4-21
4-22
4-23
4-24
4-25
4-2 6
4-27
4-28
4-29
4-3 0
4-31
4-3 2
4-3 3
4-34
4-3 5
4-3 6
4-37
4-3 3
4-3 9
4-40
4-41
4-42
4-43
4-44
4-45
4-46
4-47
4-48
4-4 9
4-50
4-51
4-52

occidental Chemica I * customer file N.C.
Occidental Chemical - customer file N,Y.
Occidental Chemical - customer file L.A
OMYA of New Haven, Inc. - customer file
Owens Corning Fiberglass - customer file
Olen Chemicals - customer if I le
Prestrop - customer file
Peterson Filters - customer file
Pococ3c Industries, Inc. - customer file
PPG Industries - customer file
PEA Ridge Iron Ore Co. - customer file
Pegasus Gold - customer file
Proctor-Gamble Cellulose - customer" file
Pioneer Chlor-AUcali - customer file
Proctor & Gamble - customer file
Piscataway WWTP - customer file
Reynold Metals Co* - customer file
Rhone Poulence - customer file L.A.
Rhone Poulence - customer file TN
Rhone Poulence - customer flip. TH
Pouge Steel Corp.
Rhone Poulence II
Rocky Mt. Process Co,
Sandoz
Savannah Sugar, Savannaii GA
Savannah Sugar, Port Wentworth GA
Shanban Co,
Stratcor Corp,
Spring Ridge Coal Co,
Straight Line Filters
Stratcor
J R Simplot '
Sigeco
St, Louis Met. Sanitary I) is!'
Sunshine Mining Co.
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric
Southern Ionics Inc. TX
Southern Ionics Inc. LA
City Utilities of Springfield MO
Shriver Presses Corp,,
SCM Pigment Corp.
Staley DeCatur 111 '
Staley TN
Strategic Minerals (Stratcor)
st. Cloud Transfer & Recycling
Staley, Indiana
Talbert & Assoc,
Teledyne
Rexene Products
Rhone Poulence
UMETCO (empty)
US Silica

4-53
4-54
4-55
4-56
4-57
4-58
4-59
4-60
4-61
4-62
4-63
4-64
4-65
4-66
4-67
4-68
4-69

UOP (Knauss-Legg)
Uhimin (Quartz Feldspar Operat I on)
USS Colby Steel Co,
UOP (has Eimco processing drawings
Unimin
Missouri
Unimin
Oklahoma
Universal Process Equip,
Used equipment for sale
Uniroyal Inc.
Virontech Inc.
Witco Chemicals
DD Williamson & Co. Fiber Product Inc.
Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission
Western - A-G Mineral
Willamette CorpWitco
Weirton Steel

BOX
(customei
5-1
5-2
5-3
5-4
5,-5
5-6
5-7
5-8
5 9
5-10
5-11
5-12
5-13
5-14
5 -15
5 -1 6
5 ""17
5-18
5-19
5-20
5-21
5-22
5-23
5-24
5-25
5-26
5 -27
5-23
5-29
5-3 0
5-31
5-3 2
5-3 3
5-3 4
5-3 5
5-3 6
5-37
5-3 8
5-3.9
5 -4 0
5-41
5-42
5-43
5-44
5-45
5-46
5-47
5-43
5-49
5 ri0
b-bl

ADM
Afton Operating Corp,
A i r Products
AKZO Chemicals
Allied Signal
Allstate Belting C o ,
Amalgamated Sugar, Paul Idaho
Amalgamated Sugar, N'ampa Idaho
.Amalgamated Sugar, Nyssa Oregon
Amax Metals Recovery
American Chrome & Chemical
American Cyanamid
Ametek & Filtration Equ IJJ
Anderson WWTP
Aqualon Corp., Maryland
Aqualon Corp., N J
A r c United Corp.
Arcadian Corp.
Archer Daniels Midland Co.,
ArJchola Sand & Graval
Armco Advance Materials Corp.
Armco Steel
Asarco, Kellog Idaho
Asarco, Wallace, Idaho
Atlas Mine & Mi 1 1 Supply
Bar Croft
Big River Electric
Big River Electric
Blackstone Valley District
Brower Machinery Co. Inc.
Buckman Laboratories, Inc.
CP Environmenta1
CIPS
Cypress Specialty Metal Co.
Cargill, Iowa
Cargill, Tenn.
Cargi11, Ohio
Carnation C o .
Caterpillar I n c .
Caterpillar Inc. Lie hi «" • • |«•
Celanase Canada Inc.
Central Louisana Elec T
Chattem Chemical I n c .
Chattem Chemical I n c .
Chem Metal
Ciba Geigy
City of Clarkv.il. I o
Coastal Corp.
Colomer
Copper Range Co.
Criterion Catalysts

5-52
5-53
5-54
5-55
5-56
5-57
5-58
5-59
5-60
5-61
5-62
5-63
5-64
5-65
5-66
5-67
5-68
5-69
5-70
5-71
5-72
5-73
5-74
5-75
5-76
5-77
5-78
5-79
5-8 0
5-81
5-82
5-83

Cypress Foote Mineral
Cypress Industrial Minerals
Cypress Mineral Park Corp.
Cypress North Shore Mining
Cypress Cierrita Corp.
City of Davenport
Degussa Corp.
Delco Electronics
Dept. of Public Worn, , in i n i i inn wiiilr
Dewar Inc.
NA Degerstrou
DuPont, Mississippi
E.I. DuPont Texas
E.I. DuPont, Tenn
E.I. DuPont, NuJohnsville, TN
Dow Chemicals USA
E.I. Dupont, Old Hickory, TN
Englehard, GA
Englehard, Kentucky
Englehard, Gordon GA
Everglade Sugar Refinery Inc.
Englehard TERNEUZEN BV,Netherlands
ESB Rayovac
Erie
Fabricated Filters Inc.
Feldspar, VA
Feldspar, North Carol ina
Filter Belts Inc.
Filter Techniques of Ami *
Filtration Service
Fina Oil Waste Treatment Plant, By Spring, TX
Fi na Oil Waste Treatment Plant, Bv Surina. TX

BOX 6
(customer files)
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5
6-6
6-7
6-8
6-9
6-10
6-11
6-12
6-13
6-14
6-15
6-16
6-17
6-18
6-19
6-20
6-21
6-22
6-23
6-24
6-25
6-26
6-27
6-28
6_2g
6-3 0
6-31
6-32
6-33
6-3 4
6-35
6-36
6-37
6-3 8
6-3 9
6-40
6-41
6-42
6 -4 3
6-44
6-45
6-46
6-47
6 -48
6-4 9
6-50

G . E . plastics Manufact, Div.
General Electric, NC
General Electric, Ohio
Georgia Gulf Corp.
City of Grand Rapids, MI
WR Grace & Co,, Maryland
WR Grace & Co., Quebec CA
Great Lakes Chemical Drainage Belt (has several Eimco
drawings)
Great Lakes Chemical Drainage Belt, Ar ka nsas
Great Salt Lake Minerals & Chemical
Great Lakes Chemical Corp.
City of Gretna
Gulf Chemical & t Il »l lurqical
Guy Foods Inc.
R.A. Hanson Co.
Hecla Mining Co.
Hegyan Corp.
Hercules
Hoechst celanese
Hoegnes, Inc., Riverton, New Jersey
Hoegnes, Inc, , PA
Holly Sugar Co.
Home Stake Mining
City of Hope Well WWTP
Hunt/Wesson
City of Houston
J ,M Huber
I:I
inland steel
Internatonal Paper
IMCC
Imsamet
Iron Ore Process:] rig
Jeff Knauss
Jersey Miniere Zinc
KDS Sales
K-F Environmental Tech Inc
KMG Minerals
Kaiser Aluminum & chemical
A
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Klinkau America, Inc
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp,
Ka is er (Alpart)
Kennicott Corporation
Kemira
Kimberley Clark
Komline Sanderson Fl Iters
Kerr McGee # MS
Kerr McGee Chemicals, l \ 1 „
LTV Steel Corp.

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
31
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Legg company, Inc., KD
Lower Potomac WWTP. BS
Louisville Gas & Power
Laroche Chemical
LTV, Hoyt Lakes, 1 111 \ i1.
LTV Steel Company
Logansport Municipal Utilities
Lucas County Sanitary Engineer
Minerals Research, Inc.
Metropolitan Sanitary District;
Mearl Corporation
Monsanto Chemical
Minerals Equipmnet
City of Memphis
Mississippi Chemical
Minerals Equipment, NM
Mississippi Chemical, TX
Magma Copper Corporation
Monsanto Company, TX
Mobile Chemical
Monsanto Compaq
L
Nipsco
Nevada Power
Netex, Del Rio, "I X
Nevada Power
North Olmstead WWTP
N.L. Industries, NJ
National Starch and Chemica 1 s
N•L• Industries, Inc., WV
Conda Partnership/Nu-West

BOX 7
(purchasing)
7-1
7-2
7-3
7-4
7-5
7-6
7-7
7-8
7-9
7-10
7-11
7-12
7 -13
7 -14
7 -15 *
7'- 1 6
7-- 1 7
7-- 1 8
7-- 1 9 *
7-- 2 0 *
7- - 2 1 *
7- - 2 2 •
7- - 2 3
7- - 2 4 *
7- - 2 5 *
7- - 2 6 *
7- - 2 7 *
7- - 2 8 *
7- - 2 9 *
7--30 *
7-- 3 1 *
7--32 *
7- -33 *
7- -34
7 - •35 *
7 - •36 •
7 - •37 *
7 - •38 *
7 - •39 *
7 - •40 *
7 - •41 *
7 - •42
7 - 43 *
7 - 44 *
7 - 45 *
7 - 46 *
7 - 47 *
7 - 47A •
"7 __ A O
+
/ ~t J k
7 - 50 *

Sales order (misc - pink copies)
Vendor file (PO's) orange copies
Purchase orders 9 - 0 0 0 1 - 9 - 0 0 4 9
Purchase orders 9 - 0 0 5 0 - 9 - 0 0 9 9
Purchase orders 9 - 0 1 0 0 - 9 - 0 1 4 9
Purchase orders 9 - 0 1 5 2 - 9 - 0 1 9 9
Purchase orders 9 - 0 2 0 0 - 9 - 0 2 4 9
Purchase orders 9 - 0 2 5 0 - 9 - 0 2 9 9
Purchase orders 0 3 0 0 - 0 3 4 9
Purchase orders 0 3 5 0 - 0 3 9 9
Purchase orders 0 4 0 0 - 0 4 5 0
Purchase orders 0 4 5 1 - 0 5 0 0
Purchase orders 0 5 0 0 - 0 5 5 0
Consolidated Fre ight (receipts)
Colmer/Jacol Commissions
Citibank Preferred Visa
Conveyor's Equipment
Continental Steel Corporation
EHue Cross & Blue ShieJ d (Insur ai ice)
D 4 (daytimer file)
Dartnell Welding (receipts)
M 14 (Mastercard statement)
United Postal Service (UPS recei pt s)
Minerals Equipment Co,
Mastercard file
Murray City Corp "| 1 ««is J !H»J- ;.. in, OJISF ipp )
Mc 13 (misc)
McDonnell Douglas Auto Leasing (receipts)
Marvins Emergency Service (receipt)
N 15 (receipts from newspaper)
0 16 empty
Office Supply Rreceipts & Checks
P 17 PHP Health Insurance
Prager# Inc.
Petty cash
Q 1 8 (receipts)
R 1 9 (receipts)
Rubber West, Jx
G 7 (receipts)
L 12 (receipts)
Lanier
Legg
L.A. Wardell & Sons
Hardware software support
H 8 (receipts)
1 9 (receipts)
Industrial Gasket
J 10 (receipts)
K 11 (receipts) (empty)
Krogh Pump Co.
Eimco garnished wages

7-51
7-52
7-53
7-54
7-55
7-56
7-57
7-58
7-59
7-60
7-61
7-62

•
*
*

*
*
*
*

E 5 (receipts) empty
Equipment Technology
Evco House of Hose
F 6 (receipts)
Filter Belts/ Inc (manila folder) 1991
Filter Belts, Inc. (green folder) 1991
Fabricated Filters
Fujitsu Customer Service
C 3 (receipts)
Cad Design
3 C's (receipts for stationery)

BOX 8
8-1
8-2
8-3
8-4
8-5
8-6
8-7
8-8
8-9
8-10
8-11
8-12
8-13
8-14
8-15
8-16
8-17
8-18
8-19
8-20
8-21
8-22
8-23
8-24
8-25
8-26
8-27
8-28
8-29
8-30
8-31
8-32
8-33
8-34
8-35
8-3 6
8-37
8-38
8-39
8-40
8-41
8-42
8-43
8-44
8-45
8-46
8-47
8-48
8-49
8-50
8-51
8-52

Unimum Corp. 89-0157
J.M. Huber, Inc. 89-0156
Englehard 89-0155
Colomar 89-0154
Englehard Corp. 89-0151 Lousville
Englehard Corp. 89-0150 Netherlands
U.S. Silica 89-0153
Englehard 89-0149 Netherl^iicl1".
Englehard 89-0148 GA
PPG Industries 89-0147
LTV Steel 89-0146
Colomer 89-0145
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0143
Hoegenaes 89-0142
LTV Steel 89-0141
GSL 89-0140
Engelhard 89-0139
Great Lake Chemical 89-0138
Occidental Chemical 89-1037
Uniroyal, Inc. 89-0135
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0134
Colomer 89-0132
Kimira Legg 89-0131
Laroche Chemical 89-0130
Gulf Chemical 89-0129
Asarco 89-0128
PPG Industries 89-0127
Uniroyal, Inc. 89-0126
Hoechst Celanses 89-0125
Uniroyal, Inc. 89-0124
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0123
CIPS-FBI 89-0122
Mississippi Chemical 89-0121
E.I. DuPont 89-0120
Rhone Poulence 89-0119
Williamsonn Fibre Pro 89-0118
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0117
Englehard 89-0116
Englehard Design Data 89-011b
Englehard Corp. purchase orders 89-0115
Englehard 89-0115
Englehard EXT job file 89-0115
Gulf Chemical & Metal Corp. 89-0029
Cips 89-0114
E.I. DuPont 89-0113
Uniroyal, Inc. 89-0112
A.E. Staley 89-0111
Occidental Chemical 89-u.lln
PPG Industries 89-0109
UOP 89-0108
Rohne Poulence 89-0107
Pioneer Clori 89-0105

8-53
8-54
8-55
8-56
8-57
8-58
8-59
8-60
8-61
8-62
8-63
8-64
8-65
8-66
8-67
8-68
8-69
8-70
8-71
8-72
8-73
8-74
8-75
8-76
8-77
8-78
8-79
8-80
8-81
8-82
8-83
8-84
8-85
8-86
8-87
8-88

Kaiser Aluminum 900388
N.A. Degerstrom 900383
UOP 900379
Occidental Chemical 900377
Uniroyal 900376
E.I. DuPont 900375
Fabricated Filters 900374
City Utility of Springfield 900372
Sandoz Chemical 900370
Jersey Minure Inc. 900368
Great LaJce Chemicals 900366
Englehard Corp. 900362
Uniroyal, Inc. 900363
U.S. Silica Co. 900361
E.I. DuPont 900359
Mississippi Chemical 900358
E.I. DuPont 900357
E.I. DuPont 900356
Hoechst Celanese 900354
Englehard 900353
Chattem Chemical 90-0351
Uniroyal 900350
Monsanto Co. 900349
Aqualon 900348
Kennecott 900346
Rhone Poulence 900345]
Kaiser Aluminum 900344
Aqualon 900341
Uniroyal 900340
Kaiser Aluminum 900339
Uniroyal 900338
Great Salt LaJce Mineral 900226
Kennecott 900225
Englehard 900224
Kerr McGee 900223
Rhone Poulence 900222

BOX 9

9-1
9-2
9-3
9-4
9-5

*
*
*
*
*

9-6

it

9-7
9-8
9-9

*

9-10
9-11
9-12
9-13
9-14
9-15
9-16
9-17
9-18
9-19
9-20
9-21
9-22
9-23
9-24
9-25
9-26
9-27
9-28
9-29
9-30
9-31
9-32
9-33
9-34
9-35
9-36
9-37
9-38
9-39
9-40
9-41
9-42
9-43
9-44
9-45
9-46
9-47
9-48
9-49
9-50

*
*
*

BPC supply
Bish's Steel Fabrication
B 2 (empty)
Randy Bloomquist
Braun
Arvey
A-l (receipts)
All Transmission Products, Inc.
American Express (Gerald Callahan) Acct # 3734-16574211006
Benson Bolt Co.
Associated Business Products
A & T Bolt
AT&T
Uniroyal 89-0106
U.S. Silica Co. 89-0104
W.R. Grace 89-0103
Laroche 89-0102
Central Illinois Public Service Co., (CIPS) 89-0100
CIPS 89-099
Cargill, Inc. 89-098
Conda Partnership 89-097
Almalgamated Sugar 89-096
UOP 89-095
E.I. DuPont 89-094
Monsanto 89-093
Hoagenese, Inc. 89-0091
Springfield Utilities 89-0092
Celanese 89-0090
Uniroyal, Inc. 89-0089
W.R. Grace 89-0088
Caterpillar, Inc. 89-0086
Laroche Chemical 89-0087
Caterpiller, Inc. 89-0085
SCM 89-0084
Arcadian Chemical 89-0083
Englehard 89-0082
U.S. Silica 89-0081
Nipsco 89-0080
Aqualon 89-0079
Englehard 89-0073
Kemira 89-0078
Uniroyal 89-0076
Jersey Miniere Zinc 89-0077
Englehard 89-0075
Kennecott 89-0074
UOP 89-0072
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0071
Nipsco 89-0070
Englehard 89-0064
Laroche Chemical 89-0069

9-51
9-52
9-53
9-54
9-55
9-56
9-57
9-58
9-59
9-60
9-70
9-71 *

Kaiser Aluminum 89-0068
Monsanto 89-0067
Great Salt Lake Chemical 89-0066
Caterpillar 89-0065
Caterpillar 89-0063
Kemira 89-0062
Feldspar 89-0061
UOP 89-0060
W.R. Grace 89-0058
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0059
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0057
Heathwise/Value Care application form

BOX #10
10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4
10-5
10-6
10-7
10-8
10-9
10-10
10-11
10-12
10-13
10-14
10-15
10-16
10-17
10-18
10-19
10-20
10-21
10-22
10-23
10-24
10-25
10-26
10-27
10-28
10-29
10-30
10-31
10-32
10-33
10-34
10-35
10-3 6
10-37
10-38
10-39
10-40
10-41
10-42
10-43
10-44
10-45
10-46
10-47
10-48
10-49
10-50
10-51

- Customer Files (Items 1-105)

US Silica 900228
Aqualon Corp. 900227
UOP 900231
Rhone Poulence 900230
Englehard 900229
Kaiser Aluminum 900236
Kaiser Aluminum 900235
E.I. DuPont 900234
Englehard 900233
Laroche Chemical 900232
Laroche Chemical 900248-A
Uniroyal Inc. 900247
Jersey Minere Zinc 900246
Laroche Chemical 900245
Uniroyal Inc. 900244
E.I. DuPont 900243
Kaiser Aluminum
900242
Great Salt Lake Chem/Minerals 900241
Kenicott/Utah Copper 8900240
Uniroyal Inc. 900239
Teledyne Wah Chang 900237
E.I. DuPont 900262
Occidental Chemical 900261
Laroche Chemical 900260
Kaiser Aluminum 900259
Uniroyal 900258
Englehard Corp. 900257
Kaiser Aluminum 900256
Gulf Chemical Metallurgical 900255
Hoeganaes 900254
Kaiser Aluminum 900253
E.I. DuPont 900252
Uniroyal 900251
E.I. DuPont 900250
Minerals Equipment 900249
Englehard 900283
CP Environmental Inc. 900282
Kaiser Aluminum 900281
Jersey Miniere 900280
Minerals Equipment Co. 900279
Nipsco 900278
Cargill 900277
Gulf Chem. 900276
Kaiser Aluminum 900275
Rhone Poulence 900274
E.I. DuPont 900273
E.I. DuPont 900272
Great Salt Lake Mineral 900271
Mississippi Chem. 900270
Hoeganaes 900269
Kaiser Alum. 900268

10-52
10-53
10-54
10-55
10-56
10-57
10-58
10-59
10-60
10-61
10-62
10-63
10-64
10-65
10-66
10-67
10-68
10-69
10-70
10-71
10-72
10-73
10-74
10-75
10-76
10-77
10-78
10-79
10-80
10-81
10-82
10-83
10-84
10-85
10-86
10-87
10-88
10-89
10-90
10-91
10-92
10-93
10-94
10-95
10-96
10-97
10-98
10-99
10-100
10-101
10-102
10-103
10-104
10-105

Kaiser Alum. 900267
Kaiser Alum. 900266
Uniroyal Inc. 900265
Kaiser Alum. 900264
Aqualon Company 900263
Southern Ionics 900300
Jersey Minere Zinc 900299
Uniroyal 900298
Nipsco 900297
Minerals Research 900296
Kaiser Alum 900295
Laroche Chemicals 900294
Uniroyal Inc. 900293
Dow Chemical 900292
Laroche Chemicals 900291
Rhone Poulence 900290
Englehard 900289
Englehard 900288
Kaiser Alum 900287
Jersey Miniere Zinc 900286
A. E. Staley Mfg. 900284
Kaiser Alum 900312
Reynolds Metals Co. 900311
Englehard 9003 09
Prestrop Polyols 900308
Rhone Poulence 9003 07
E. I. DuPont 900306
Kaiser 900305
PPG Industries 900304
Minerals Equipment 900302
Aqualon Co. 900301
US Silica 900337
Jersey Minere Zinc 900336
US Silica 900335
N.A. Degerstrory Inc. 900334
ADM 900333
Kaiser Alum. 900332
Kaiser Alum. 900331
Cargill 900329
A.E. Staley Mfg. 900328
Minerals Research 900327
Gulf Chemical 90032 6
Aqualon 900325
PPG Inc. 900324
PPG Inc. 900323
Minerals Equip. Co. 900322
Laroche Chemicals 900321
Laroche Chemicals 900320
ADM 900319
N.A. Degerstrom 900318
E.I. DuPont 900316
Amalgamated Sugar 900315
Caterpillar 900314
Kaiser Alum. 900313

BOX 11
11-1 *
11-2 *
11-3 *
11-4 *
11-5
11-6
11-7
11-8
11-9
11-10
11-11
11-12
11-13
11-14
11-15
11-16
11-17
11-18
11-19
11-20
11-21
11-22
11-23
11-24
11-25
11-26
11-27
11-28
11-29
11-30
11-31
11-32
11-33
11-34
11-35
11-3 6
11-37
11-38
11-39
11-40
11-41
11-42
11-43
11-44
11-45
11-46
11-47
11-48
11-49
11-50
11-51
11-52

Delkor Filter
Motor Data
Auto Lube System
Derr Oliver Filters
Customer Files - Englehard 89-0010
Laroche Chemical 89-0009
PPG Industries 89-0008
Colonial Super Co. 89-0007
Laroche Chemical 89-0006
Laroche Chemical 89-0005
Hoeganese Company 89-0002
Bonneville Pacific 89-0001
Dorr Oliver - drawings and parts lists
Nipsco 89-0027
E.I. DuPont 89-0025
Englehard 89-0024
Uniroyal, Inc. 89-0023
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0022
SCM Pigment 89-0021
PPG Industries 89-0020
Aqualon Company 89-0019
GSL Chemical 89-0018
Laroche Chemical 89-0017
US Silica 89-0016
Southern Ionics 89-0015
Celanese Canada 89-0014
US Silica 89-0013
Hoescht Celanese 89-0012
Englehard 89-0011
Caterpillar Inc. 89-0035
Caterpillar Inc. 89-0034
Savannah Sugar 89-0033
Hoescht Celanese 89-0032
Uniroyal, Inc. 89-0031
DuPont 89-0030
Gulf Chemical 89-0029
Laroche Chemical 89-0028
Cyprus Sierrita 89-0026
Kemira Inc. 89-0056
W. R. Grace 89-0055
Kennecott Copper 89-0054
Kennecott Copper 89-0053
Englehard 89-0052
City of Hopewell 89-0051
US Silica 89-0050
UOP 89-0049
Gulf Chemical 89-0048
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0047
Englehard 89-0046
W.R. Grace 89-0045
Kaiser Aluminum 89-0043
Logansport Municipal 89-0041

11-53
11-54
11-55
11-56
11-57
11-58 *

Monsanto Company 89-0040
Everglade Sugar 89-0039
Laroche Chemical 89-0038
Caterpillar Inc. 89-0037
Caterpillar Inc. 89-0036
Jim Seal Company

BOX 12
12-1
12-2
12-3
12-4
12-5
12-6
12-7
12-8
12-9
12-10
12-11
12-12
12-13
12-14
12-15
12-16
12-17
12-18
12-19
12-20

J.R simplot - empty file
Englehard - customer file 900-221
Jersey Miniere Zinc 900220
Ciba Geigy Corp. 900219
CIPS 900218
Laroche Chemicals 900217
Englehard 900216
Jersey Miniere Zinc 900215
Great Lakes Chemical 900214
Englehard 900213
Englehard 90-0212
Feldspar Corp. 90-0210
US Silica 90-0210
Mississippi Chemical 900209
Delco Electronics 890208
Conda/Nuwest 890207
Hoeganaes 89-0206
E.I. DuPont 890200
American Chrome & Chemical 890204
Englehard 890203

12-21

Aqua Ion/Hercules

12-22
12-23
12-24
12-25
12-26
12-27
12-28
12-29
12-30
12-31
12-32
12-33
12-34
12-35
12-36
12-37
12-38
12-39

GSLCM 890201]
E.I. DuPont 890200
US Silica 890199
Great Salt Lake 890198
Mississippi Chemical 890197
Jersey Miniere 890196
Cargill 890195
Caterpillar 890194
Occidental Chemical 890193
Hoeganaes 890192
Cargill, Inc. 890191
Aqualon 890190
Kaiser Aluminum 890189
Aqualon 890188
Uniroyal 890187
Hoeganaes 890186
E.I. DuPont 890185
Hoeganaes 890184

890202

12-40

Cargill

12-41
12-42
12-43
12-44
12-4S
12-46
12-47
12-48
12-49
12-50
12-51
12-52

Kaiser Aluminum 890182
Kemira Inc. 890181
E.I. DuPont 890180
Fabricated Fitlers Inc. 890179
CP Environmental 890178
SCM Pigment 890176
Great Lake Chemicals 890175
Feldspar 890174
Ciba Geigy 890173
Gulf Chemical & Metalurgical 890172
Hoeganaes 890170
Aqualon 890169

890193

12-53
12-54
12-55
12-56
12-57
12-58
12-59
12-60
12-61
12-62
12-63
12-64
12-65
12-66
12-67
12-68

*
*
*
*.

Uniroyal, Inc. 891068
Hoaganese 890167
Lakawanna Sewer 890166
UOP 890165
Englehard 890164
Mississippi Chemical 890163
E.I. DuPont 890162
Laroche Cehmical 890161
Occidental Chemical 890160
Occidental Chemical 890159
Kaiser Aluminum 890158
Kilborne Blowers - empty
Gulf Chemical & Metallurgical Corp. (crossed out)
11" NDE bearing w/liner
75 T 11" drive assembly
Oil cleaner filter

BOX 13
13-1
13-2
13-3
13-4
13-5
13-6
13-7
13-8
13-9
13-10
13-11
13-12
13-13
13-14
13-15
13-16
13-17
13-18
13-19
13-20
13-21
13-22
13-23

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
•

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

13-24 *
13-25
13-26
13-27
13-28
13-29
13-30
13-31
13-32
13-33
13-34
13-35
13-36
13-37

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Rolodex
Spiral Notebook - (computer notes)
100 stamps (230)
See-through binder - blue (C-H proposal log) #1-220
(1/12/90-8/6/91)
Business cards (misc.)
Lincoln travel center folder
Office procedures & forms - form letters
C-H client list (Lenna's copy)
3-ring binder "shoebox accountant"
3-ring binder accounts payable & receivable
Manila folder "scoreboard11 salesmen's evaluations
Manila folder "Patty Callahan" resume
Manila folder - minutes of meetings for C-H May-June
1991
Manila folder - fax cover sheets
Spiral notebook (empty)
Manila folder "George Fadel"
Manila folder "action registrar"
Manila folder "warranties/contracts" Lanier
Manila folder ."forms"
Manila folder "court papers"
Letter from Rubber West Re: Liability insurance
Letter from SRBC Group Re: New Account
Salesman's call reports, Gerald Callahan - Great Lakes
Chemical Company
Manila folder "Purchase Orders and Receiving Slips"
(empty)
Manila folder (empty)
See-through binder - blue (empty)
Rubber stamps Gerald Callahan
Rubber stamps Joseph Wood
Rubber stamps Jack Houston
Rubber stamps Gerald Callahan
Rubber stamps Robert Blaisdell
Rubber stamps Wayne Mediamolle/Fabricated Filters, Inc,
Rubber stamps Arthur Kestenbaum
Rubber stamps Frederick Best
Rubber stamps Dwight Mendenhall
Rubber stamps Arnold Merrow
60 29C stamps

BOX 14
24-i *
14-2
14-3
14-4
14-5
14-6
14-7
14-8
14-9
14-10
14-n
14-12
14-13
14-14
14-15
14-16
14-17
14-18
14-19

Pink copies
of purchase orders for Randy
LaRoche Chemical 900364
E.I. DuPont 900347
Aqualon 900342
A.E. Staley Manufacturing 900330
U.S. Kohe Steel 900317
Aqualon 900285
Formosa Exploration Inc. 900303
Amox Metals Recovery 900310
E.I. DuPont 900394
Great Salt Lake Mineral 900395
Great Lake Lake Chemical 900380
Uniroyal, Inc. 900381
Mississippi Chemical Corp. 900384
LaRoche Chemical 900369
Gulf Chemical & Metalurgical 900371
LaRoche Chemical 900373
Cargill, Inc. 900378
DuPont Operations 900355

14-20

ADM

14-21
14-22
14-23
14-24
14-25
14-26
14-27
14-28
14-29
14-30
14-31
14-32
14-33
14-34
14-35
14-3 6 *

US Silica 900402
Englehard 900463
Great Salt Lake Mineral 900404
Kaiser Aluminum 900406
US Silica 900406
Englehard 900409
Englehard 900414
Hoeganaes 900396
Englehard 900398
LaRoche Chemical 900399
Amox Metals Recovery 900400
Amox Metals Recovery 900401
Rhone Poulence 900385
Hoescht Celanese 900386
Occidental Chemical 900393
Stock items

900360

& CAD design

BOX 15
15-1
15-2
15-3
15-4
15-5
15-6
15-7
15-8

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

15-9
15-10
15-11
15-12
15-13
15-14
15-15
15-16
15-17
15-18
15-19
15-20
15-21
15-22
15-23
15-24
15-25
15-26
15-27
15-28

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

C & H Propopal Letterhead
Active PR-empty folder
Fax cover sheets
Verbal order forms
Commissions forms
Original copies
C & H forms
Transmission Belt Build Specification 76-007 black
invoice forms
Cost analysis & boxing forms
Miscellaneous advertising literature
C & H employee evaluation form
Paid purchase order folder - empty
Telephone call forms
Commission forms
Sales order forms
P.O. forms
Meeting agenda forms
Inquiry price request forms
Fax cover sheets
Request for boxing forms
Job analysis
Action registrar
Freight invoice forms
Boxing request forms
Sales/new orders
Purchase orders
Weekly expense records
Tazz Caller

Box 16
16-1
16-2
16-3
16-4
16-5
16-6
16-7
16-8
16-9
16-10

•
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

16-11
16-12 *
16-13
16-14
16-15 *
16-16
16-17
16-18
16-19 *

Samples from Legg Company (rubber)
Business card folder - leather (delete business cards)
Leverlock 25' measuring tape
Rubber hardness tester (in bag)
Carbon fibre dial calipers - Tajima
Address book - burgundy
Starrett Caliper - in burgundy case
Telephone index "Bates List Finder" Brown
Rubber stamp "Packing List"
Rubber stamp "None of these parts are to be made using
EIMCO or G & G Steel Corp, Drawing" for model 212
horizontal belt filter
White 3-ring binder C-H Industries Operating manual
Red 3-ring binder "Purchase Order Log" 12/1/89-8/6/91
Blue 3-ring binder "Weekly Action Registrar" 7/30/901/3/91
Black 3-ring binder "New Order Log" for G & G Products
& C-H Industries beginning Nov. 89 to Aug. 91
White 3-ring binder "Sales and Photo Book" issued to
Joey Wood
Green cardboard binder "Competitive Data File" with
notation from Kim Kline to G. Callahan-"what happened
to our usual 10-20% savings over Eimco?"
Manila folder "Cost Analysis Completed And Reviewed"
Manila folder "Completed and Reviewed Job Analysis"
w/cost analysis and employee evaluation - Danny
Bloomquist
Order Forms (Legg); quality checklist forms; price
summary forms (all blank)

BOX 17
17-1
17-2

*
*

17-3
17-4
17-5

*
*

17-6
17-7
17-8

*
*
*

17-9 *
17-10 *

1/3 box computer printout paper
Drawings - 10 sheets (including G & G) (delete G & G
drawings)
C & H monthly operating report for June 1991
C & H monthly operating report for May 1991 (2 pages)
Material picked up at C-H Industries on 8/7/91
including 2 yellow notebook papers w/names & phone & 4
page pax from Kaiser Aluminum dated 8/6/89
C & H Industries checks 2538-2601
Fujitsu Printer User Manual
Computer Link Cords with a line extender Rx parallel to
printer a line extender, Tx parallel to computer and a
para-link II parallel interface extender to printer
3M high density disks - 1 box blank (3 1/2")
Invoice to Randy Bloomquist 8/2/91

BOX 18
18-1 *
18-2
18-3 *
18-4 *
18-5 *
18-6
18-7 *
18-8
18-9 *
18-10
18-11 *
18-12 *
18-13 *
18-14 *
18-15
18-16 *
customer
18-17
18-18
18-19
18-20
18-21
18-22
18-23
18-24
18-25
18-26
18-27
18-28
18-29
18-30
18-31A&B
18-32
18-33
18-34
18-35
18-36 *
18-37 *
18-38 *
18-39 *
18-40 *
18-41 *
18-42 *
18-43

Loose drawings
Miscellaneous documents
Light green folder "check register" 9-90 on
Manila folder "C-H tax documents" 90's
Manila folder "Entry change or deletions"
Manila folder "Purchase orders"
Manila folder "Receiving receipts"
Manila folder "Print Shop"
Manila folder "Commission sheets"
Manila folder "Weekly Reports"
Manila folder "Lenna Bloomquist" expenses
Manila folder "lone Callahan" expenses
Manila folder "Danny Bloomquist" expenses
Manila folder "Chart of accounts" (empty)
Manila folder "Commissions"
Manila folder "Joseph Wood" expenses
files;
Amalgamated Sugar Co, 900417
Barcroft Co, 900418
Minerals Equip. 900419
A.E. Staley MFC 900343
National Steel Corp. 9003 65
Hoeganaes 900352
Lederle Labs 900382
Hoechst Celanese 900387
Pioneer Chlor-Alkali 900389
Pioneer Chlor-Alkali 900390
Great Lakes Chemical Corp. 900391
Rhone Poulence 900392
E.I. DuPont 900407
Great Lakes Chemical 900408
Kaiser Alum. 900412
Occidental Chemical 900413
Kaiser Alum. 900415
Hoeganaes 900367
Occidental Chemical Corp. 900238
Manila folder "CYMA Info."
Manila folder "General Ledger Reports" (empty)
Manila folder "Cost Analysis -Danny" (epty)
Manila folder "General Ledger" 4/5/91-5/13/91
Manila folder "Preposted report accounts payable to GL"
Manila folder "Cost Analysis Sheets"
Manila folder "Box forms"
Assorted documents bound by rubberband

Box 19
Metal file box with pendaflex files
19-1
19-2 *
19-3 *
19-4 *
19-5 *
19-6 *
19-7 *
19-8 *
19-9 *
19-10 *
19-11 *
19-12 *
19-13 *
19-14 *
19-15 *
19-16 *
19-17 *
19-18 *
19-19 *
19-20 *
19-21 *
19-22 *
19-23 *
19-24 *
19-25 *
19-26 *
19-27 *
19-28 *
19-29 *
19-30 *
19-31 *
19-32 *
19-33 *
19-34 *
19-35 *
19-36 *
19-37 *

Form letters/receipt of C-H sales & photo manuals
"Ch-101 A & B"
M
Ch-101 C & D«*
"89-0115-An
"89-0115-B"
"89-0115-C"
"89-0115-D"
89-0115-E
89-0115-F
89-0115-G
89-0115-H & K
89-0115-1
89-0115-J
89-0115-L
89-0115-M
89-0115-N
89-0115-O
89-0029-A
89-0029-C
89-0029-D
89-0039-A & B
89-0039-C
PL-3 00
PL-100-25
89-0085, 89-0167
89-049-A & B
89-0111-D
89-0191
CH-122
89-0032-B
CH-131-A
CH-131-B
CH-112
PL-3 00-A & B & C
90-279 A & B
Empty pendaflex folders (7)
Assorted colored paper bliae, orange, pink)

BOX 20

20-1
20-2
20-3
20-4
20-5
20-6
20-7
20-8
20-9
20-10
20-11

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CYMA business software inventory & order processing
CYMA business software general ledger
CYMA business software accounts receivable
CYMA business software accounts payable
CYMA business software payroll
CYMA business software system manager
CYMA business software inventory
C-H Industries, Inc, window envelopes
Everex floppy tape - Owner's Manual & Reference Guide
C-H Industries payroll ledger sheet (empty)
3M DC2000 mini-data cartridge tape (2)

Box 21
21-1
21-2
21-3
21-4
21-5
21-6
21-7
21-8
21-9
21-10

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Proposal paper (3 unopened & 3/4 of opened one)
l3j reams 8% x 11 copy paper
Approx. 50 manila folders (3rd cut)
Approximately 12 light green fastener folders
1 ream O H Industries stationery
Approximately 100 sheets white bond paper
125 window envelopes ( O H Industries)
1 box (500) O H Industries #10 envelopes
Additional ream 8% x 11 bond copy paper
1% ream of paper w/only O H at top

BOX 22
Blank purchase order, sales order, invoice forms, blank
checks (C-H Industries )/2561-3060

Box 23
23 - 1
23 - 2
23 - 3
23 - 4
23 - 5
23 - 6
23 - 7
23 - 8
23 - 9
23 - 1 0
23 - 1 1
23 - 1 2
23 - 1 3
23 - 1 4
23 - 1 5
23 - 1 6
23 - 1 7
23' - 1 8
23- - 1 9
2 3 '- 2 0
23- - 2 1
23- - 2 2
23- - 2 3
23- - 2 4
23- - 2 5
23-- 2 6
23--27
23--28
2 3 - -29
2 3 - -30
23--31
2 3 - -32
2 3 - -33

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

23-34 *
2 3 - -35
2 3 - •36
2 3 - •37
2 3 - •38
2 3 - •39
2 3 - •40
2 3 - •41
2 3 - •42
2 3 - 43
2 3 - •44
2 3 - 45
2 3 - 46
2 3 - 47
2 3 - 48
2 3 - 49
2 3 - 50
2 3 - 51

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Ledger paper
Purolator Courier Worldwide Directory
Duo-Tang Clear-view Binders (green - 21)
Texwipe 3 l/2,f head cleaning kit
Pelihan correctable typewriter ribbon
PM brand bond adding machine roll (2)
Falcon 2-hole punch
Acco no. 12 paper fasteners
Faber Castell stapler
Texas Instruments calculator (TI-1795)
Acco lOx 2 hole punch
Staple puller
Staple puller
Note pad tray
Magnetic paper clip holder w/paper clips
Texas Instruments calculator 77-1795
Okidata Microline 320/321 reference guide
Okidata Microline 320/321 setup guide
Blank manila fild folders
Sanford rollon stamp pad inker (green)
C-H Industries mailing labels - 1 roll
C-H Industries bank deposit record slips
Mead 3 5/8 x 6 1/2 in. white envelopes
Read Right floopy disk head cleaning kit (5 1/2" disk)
Duogone TAD-12 dual cassette answering machine
Magnetized paper clip holder 2/clips
Rubber stamp "for deposit only - C-H Industries"
Large self-leveling picture hangers
Stamp - "Paid"
GE double grounding outlet
Black ink pad
2 pair scissors
C-H Industries business cards (Gerald Callahan & Joey
Chood)
Wet & dry wipes
Acco 2 3/4" center fasteners
Canon PC-25 copier operator's manual
Plastic insertible file tabs - 7 bags
Post-it tape flags
12" wodden ruler
Notebook binder label holders
4 yellow lined pads
1" gothic lettering stencil
Miscellaneous note pads
Mailing list pads
Post-it note dispenser
"While You Were Out" message pads
Miscellaneous labels
Datacom plastic tabs
Scheaffer ball point pens - 2
Post-it note pads
Staples - 4 boxes

23-52 *
23-53 *
23-54 *
23-55 *
23-56 *
23-57 *
23-58 *
23-59 *
23-60 *
23-61 *
23-62 *
23-63 *
23-64 *
23-65 *
23-66 *
23-67 *
23-68 *
23-69 *
23-70 *
23-71 *
23-72 *
23-73 *
23-74 *
23-75 *
23-76 *
23-77 *

2 rolls Scotch tape
7 boxes paper clips
4 bottles Liquid Paper
Arvey reinforcements
Assorted markers
3 box sealing tape
Assorted pens
C-H Industries stationery & misc. paper
Acco self adhesive fasteners
3 boxes Bic Round Stic blue pens
3 boxes Bic Round Stic black pens
Assorted pencils
Tacks
Staple puller
Swingline staplers
7" black plastic ruler
Acco 3-hole punch
Acco 2-hole punch
Partial roll 29C stamps
C-H Industries blank paper for drawings
Push pins
Genius Stylus GT 501
Staple puller
Magnetic paper clip holder
Scissors
Tape dispenser

Box 24
24-1
24-2
24-3
24-4

*

24-5
24-6
24-7
24-8

*
*
*
*

24-9
24-10
24-11

•
*

24-12
24-13

*
*

24-14
24-15
24-16
24-17
24-18

*
*
*
*
•

24-19
24-20
24-21
24-22
24-23
24-24
24-25
24-26
24-27
24-28

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Light green fastener folder "July 1991 Balance
Sheet/Ledger
Light Green "Jeffrey Knauss" Factoring Agmt.
Pendaflex folders "Englehard"
Pendaflex folders "Employer's quarterly 941 tax return
4th Q. '89 to present"
Pendaflex folders "First Interstate"
Pendaflex folders 4 manila folders with tax documents
Pendaflex folders "Futa Federal Unemployment taxes"
Pendaflex folders 2 manilla folders "Utah Sales Taxes &
Corp. Tax"
Pendaflex folders "Utah State Withhold. Taxes"
Pendaflex folders "Quarterly Forms"
Pendaflex folders "Employer Policies" "#1 Lenna"
workdisk
Pendaflex folders "lone Expense Record" (empty)
Pendaflex folders "Expense" (haven't been entered into
computer)
Pendaflex folders "Commission Sheets" (blank)
Pendaflex folders "Federal & FICA deposits"
Pendaflex folders "Bulletin" (EIMCO brochures)
Pendaflex folders "State Dept. of Business Regulations"
Pendaflex folders "Items to Delete from Computer"
(empty)
Pendaflex folders "Computer Balance" May & June 1990
Pendaflex folders "1990 Earnings Record"
Pendaflex folders "Bid Worksheet" (blank)
Pendaflex folders "Misc. Files" (empty)
Pendaflex folders "Assorted Tax Forms"
Pendaflex folders "Prospects" (empty yellow p. file)
Box of pendaflex folders (empty)
Additional pendaflex folders (empty)
Pendaflex folders "Needs Work" (empty)
"Invoiced" (empty)

BOX 25
25-1
25-2
25-3
25-4
25-5
25-6
25-7

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

25-8
25-9

*
•

25-10
25-11
25-12
25-13
25-14

*

*

25-15

*

25-16
25-17
25-18
25-19
25-20
25-21
25-22
25-23
25-24
25-25
25-26
25-27
25-28
25-29
25-30
25-31
25-32
25-33
25-34
25-35
25-36
25-37
25-38
25-39
25-40
25-41

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

25-42

*

25-43

*

Copies of invoices paid under the letter "S"
Manilla folders - Seagull
Manilla Folder - Strasburg machine
Manilla Folder - Software Support Service
Manilla Folder - State Brass Foundry
Manilla Folder - Shamban
Manilla Folder - T 21 (receipts) copies of invoices
paid under "T"
Manilla Folder - Talbert Corporation
Manilla Folder - U22 (Receipts) copies of invoices paid
under "U"
Manilla Folder
U.S. Postal Service
Manilla Folder
U.S. Sprint
Manilla Folder
U.S. West Communications
Manilla Folder
UPS
Manilla Folder
V 23 (receipts) copies of invoices
paid under "V"
Manilla Folder - W 24 (receipts) copies of invoices
under "W"
Manilla Folder - West Cal
Manilla Folder - Wood Fabrication Company
Manilla Folder - Yellow Freight System, Inc.
Manilla Folder - XYZ 25 (receipts)
Gray 3-ring binder "The Talbert Corporation"
Manual "Small Time Operator"
Manual "Operating a Business in Utah"
Spiral Notebook - Notes - David Seal
Manilla Folder - Physicians Health Plan
Manilla Folder- Insurance
Manilla Folder - Employment
Manilla Folder - Credit Application
First Interstate Bank Folder
Manilla Folder - AT & T
Manilla Folder - CYMA forms
Brown Kraft Folder - Computer (empty)
Manilla Folder - Bank Information
Manilla Folder - Forms
Manilla Folder - Staff (empty)
Manilla Folder - Shoebox forms
Manilla Folder - Employee forms
Manilla Folder - W-4 form (blank)
Manilla Folder - Application for Employment (Empty)
Manilla Folder - Employment Policies
Checks 02602 through 02849
Book of Single Deposit Slips/Acct # 27-02094-0 First
Interstate Bank
Deposit Slips for Acct # 27-02094-0 First Interstate
Bank
Blank Checks 90-99 (no name imprinted) Operating Acct #
27-02094-0 First Interstate Bank

25-44
25-45
25-46
25-47

*
*
*
*

Bank Notice of Special Handling
Rxobber Stamp "Completed"
Rubber Stamp "Invoiced"
Electric Pencil Sharpener

BOX 26
26-1
26-2
26-3
26-4
26-5
26-6
26-7
26-8
26-9
-10

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

12 padded mailing envelopes in plastic bags
Autocad drafting program in box (,fAuto disk")
Power cords (black)
Okidata warranty & instruction manual, etc,
Gray steel alphabetized card box
Parallel printer sharing device (computer box)
Misc* unused scratch pads (8)
Two hole paper punch (black)
Shipping company materials (brochures & catalog)
Misc* brochures and magazines

BOX 27
27-1
27-2
27-3
27-4
27-5
27-6
27-7
27-8
27-9
27-10
27-11
27-12
27-13
27-14
27-15
27-16
27-17
27-18
27-19
27-20
27-21
27-22
27-23
27-24

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
4c

*
*
*
4c

*
*
*
*
4c

*

3-ring yellow binder (empty) Legg Co* Inc.
Red "Link Belt" catalog 1050 (book)
White "Modern Plastics Encyclopedia" (book)
"SKF Product Service Guide"
"Eurodrive" catalog
"SPEC" catalog
"Morse" catalog
"Winsmith C-Line" catalog
"The Applications Notebook Action Inst. 198 "
"Instrument Products & App. Handbook" Action Inc,
"Sunitomo" catalog
"NTNX Installation Guide" (copied)
Operation manuals (copied)
PC Plus "Frequently Asked Questions" (copied)
"Spool Quick Reference Cards" (copied)
PC Plus "Diagnostics Guide" (copied)
Alloy Network Terminal Set Up Guide (copied)
Sunitomo "Smac-Pac"
Seminar advertisement
Samsung user's manual "Color Monitor"
PFS First Publisher Trial Disk"
WordPerfect documents
Alloy "Terms & Conditions"
Hard drive from computer

BOX 28
28-1
28-2
28-3
28-4
28-5
28-6
28-7
28-8
28-9
28-10
28-11

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

8 1/2 x 14 brown mailing envelopes
yellow ruled writing pads
1" white view binder (empty)
O H Industries window envelopes
O H Industries window envelopes
Ream of 8 1/2 x 11 yellow paper
Partial ream of 8 1/2 x 11 blue paper
Plastic sheet protectors
ax transmittal cover sheets
3 black binders (empty)
One box white labels

BOX 29
29-1
29-2
29-3
29-4
29-5
29-6
29-7
29-8
29-9
29-10
29-11
29-12
29-13
29-14
29-15
29-16
29-17
29-18
29-19
29-20
29-21

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

29-22
29-23
29-24 *
29-25
29-26
29-27
29-28
29-29
29-30 *
29-31
29-32
29-33 *
29-34 *

Manila folder - vendor file
Manila folder - current weekly - C-H statements
Manila folder - purchase orders 55-600
Manila folder - purchase orders 601-650
Manila folder - aligning head disk type
Manila folder - price list
Manila folder - weekly expense forms
Manila folder - employee evaluation forms
Manila folder - C-H policies
Manila folder - Joey/Pour loan to C-H
Manila folder - Jeff D.Hansen
Manila folder - resumes
Manila folder - expense reports
Manila folder - resume drafting
Manila folder - C-H court
Manila folder - Legg D. Belts
Manila folder - Eimco/C-H Restriction of Trade Court
Green spiral 3-subject notebook - client notes
Ledger sheets - November '89-January /90
Black post binder "Drawings"
White 3-ring binder "Sales and Photo Book" #16 issued
Danny Bloomquist 5/13/91
Lt. green fastener folder "American Cyanamid Company"
Manila folder "U.S. Silica Company" 900397
C-H Industry drawings
Lt. green fastener folder "W.R. Grace & Co."
Computer printout - Eimco parts list for Curtis Bay
plant
Misc. documents relating to parts
Customer list
Callahan handwritten notes, letter to Celanesesm draft
Balance sheet & income statement 7/31/91
Consultants call report - Hoechst Celanese Company
Misc. papers
Minutes
Materials relating to Straight Line Filters, Inc.

BOX 30
Fujitsu printer process cartridge RX 7100

BOX 31
*

Lanier blue toner cartridge (9)

BOX 32
32 -1 *
32 -2 *
32 -3 *
32 -4 *
32 -5 *
32 -6 *
32 -7 *
32 -8 *
32 -9 *
32 -10 *
32 -11 *
32 -12 *
32 -13 *
32 -14 *
32 -15 *
32'-16 *
32'-17 *
32--18 *
32--19 *
32--20 *
32--21 *
32--22 *
32--23 *
32--24 *
32--25 *
32--26 *
32-•27 *
32--28 *
32--29 *
32-•30 *
32--31 *
32-•32 *
32-•33 *
32-•34 *
32-•35 *
32-•36 *
32-•37 *
32-•38 *
32- 39 *
32- 40 *
32- 41 *
32- 42 *
32- 43 *
32- 44 *

Genius Mouse Use^s Kit

Scandifelt,

Inc.

samples

Castle Metals catalogue
Dodge Gear Engineering Catalog - vol* 2.1
Dodge Gear Engineering Catalog - vol. 1
MS DOS User's Reference
Structured Fortran 77 (book)
Metalog (catalog) Alcan
Bearing Manual Cyclopedia 19th Edition vol. 1
Bearing Manual Cyclopedia 19th Edition vol. 2
Commercial Plastics and Supply Corp. (products catalog)
Dodge Engineering catalog - vol. 1
Sealmaster catalog
Fafner Bearing Service catalog
Century Spring Co., Inc. catalog
Red 3-ring binder - Blower sales manual
Dodge Engineering catalog - D85
McMaster - Carr Supply Company catalog
PC-OCR Software manual
PC Paintbrush manual
MS DOS manual 3.3 0
GW-Basic manual 3.22
User's Guide and Reference Guide - MS DOS
Genius Mouse user's manuals (3) & Genitizer user manual
McMouse System PC Paint Plus user's guide
TVGA Graphics Adaptor user's manual
PC Dynamic miniworks (2)
Everex documents (product manuals, etc.)
Bitstream Fontware - Installation Kit User's Guide (2)
Princeton LS/300 Image Scanner - Operations Manual
The Shoebotf Accountant System Guide
286 System Board User's Manual
VGA 2 Graphics Adaptor user's manual
VLSI Turbo Mainboard Manual (2)
Ultrastor Corporation installation guide
Inco Alloys International Product Handbook
Misc. Computer Pamphlets or brochures
Green Ink Pad
Group term insurance (Valucare)
Misc Correspondence
Banking brochures (Crossland)
Cadence Newsletter
Manila Folder - Price summary sheets (blank)
Green pocket folders (5) empty

BOX 33
Black 3-ring binder "Price Book"
Black 3-ring binder "Oil Seals-Bearings"
Green 3-ring binder "Eimco Extractor Horizontal Belt
Filter" (empty)
*
33-4
Blue 3-ring binder "Photos"
Blue 3-ring binder "Drawings"
33-5 *
*
Rubber
stamp "C-H Industries, Inc«, 4221 S. Main"
33-6
*
Rubber stamp "821-248 TU i"
33-7
13 Acco fasteners
33-8 *
2 pens
33-9 *
Spiral check register from 5-15 to 8-1-91
33-10
Spiral check register from 7-26-90 to 5-15-91
33-11
Blue
spiral notebook (3 subject) payroll taxes,
33-12
assorted notes
Manila folder "Weekly Expense Record / 91"
33-13
Manila folder "Gerald Callahan" weekly expense records
33-14
from 1/5/91-3/16/91
Light green fastener folder "CIM Consultants" Jeff
33-17
Knauss
16 "buff" cards w/part orders
33-18
*
Photograph
33-19
Drawings (C-H Industries)
33-20 *
Misc. correspondence and documents
33-21
Smead box containing numerous bank statements & voided
33-22 *
and blank checks 1061-1075
33-23 *
Petty cash box (gray metal)
inside box:
33-24 *
Petty cash receipts
33-25 *
Check from J. Wood to reimburse petty cash
33-26 *
8 dollars currency
33-27 *
$1.50 nickels (roll)
33-28 *
2 rolls pennies $1.00
33-29 *
$2.20 change in little envelope
33-3 0 *
Empty coin rolls
33-31
Cartridge tape - "Thursday daily backup 8/1/91"
33-32
Cartridge tape - "D: \ACAD\*.DWS 5/8/91"
33-33
Cartridge tape - "Wednesday 7/3/91"
33-34
Cartridge tape - "Tuesday Cyma backup 7/30/91"
33-35
Cartridge tape - "Friday daily backup take 7/26/91"
33-36
Cartridge tape - "Formatted 5/3/91 blank"
33-1
33-2
33-3

*
*

BOX 34
34-1
34-2
34-3
34-4
34-5
34-6
34-7
34-8
34-9
34-10
34-11

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

$3*41 change plus $1*00 bill « $4.41 in envelope
Introductory check stubs
Signed check to Emery Worldwide 12/19/89 (no amount)
Bank reconciliation sheet (blank)
Amex letter w/2 envelopes 12-14-89
Yellow lined check record
Handwritten notes (2 sheets) client info.
Yellow stick Post It pad with/notes
WYU Laboratories Leonard Kajma business card
1st Interstate Bank Laura Shepard business card
Yellow deposit receipt ($2,000 cash) 27 01931 4 - G & G
Products 11/15/89

BOX 35
35-1

*

Video tape taken from Callahan residence "C-H Filters"

BOX 36
36-1
36-2
36-3
36-4
36-5

*
*
*
*
*

36-6
36-7
36-8
36-9
36-10
36-11
36-12
36-13
36-14
36-15
36-16
36-17
36-18

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Clock, quartz cordless Sunbeam clock 8" diameter
Road atlas
Empty blue mailing tube
Empty blue mailing tube
Box containing wSlave/16NM parts, has computer cable
inside
Clean Guard Cover-all (x-large gray)
Drum filter valve wear plate
White plastic grid 18" by 26lf
White plastic grid 18ff by 26"
Green plastic drainage grids (scrap pieces)
Green plastic drainage grids (scrap pieces)
White plastic drainage grid for drum filter 28" x 28"
Dripenings (rubber)
Dripenings (rubber)
Machined steel housing w/rubber gasket
Rubber grommet
Large steel collar w/set screw
2 Thareo cardboard boxes (not made up)

BOX 37
37-1

*

Drainage grid insertion tool (blue wined handles)

BOX 38
38-1
38-3
38-4
38-5
38-6
38-7
38-8
38-9
38-10
38-11
38-12

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

38-13
38-14
38-15
38-16
38-17
38-18
38-20

*
*
*
*
*
*

38-21
38-22
38-23
38-24
38-25
38-26
38-27
38-28
38-29
38-30

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Protective housing for bearing housing
Large plastic basing
Large plastic basing
Large plastic basing
Large plastic basing
Large plastic basing
Large plastic basing
Large plastic basing
Large plastic basing
Steel basing D-023 (drawing #)
16 large plastic lock collars, 6 small plastic lock
collars (contained in a white box)
Aligning head spring
Rubber gasket
Plastic roller (used)
Plastic roller
3 drip rings
Box containing 22 plastic bearings, 6 threaded bearing
shafts, 9 lock nuts, 3 cone washers, 3 wing nuts, 3
springs (compression), 13 3/8 size nuts, 6 stainless
steel flat washers (sm), 6 stainless steel flat washers
(lg), 3 used stainless steel flat washers, 7 square
head set screws aligning head bolt assembly (for ?
connection), 3 threaded bushings for aligning head
assembly
Brass threaded fasteners with Eimco part # 81622A72A
Aligning head roller
2 gaskets for aligning head assembly
2 Ribbon gasket from Industrial Gasket
Threaded shaft w/nuts
Large Unicor O-ring reminents
Small Unicor O-ring reminents
Reminents of tarcon slide strips for vacuum parts
U-bolt
Invoice to Kennecott, Utah Copper 89-0054

BOX 39
39-1
39-2
39-3
39-4
39-5
39-6
39-7
39-8
39-9
39-10
39-11
39-12
39-13
39-14
39-15
39-16

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Steel 2 bolt flanges
Steel 2 bolt flanges
Steel 2 bolt flanges
Steel 2 bolt flanges
Used valve retaining rod
Two bolt plastic saddle block
Aligning head rollers (10)
Aligning head assemblies
Aligning head assemblies
Aligning head assemblies (used)
Aligning head assemblies (used)
Bolts for aligning head roller shafts (2)
Caps for aligning head rollers
Bearing liner
Used threaded rods, washers, nuts, springs
Filter media samples from TetJco

BOX 40
•

40-1
40-2
40-3
40-4
40-5
40-6
40-7
40-8
40-9
40-10
40-11
40-12
40-13
40-14
40-15
40-16
40-17
40-18
40-19
40-20
40-21
40-22
40-23
40-24
40-25
40-26
40-27
40-28
40-29
40-30
40-31
40-32
40-33
40-34

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
it

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•

*
*
*

Can of primer
Epoxy spray paint can
Box of nails
Box of nails (1/4 full)
3 bolts in a box
Control housing for horizontal belt filter aligning
system
Housing cover for #6
Shaft w/bearing for #6
Shaft w/bearing for #6 (new)
Aligning system palm sensor (#6)
Part of palm sensor (#6)
Collar welded to an angle (#6)
Part of palm for palm sensor (#6)
Neight for palm sensor (#6)
Neight for palm sensor (#6)
Collar welded to an angle (#6)
Gasket between item #6 and #7
Shaft seal
Rubber seal
Misc. 1/4 in. pipe fittings (5)
2 1/4 in. elbows
7 spray nozzles
3 hydraulic fittings
18 spray nozzles from spraying systems
2 plastic caps
3 plastic plugs
Plastic roller bearing
Bag of stainless steel flat head machine screws
Bag of rubber dumb bell test samples
2 safety glasses sideshield
1/3 box of stainless steel lock washers
3 screw and 1 steel washer
3 brass spray nozzles, 2 pipe couplings
punch

BOX 41
*

strips of varying lengths of turquoise slide strips for
horizontal belt filter vacuum pans

BOX 42

42-1
42-2
42-3
42-4
42-5
42-6
42-7
42-8
42-9
42-10
42-11
42-12
42-13
42-14
42-15
42-16
42-17
42-18

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Asst. hex head bolts
Asst* hex head bolts
Asst, hex head bolts
Box (1/8 full) stainless steel lock washers
4 threaded studs
5 flathead machine screws
Asst. of washers
6 chain links
Box of nuts
19 socket head shoulder bolts
4 pipe fittings 3/8*
1 plastic block w/hole
10 rubber drip rings
10 large, 1 small gaskets w/5 holes
5 U-bolt of various sizes
Bent square rod
Staple remover
1 strip of sandpaper (used)

BOX 43
43-1
43-2
43-3
43-4
43-5
43-6
43-7
43-8
43-9
43-10
43-11
43-12
43-13
43-14
43-15
43-16
43-17

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

43-18
43-19
43-20
43-21
43-22
43-23

*
*
*
*
*
*

Asst. bolts
Asst* washers
Asst* nuts
Sectors (retaining) 3
4 socket head shoulder bolts
Aligning head tensioning assembly - 6
Bearing housing retainer
Large coil spring
Large coil spring
5 flathead machine screws
Aligning head rod w/washers, wing nuts & lock nuts
2 spray nozzles
4 hose clamps
Box of nails
4 machined & threaded shafts
2 1/4 in. rods - threaded on one end
Cutout of center section of drainage belt for *
horizontal filter belt
Block of black plastic
Eimco part #202971A - rusty cast housing
Remains of roll of Garlock packing
Complete aligning head assembly
Complete aligning head assembly
Complete aligning head assembly (missing one roller)

BOX 44
44-1
44-2
44-3
44-4
44-5
44-6
44-7
44-8
44-9
44-10
44-11
44-12
44-13
44-14
44-15
44-16
44-17
44-18
44-19

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Segment of vacuum hose
Flexible rubber connectors for hoses or pipes
Flexible rubber connectors for hoses or pipes
Flexible rubber connectors for hoses or pipes
Flexible rubber connectors for hoses or pipes
Plastic bearing housing Eimco part #B14J219B
6 vacuum pan wearstrip in sections
Used partial aligning head roller assembly
Used partial aligning head roller assembly
Pair of gloves
Block of plastic with hole
Steel collar
Steel collar
Used washer
Used washer
Steel 2 bolt flanges
Steel 2 bolt flanges
Steel 2 bolt flanges
Steel 2 bolt flanges

-

small
small
large
large

BOX 45
45-1
45-2
45-3
45-4
45-5
45-6
45-7
45-8
45-9
45-10
45-11
45-12
45-13
45-14
45-15

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Assorted bolts
Assorted nuts
Assorted washers
6 socket head shoulder bolts
Cast bearing housing
Cast bearing housing
4 spacer rings
Piece of hose
Piece of hose
Tension rod for agidisk
Agidisk sector clamp (lg)
3 misc. pieces of plate
Bent threaded nod (2)
5 Plastic plates 2/two holes
4 pieces of misc, steel scrap

BOX 46
Edge disk sector clamps, approx. 15-20

BOX 47
47-1
47-2
47-3
47-4
47-5
47-6
47-8
47-9
47-10
47-11
47-12
47-13
47-14
47-15
47-16
47-17
47-18
47-19

*
*
*
it

*
*
*
*
it
it
it

*
it
it

*
it

*

1988 memo on printed form
Flexible rubber connector (sm)
Flexible rubber connector ( i g )
Hose clamp
Sections of rubber hose (4 1/2 diameter)
Sections of rubber hose (4 1/2 diameter)
Sections of rubber hose (4 1/2 diameter)
Sections of rubber hose (4 1/2 diameter)
Sections of rubber hose (4 1/2 diameter)
Vacuum filter valve wear plate
3 ft. sector (complete) for 4 ft agidisk
3 ft. sector (complete) for 5 ft agidisk
6 plastic strips w/drilled holes (long)
3 plastic strips w/drilled holes (short)
Drainage grid for agidisk
Section of drainage grids (4)
Flexible rubber connectors (Ig)
Flexible rubber connectors (lg)

BOX 48
6 bin flexible hose, wire reinforced

BOX 49

*
*

4 b o l t flange
p l a s t i c bearings (6)

BOX 50

*

f l e x i b l e rtibber connectors (5)

BOX 51 (items not in box)
51-1
51-2
51-3

*
*
*

Support rolls
Support rolls
Support rolls

BOX V - l
L-A. W a r d e l l & Sons
Vl-1
Vl-2
Vl-3
Vl-4
Vl-5
Vl-6
Vl-7
Vl-8
Vl-9
Vl-10
Vl-11
Vl-12
Vl-13
Vl-14
Vl-15
Vl-16
Vl-17
Vl-18
Vl-19

*
it

*
it
it
it
it
it
it

*
*
*
it
it

*

Manila job folder, Job #1 (1990 + 1991)
Manila job folder, Job #1 (1990)
Manila job folder, Job *2 (1990)
Manila job folder, Job #2 (1991)
Manila job folder, Job #3 (1990)
Manila job folder, Job #4 (1990)
Manila job folder, Job #5 (1990)
Misc. aligning head hardware
Spacer bar for (AHA) align head assembly
Aligning head roller
Curved thread rod for AHA
Aligning head roller
Threaded aligning head shaft
Lining head roller (shaft for)
Stainless steel flat washer
Lining head assembly sp*
Stainless steel flat washers
Aligning head on a shaft (used & incomplete)
White plastic - approx. 10" length

BOX V2
Bish Sheet Meta;
V2-1
V2-2

*

G * G Steel drawings
c-H Industry drawings

Duane H. Gillman #1194
Mark W. Baer #5440
MCDOWELL & GILLMAN, P.C.
Twelfth Floor
50 West Broadway
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 359-3500

FEB 2 2 1993

Thomas J. Rossa #2806
E. Russell Tarleton #6344
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

OFFICE OF JUDGE
JUDITH A. BOUIDEN

Attorneys for Creditor Envirotech, Corp.
dba EIMCO Process Equipment Company
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In r e :
Bankruptcy Case Number
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., a Utah
Corporation,

91B-25504
[Chapter 11]

Debtor.

ORDER DISMISSING BANKRUPTCY CASE
This matter, Envirotech, Corp. dba EIMCO Process Equipment
Company, ("EIMCO"), Motion to Dismiss this Chapter 11 case came on
for regular scheduled hearing before this Court on February 19,
1993, at 10:00 a.m., before the Honorable Judith A. Boulden, U.S.
Bankruptcy Judge, on February 16, 1993. Appearing at the hearing
were Duane H. Gillman of McDOWELL & GILLMAN, P.C, and E. Russell
Tarleton of TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA, representing EIMCO.

Appearing

on behalf of the debtor was James D. Gillson, and Danny C. Kelley,
of VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY.

The United States

Trustee was represented by Laurie Crandall.

After reviewing the

1

Amended

Motion

to

Dismiss

Bankruptcy

Case

and

considering

testimony, evidence and argument presented at the hearing by EIMCO,
and the Debtor, and the United States Trustee, the Court entered
its ruling on the record.

Based upon that ruling it is hereby

ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED, that this bankruptcy case is
dismissed.
DATED this ^

day of Petacary,""l993.

-CT*

JddLitn k—Boi
United States Bankruptcy Judge
aw0580
021993

is a true and . - r ^ ^

file :n the Un>v..J
for the district of U ^ i A
Dated
Attest.

T)

. , ^ v . ...: .

,;

•-«•'*»''«'*

ATTORNEY'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on the fi* day of February, 1993, I caused to
be served a copy of the foregoing Order Dismissing Bankruptcy Case
by depositing the same in the United States mails, postage prepaid and addressed as follows:
James D. Gillson
Danny C. Kelley
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy
50 South Main #1600
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
E. Russell Tarleton
Trask, Britt & Rossa
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Laurie Crandall
U.S. Trustee's Office
100 Boston Building
9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on the ^> day of T^WTcYX , 1993, I caused
to be served a copy of the foregoing Order Dismissing Bankruptcy
Case by depositing the same in the United States mails, postage
pre-paid and addressed as follows:
Duane H. Gillman
McDowell & Gillman, P.C.
Twelfth Floor
50 West Broadway
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
James D. Gillson
Danny C. Kelley
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy
50 South Main #1600
Salt Lake City, UT 84144
E. Russell Tarleton
Trask, Britt & Rossa
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Laurie Crandall
U.S. Trustee's Office
100 Boston Building
9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
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021693
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VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
John A. Snow (3025)
James D. Gilson (5472)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In re

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. , a Utah
corporation,

COMPLAINT
(JURY DEMANDED)

Debtor.
Bankruptcy No. 91B-25504
Chapter 11

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. , a Utah
corporation,

Adversary Proceeding No.

Plaintiff,
vs.
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Defendant.

C-H Industries, Inc. , the above-named plaintiff and
debtor, complains against Envirotech Corporation dba Eimco
Process Equipment Company, and alleges as follows:
PARTIES

1.

C-H I n d u s t r i e s , Inc. i s a Utah corporation and a

d e b t o r - i n - p o s s e s s i o n i n the above-captioned case.

2.

Envirotech Corporation dba Eimco Process

Equipment Company ("Eimco") is a Delaware corporation having its
principal place of business in Salt Lake City, Utah.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
3.

This Court has jurisdiction over this adversary

proceeding pursuant to 28 U. S. C. § 157 and 28 U. S. C. § 1334 in
that this adversary proceeding is a core matter arising under
Title 11, or alternatively a matter related to a case arising
out of Title 11.
4.

Venue for this adversary proceeding is proper,

pursuant to 28 U. S. C. § 1409, in that it is a proceeding arising
out of Title 11 or arising in or relating to a case under Title
11.
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
5.

Plaintiff caused its petition to be filed in the

above Court on August 28, 1991, seeking relief under the
provisions of Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.
6.

At all times material hereto, the debtor has been

a Utah corporation in good standing, has conducted its business
in a lawful and legitimate manner, has filed State and Federal
tax returns, has maintained books and records in accordance with
sound accounting practices, and has accumulated assets and
liabilities, which assets must be accounted for, and which
liabilities must be properly paid.

7.

On July 9, 1991, in an action entitled Envirotech

Corporation dba Eimco Process Equipment Company, vs. G & G Steel
Corporation, a Utah corporation, Gerald A. Callahan, an
individual. Glen 0. Hansen, an individual. Civil No. C88-5429,
filed in the Third Judicial District Court in and for the County
of Salt Lake, State of Utah (the "State Court action"), a
Judgment of Contempt was entered against a defendant, Gerald A.
Callahan ("Callahan"), by the terms of which Judgment, and in
order to purge himself of contempt, said defendant was directed
forthwith to "cause the transfer of all the assets of C-H
Industries, Inc. , to plaintiff [Eimco] to be valued and applied
to satisfaction of the Final Decree herein. "
8.

C-H Industries, Inc. , the debtor and plaintiff in

this case, was not a party to the State Court action.
9.

In the State Court action, Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law were prepared by counsel for Eimco and
executed by the District Judge on July 9, 1991, by the terms of
which the court concluded as a matter of law that C-H
Industries, Inc. , was an alter ego of Callahan, and further
finding, as a matter of law, that to purge himself of contempt,
that Callahan should forthwith transfer to Eimco all of the
assets of C-H Industries, Inc.
10.

Callahan had no authority to cause the transfer

of assets of plaintiff C-H Industries to be effectuated as
required by the Judgment of Contempt.
-3-
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11.

On August 6, 1991, counsel for Eimco in the State

Court action caused a Praecipe to be issued in the State Court
| action to the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake County,
directing said officers "to levy upon and take into your custody
all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. , including those assets
in the possession or under the control of Gerald and lone
Callahan, specifically at their residence, 928 E. Chelsea,
Bountiful, Utah 84010 further including but not limited to all
inventory, accounts receivable, customers, customer lists,
installation lists, application lists, research and production
reports, executory contracts, work(s) in progress, furniture,
hardware, all actual drawings in the possession of C-H
Industries, Inc. and all or any agents, distributors,
representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or either or
both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist, all
computer information from which C-H Industries, Inc. drawing may
be prepared, whether such does not reside in a computer or in
related storage disc, tape or the like and all molds, mandrels,
forms, casting tools, tooling and the like, and all parts and
components made from C-H Industries, Inc. drawings. "
12.

A certificate of Hand-Delivery dated August 9,

1991 and executed on behalf of Eimco reflects that no service of
the motion for Writ of Assistance and Writ of Assistance were
served upon this plaintiff, C-H Industries, Inc.

13.

On August 7, 1991, counsel for Eimco caused a

Writ of Garnishment to be issued to First Interstate Bank of
Utah, 180 South Main, Salt Lake City, Utah, pursuant to which
the bank account of plaintiff C-H Industries was seized in the
sum of approximately $41,260, and paid over by the bank to
Eimco.
14.

On August 9, 1991, Eimco caused an Ex Parte

Motion for Writ of Assistance to be filed in the State Court
action seeking authority to empower the Sheriff or Constable to
proceed to "break into and otherwise search the premises of
Gerald and lone Callahan . . . regarding the Writ of Execution
issued August 6, 1991 and the Praecipe dated August 9,
1991.

..."
15.

On August 9, 1991, Eimco caused a Writ of

Assistance to be issued in the State Court action directing the
Sheriff or Constable to enter the residence of lone Callahan,
president of the debtor corporation, "to search and to seize
property pursuant to said Writ of Execution and Praecipe
16.

..."

On or about August 6, 7, 8, and 9, 1991, Salt

Lake County Constable, John A. Sindt, seized substantially all
of the personal property of plaintiff C-H Industries, including,
but not limited to, lists, computers, books and records of
account, all files and documents belonging to the debtor, all
inventory, drawings and specifications relating to customers'
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orders, and all corporate records, including financial records,
computer printouts and the like.
17.

At no time material hereto, was Callahan an

officer, director or shareholder of the debtor/plaintiff C-H
Industries.
18.

The action by Eimco in causing substantially all

of the assets of debtor and plaintiff C-H Industries to be
seized, has caused debtor material and grievous damage,
including the total loss of its ability to conduct business, has
resulted in a material and substantial adverse impact upon its
relationship with its customers and vendors, and effectively
destroyed the value of the business as a going concern.
19.

At no time material hereto did Eimco, as

plaintiff in the State Court action, cause C-H Industries to be
joined as a party defendant or give it any opportunity to defend
itself against the unplead allegations that C-H Industries was
an alter ego corporation of Gerald Callahan.

The State Court is

wholly without jurisdiction over debtor C-H Industries, its
assets, or its business and affairs.
20.

Eimco is not a creditor or shareholder of debtor

C-H Industries, and is not a party in interest.

Rather, Eimco

is a competitor of C-H Industries.
21.

The wrongful and unlawful action of Eimco in

causing the Utah Third Judicial District Court to issue such
writs and garnishment deprived C-H Industries of its property

without due process of law in violation of Amendment XIV,
Section 1 of the Constitution of the United States, and Article
I, Section 7 of the Constitution of Utah.
22.

Eimco' s actions towards plaintiff and debtor C-H

Industries were done willfully and with actual malice.
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Declaratory Judgment)
23.

Plaintiff realleges and does hereby incorporate

by this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1
through 22.
24.

The action of the State Court at the insistence

of Eimco in determining that plaintiff was the alter ego of
Callahan and directing Callahan to transfer to Eimco all of the
assets of C-H Industries, Inc. , the plaintiff herein, and all
other action taken by plaintiff in furtherance of such findings
and order, were made without due process of law and without
jurisdiction over the plaintiff herein.
25.

Such findings and order, and all other actions

taken pursuant thereto by Eimco with respect to the business,
property and other assets of plaintiff was unlawful and deprived
plaintiff of its property without due process of law, in
violation of Amendment XIV, Section 1 of the Constitution of the
United States and Article I, Section 7 of the Constitution of
the State of Utah.
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26.

Plaintiff is entitled to a declaration by this

Court in accordance with the provisions of 28 U. S.C. § 2201 that
the action of the State Court respecting the assets, business
and affairs of the plaintiff, and the determination that the
plaintiff is the alter ego of Callahan, is invalid and without
lawful force and effect.
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Property of Plaintiff)
27.

Plaintiff realleges and does hereby incorporate

by this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1
through 26.
28.

The sum of $41,260 seized by defendant from

plaintiff s bank account at First Interstate Bank of Utah
pursuant to said Writ of Garnishment constituted an improper
seizure of property of the debtor that it may use, sell or lease
under 11 U.S.C. § 363.
29.

Eimco has refused to turn over such cash to

plaintiff and plaintiff is entitled to possession of the cash
under the provisions of § 542 of the Bankruptcy Code.

All of

the personal property seized or attached by Eimco is property
which plaintiff may use, sell or lease under 11 U.S.C. § 363 and
plaintiff is entitled to its possession under the provisions of
11 U.S.C. § 542.
30.

Defendant should be ordered to surrender

possession forthwith of said property to the debtor, or,
-8193\1?0fi?

alternatively, plaintiff should be entitled to judgment against
defendant for said amount, together with interest and costs.
31.

Any and all other property of the plaintiff in

the possession of the defendant, or under its control and
custody, is property which should be returned to plaintiff for
it to use, sell, or lease under 11 U. S. C. § 363.
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Accounting)
32.

Plaintiff does hereby incorporate by this

reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 31.
33.

Defendant should be required to furnish plaintiff

a full and complete accounting with respect to all of
plaintiff s property taken into its possession, control or
custody pursuant to process issued out of the State Court.
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(11 U. S. C. § 544)
34.

Plaintiff does hereby incorporate by this

reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 33.
35.

At all times material hereto, there was in

existence unsecured creditors of the plaintiff with allowable
unsecured claims who could have avoided the aforementioned
involuntary transfers of plaintiff s property in accordance with
applicable law; and, pursuant to 11 U. S. C. § 544 the plaintiff
is given the status of such creditor or creditors.
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36.

The actions of defendant, as transposed into

writs for garnishment and seizure of plaintiff s property, were
unlawful and of no legal effect.

Pursuant to the laws of the

State of Utah and pursuant to 11 U. S. C. § 544, plaintiff has the
rights and powers of, or may avoid any transfer of property of
the plaintiff or any obligation incurred by the plaintiff that
is voidable by a creditor holding an unsecured claim that is
allowable under 11 U.S. C. § 502.
37.

Alternatively, plaintiff is entitled to relief

upon the grounds that the involuntary transfers of plaintiff s
property is voidable.
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Abuse of Process)
38.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
37.
39.

On or about July 9, 1991, defendant prepared

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and caused such to be
entered in the State Court action, together with a Judgment of
Contempt, without giving prior notice to plaintiff or affording
plaintiff an opportunity to be heard.
40.

The above-mentioned Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of Law contained the false statements that C-H
Industries was formed to succeed G & G Steel, that it is the
same business as G & G Steel, that it is the alter ego of Gerald
-101 cn\ i orsai

A. Callahan, that it was founded and operated as a subterfuge to
evade the orders of the State Court, and that the State Court
had jurisdiction over the assets of C-H Industries.
41.

Defendant willfully prepared and caused to be

entered the above-mentioned Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law, Judgment of Contempt, Writ of Execution, Writ of
Garnishment and Writ of Assistance primarily for the purpose of
terminating the operations of C-H Industries, a legal competitor
of defendant, and to obtain assets to satisfy a judgment against
G & G Steel and Gerald A. Callahan, when such judgment had no
legal force or effect upon plaintiff and debtor C-H Industries,
Inc.
42.

As a result of defendant' s conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Malicious Civil Prosecution)
43.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
42.
44.

Defendant initiated the issuance of Finding of

Fact and Conclusions of Law, Judgment of Contempt and Writs of
Execution, Garnishment and Assistance against plaintiff or
affecting plaintiff's assets, all without giving prior notice to
-11193X12063

plaintiff or affording plaintiff an opportunity to be heard
regarding the legality of such legal processes.
45.

The above-mentioned civil processes were

initiated without probable cause with respect to defendant' s
right to seize assets of plaintiff.
46.

Defendant was primarily motivated by ill-will and

malice in bringing the above mentioned legal processes against
plaintiff.
47.

As a result of defendant' s conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to its existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Interference with Economic Relations)
48.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
47.
49.

At all relevant times in 1991, plaintiff had

substantial ongoing economic relationships with its customers,
lenders, creditors, and vendors.
50.

The intentional actions of defendant in procuring

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Judgment of Contempt
and Writs of Execution, Garnishment and Assistance against
plaintiff or affecting plaintiff s assets has interfered with
plaintiff s existing and potential economic relationships.
-12-

51.

The above-mentioned civil processes initiated

against plaintiff by defendant were illegal and improper, and
were initiated with an improper purpose of destroying plaintiff
as a legal and viable business that competes with defendant, and
for the improper purpose of seizing assets to satisfy a judgment
against G & G Steel and Gerald A. Callahan, when such judgment
had no legal force or effect upon plaintiff.
52.

As a result of defendant's conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to its existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Conversion)
53.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
52.
54.

Plaintiff is the rightful owner of the personal

property and money accounts seized on or about August 6 through
9, 1991 by defendant.
55.

Defendant initiated, authorized, directed and

participated in the seizure of plaintiff7 s personal property and
money accounts.
56.

Defendant was on notice by plaintiff that it was

the rightful owner of said property, yet defendant continued to
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retain possession and control over said property and money of
plaintiff after plaintiff has demanded its return.
57.

Defendant' s seizure and conversion of plaintiff s

property and money under color of law was improper and illegal.
58.

As a result of defendant' s conduct, plaintiff has

incurred substantial damages to its existing and future business
assets and operations and has incurred substantial costs and
expenses.
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Trade Secrets)
59.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
58.
60.

The personal property of plaintiff that was

seized and acquired by defendant contained trade secrets and
confidential information and materials belonging to plaintiff.
61.

Defendant' s acquisition of plaintiff s trade

secrets was without the express or implied consent of plaintiff.
62.

Defendant acquired plaintiff s trade secrets

through the improper means of causing Writs of Execution and
Assistance to be levied upon plaintiff when such writs were
illegal and not based upon good faith or probable cause, and
were acquired willfully and maliciously.
63.

As a result a defendant' s misappropriation of

plaintiffs trade secrets and pursuant to Utah Code Section 13-14-

24-1, e£ seq, , plaintiff is entitled to a preliminary and
permanent injunction against defendant's use of these trade
secrets for any commercial benefit or advantage, and for other
damages as allowed by law.
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF
(Punitive Damages)
64.

Plaintiff does hereby reallege and incorporate by

this reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
63.
65.

The actions and conduct of defendant toward

plaintiff as alleged herein was done willfully, intentionally,
and maliciously, or with a reckless disregard or indifference
toward plaintiff s rights, and plaintiff is thereby entitled to
recover punitive damages from defendant.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgment be entered
against defendant as follows:
(a)

On plaintiffs FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF:

for

declaratory judgment by this Court adjudging the Findings of
Fact and orders of the Third Judicial District Court as regards
to property, business and affairs of plaintiff C-H Industries,
Inc. to be of no lawful force and effect as a violation of
plaintiff s rights and should not, therefore, be given full
faith and credit, nor given res judicata effect;
(b)

On plaintiffs SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF:
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(i)

Granting plaintiff judgment against the

defendant directing defendant to pay plaintiff the sum of
$41, 260. 00, or such other amount as shall be determined by the
Court to have been seized from plaintiff s bank account at First
Interstate Bank of Utah pursuant to a Writ of Garnishment in the
State Court action, together with interest and costs;
(ii)

Granting plaintiff judgment against the

defendant directing defendant to surrender and return to
plaintiff all property of any kind whatsoever seized by
defendant pursuant to Writs issued in the State Court action;
(c)

On plaintiffs THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF:

directing

defendant to make and furnish to plaintiff forthwith a full and
complete accounting respecting plaintiff s property seized by
defendant pursuant to Writs issued in the State Court action;
(d)

On plaintiff's FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF:

for

judgment in favor of plaintiff and against defendant voiding the
transfer of plaintiffs property to defendant in accordance with
11 U. S. C. § 544(a) and 11 U. S. C. § 550(a);
(e)

On plaintiffs FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH, and EIGHTH

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF: granting plaintiff judgment for damages in an
amount to be proven at trial;
(f)

On plaintiffs NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: for a

preliminary and permanent injunction against defendant's use of
plaintiff s trade secrets and other confidential information and
materials and for other damages as allowed by law;
-16-

(g)

On plaintiff's TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: for a

judgment for punitive damages in an amount not less than
$1, 000, 000; and
(h)

That plaintiff should have and recover its costs

and expenses incurred herein, including attorneys' fees, and
such additional relief as the Court deems fair and just.
JURY DEMAND
Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all claims that
may be tried by a jury.
DATED this

\1s

day of November, 1992.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

By

W i l l i e G. Fowler
John A. Snow
James D. Gilson
Attorneys for Plaintiff
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
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50 South Main
a l t Lake C i t y , UT 84101

D i s t r i c t of Utah
NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT OF CASE UNDER CHAPTER 7
OF THE BANKRUPTCY CODE,
MEETING OF CREDITORS, AND FIXING OF DATES
( I n d i v i d u a l or J o i n t Debtor No A s s e t Case)

Case Number: 91-27084 GEC
Date F i l e d ( o r Converted) :
11/08/91
91-27084
Thomas J . Ross a
Trask, B r i t t & Rossa
525 So. 300 E.
S a l t Lake C i t y , UT 84110

KBVI9

IN RE(NAME OF DEBTOR)
Gerald Callahan, 534-34-6657

ADDRESS OF DEBTOR
928 E. Chelsea Drive\
Bountiful, UT 84010 1

NAME/ADDRESS OF ATTORNEY FOR DEBTOR
Herschel J. Saperstein
310 South Main #1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

NAME/ADDRESS OF TRUSTEE
Harriet E. Styler
Kruse, Landa & Maycock
50 West Broadway
Suite 800
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone Number: (801) 531-7090

Telephone Number: (801) 363-3300
DATE/TIME/LOCATION OF MEETING OF CREDITORS
December 9, 1991 at 10:00 am
Boston Building
Hearing Room, 1st Fl., 9 Exchange Place
355 South & Main
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Discharge of Debts: Deadline to File a Complaint Objecting to Discharge of the Debtor or to
Determine Dischargeability of Certain Types of Debts: 02/07/92
THIS TIME THERE APPEAR TO BE NO ASSETS AVAILABLE FROM WHICH PAYMENT MAY BE MADE TO UNSECURED CREDITORS.
NOT FILE A PROOF OF CLAIM UNTIL YOU RECEIVE NOTICE TO DO SO.
^lENCEMENT OF CASE. A petition for liquidation under chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code has been filed in this court
Dr against the person or persons named above as the debtor, and an order for relief has been entered. You will not
sive notice of all documents filed in this case. All documents filed with the court, including lists of the
tor's property, debts, and property claimed as exempt are available for inspection at the office of the clerk
the bankruptcy court.
)ITORS MAY NOT TAKE CERTAIN ACTIONS. A creditor is anyone to whom the debtor owes money or property. Under the
cruptcy Code, the debtor is granted certain protection against creditors. Common examples of prohibited actions by
iitors are contacting the debtor to demand repayment, taking action against the debtor to collect money owed to
litors or to take property of the debtor, and starting or continuing foreclosure actions, repossessions, or wage
ictions. If unauthorized actions are taken by a creditor against a debtor, the court may penalize that creditor. A
litor who is considering taking action against the debtor or the property of the debtor should review Sec. 362
:he Bankruptcy Code and may wish to seek legal advice. The staff of the clerk of the bankruptcy court is not
litted to give legal advice.
'ING OF CREDITORS. The debtor (both husband and wife in a joint case) is required to appear at the meeting of
litors on the date and at the place set forth above for the purpose of being examined under oath. Attendance by
iitors at the meeting is welcomed, but not required. At the meeting, the creditors may elect a trustee other than
one named above, elect a committee of creditors, examine the debtor, and transact such other business as may
>erly come before the meeting. The meeting may be continued or adjourned from time to time by notice at the
ing, without further written notice to creditors.
IDATION OF THE DEBTOR'S PROPERTY. The trustee will collect the debtor's property and turn any that is not exempt
money. At this time, however, it appears from the schedules of the debtor that there are no assets from
h any distribution can be paid to creditors. If at a later date it appears that there are assets from which a
ribution may be paid, the creditors will be notified and given an opportunity to file claims.
PT PROPERTY. Under state and federal law, the debtor is permitted to keep certain money or property as exempt.
creditor believes that an exemption of money or property is not authorized by law, the creditor may file an
ction. An objection must be filed not later than 30 days after the conclusion of the meeting of creditors.
HARGE OF DEBTS. The debtor is seeking a discharge of debts. A discharge means that certain debts are made
forceable against the debtor personally. Creditors whose claims against the debtor are discharged may never take
on against the debtor to collect the discharged debts. If a creditor believes that the debtor should not receive
discharge of debts under Sec. 727 of the Bankruptcy Code or that a debt owed to the creditor is not dischargeable
r Sec. 523(a)(2),(4), or (6) of the Bankruptcy Code, timely action must be taken in the bankruptcy court by the
line set forth above labeled "Discharge of Debts." Creditors considering taking such action may wish to seek
1 advice.
DO NOT FILE A PROOF OF CLAIM UNLESS YOU RECEIVE A COURT NOTICE TO DO SO
se may be dismissed 10 days after the first meeting if the debtor(s) or debtor's counsel fail to attend the
Lng; or file required Schedules/Statements within 15 days after the petition date. (Local Rules 511, 525)
the Court:

William C. Stillgebauer
Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court

11/15/91
Date

FORM B9A

0187

if±\j~ «^U04
United States Bankruptcy Court
for the District of Utah

VOLUNTARY
PETITION

(N RE (Name of debtor • if nofaduat. enter Last. Frst Mride)

NAME OF JOINT DEBTOR (Spouse) (Last. First. MrtrJe}

CALLAHAN, GERALD
ALL OTHER NAMES used by the debtor m the last 6 years
include mamed. maiden, and trade names)

ALL OTHER NAMES used by the /oint debtor m the last 6 years
(Indude mamed. maiden, and trade names )

SOC SEC .t TAX 10 NO (If more than one stateaJI)

SOC SEC /TAX 1.0 NO (H more than one. state all)

534-34-6657
STREET AOORESS OF DEBTOR (No and street, city, state, and zip code)

STREET ADDRESS OF JOINT DEBTOR (No. and street, ctty. state, and zip code)

928 E. Chelsea Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010
COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OR
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OR
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS

Salt Lake
MAILING ADDRESS OF OEBTOR (If different from street address)

MAILING AOORESS OF JOINT OEBTOR (If different from street address)

LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL ASSETS OF BUSINESS DEBTOR
(If different from addresses listed aoove)

fl

VENUE (Check one box)

fj

Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence, pnncipal place of business, or pnncipal assets
m this District for 180 days immediately preceding the date of this petition or for a longer part of
such 160 days than in any other District.
There is a bankruptcy case concerning debtor's affiliate, general partner or partnership pending
in this District.

INFORMATION REGARDING OEBTOR (Check applicable boxes)
TYPE OF OEBTOR
•
mrjvduaf
•
Joint (Husband & Wife I
D
Partnership
D
Other

D
D
Q

NATURE OF OEBT
Q
Non-Business/Consumer
A.
O
D
n
Q

B
•

Business - Complete A & 8 betow

TYPE OF BUSINESS (Check one box)
Q Transportatoon
Farming
Professional
•
Manufactunnc/
Retad/Whoiesate
Mmng
Ra#oad
Q Stockbroker

B

CHAPTER OR SECTION OF BANKRUPTCY COOE UNDER WHICH THE PETITION
IS FILEO<Check one box)

CorrjorabcoPuttctyHett
(x>rpc>ratKyif^Put*cfyHeid
Municipality

O
O
D
D

Commodity Broker
Construction
RealEstaie
OtherBusmess

Q Chapter 11
Q Chapter12

Q Chapter 13
Q Sec »4-CaseA/x*arytoFc«sgn
Proceecing

FILING FEE (Check one box)
B Fing fee attached
•
Rrqfe«tobepaidc\«stalments(Applcabtetocx^^
courts orisideratKxicertiryrig that the deotor is unable to pay feeexcept insnstallments.
Rule 1006(b) See Offoal Form No 3.
NAME AND AOORESS OF LAW FIRM OR ATTORNEY

Watkiss & Saperstein
310 South Main Street, Suite 1200, SLC, UT 8410

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE NATURE OF BUSINESS

Manufacturer of vacuum filter parts

Chapter 7
Chapter9

Telephoned

( 8 0 1 ) 3 6 3 - 3 3 0 0

NAME(S) OF ATTORNEY(S) DESIGNATED TO REPRESENT THE DEBTOR

(Pnnt or Type Names)
Q

Deotor ts not represented by an attorney

STATISTICAL ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION (28 U.S.C. § 604)
(Estimate* only) (Check applicable boxes)
a
at

Herschel J . Saperstein

THIS SPACE FOR COURT USE ONLY

Debtor estimates that funds will be available for drstntxmon to unsecured creditors
Debtor estimates that, after any exempt property « excluded and administrative expenses paid, there w* be no funds available for
tfstnbuoon to unsecured creditors

ESTIMATED NUM8ER OF CREDITORS
1-15

16-49

50-99

100-199

200-999

1000-over

D

D

D

a

D

ESTIMATED ASSETS (In thousands of doia/s)
Under 50

-4 I

50-99

100-499

500-999

1000-9999

10.000-99.000

D

D

D

D

D

100-499

500-999

1000-9999

10.000-99.000

D

D

a

D

100.000-cver

D

ESTIMATED UABIUTIE S (In thousands of dotars)
Under 50

D

50-99

•

ESTIMATED NO OF EMPLOYEES -CHAPTER 11 A12 ONLY
0

1-19

D

D

20-99

a

100-999

1000 over

g

g

ESTIMATED NO. OF EQUfTY SECURITY HOLDERS -CHAPTER 11 & 12 ONLY
0

1-19

20-99

100-499

100.000-over

m

ID
x>

Name of Debtor.

Gerald Callahan

Case No.
(Court use only)

FILING OF PLAN
For Chapter 9.11 12 and 13 cases only Check appropriate box.
|

J j Debtor intends to file a plan within the time allowed by statute, rule, or order of
the court

' A copy of debtor's proposed plan dated
>s attached.

PRIOR BANKRUPTCY CASE FILED WITHIN LAST 6 YEARS (If more than one, attach additional sheet)
Case Number

Location Where Filed

Date Filed

N/A
PENDING BANKRUPTCY CASE FILED BY ANY SPOUSE. PARTNER. OR AFFILIATE OF THIS DEBTOR (If more than one, attach additional sheet)
Name of Debtor

I Case Number

j

Date

None
Relationship

Judge

REQUEST

FOR

RELIEF

Debtor requests relief in accordance with the chapter of title 11. United States Code, specified in this petition.

SIGNATURES
ATTORNEY

^S-V-^-rr-dLtsJ
Signature

ctN-tfiviDUAL/JOINT

DEBTOR(S)

CORPORATE

I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this petition is true and
correct

V

/<?</)

Date

/

••*

^

OR

PARTNERSHIP

DEBTOR

I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this petition is true and
correct, and that the filing of the petition on behalf of the debtor has been authorized.

X
Signature of Debtor

niA^Jijs: /w

Signature of Authorized Individual

Date
Print or Type Name of Authorized Individual
Signature of Joint Debtor
Title of Individual Authorized by Debtor to File this Petition

Date

•

EXHIBIT "A" (To be completed if debtor is a corporation requesting relief under chapter 11.)
Exhibit "A" is attached and made a part of this petition.

TO BE COMPLETED BY INDIVIDUAL CHAPTER 7 DEBTOR WITH PRIMARILY CONSUMER DEBTS ( SEE P L . 98-353 § 322)

I am aware that I may proceed under chapter 7. 11. or 12. or 13 of title 11. United States Code, understand the relief available under each such chapter, and choose to proceed under chapter
7 of such title.

If I am represented by an attorney, exhibit "B" has been completed

Signature of Debtor

Date

Signature of Joint Debtor

Date

EXHIBIT HB" (To be completed by attorney for individual chapter 7 debtor(s) with primarily consumer debts.)
I the attorney for the debtor(s) named m the foregoing petition, declare that I have informed the debtor(s) that (he. she, or they) may proceed under chapter 7. 11. 12. or 13 of title 11 \jr.t\ea
States Code, and have explained the relief available under each such chapter.

Signature of Attorney

Date

U.S. Trustee
#9 Exchange Place
100 Boston Building
SLC, UT 84111
CH Industries
4221 S. Main
Salt lake City, UT
84107
Envirotech Corporation
dba EIMCO
669 W. 200 So.
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Attn: David Berry
George Fadel, Esq.
170 W. 400 So.
Bountiful, UT 84010

G.E. Capital Auto Lease
P.O. Box 29128
Atlanta, GA 30359

Thomas J. Rossa
Trask, Britt & Rossa
525 So. 300 E.
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
James D. Gilson (5472)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. 0. Box 45340
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah
84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
I N THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In

re

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. , a
Utah corporation,
Debtor,
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. ,
Utah c o r p o r a t i o n ,

a

MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION

Plaintiff,

District Court No.
92-C-1020B

vs.
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION d b a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Defendant.
3NVIROTECH CORPORATION d b a
2IMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
:OMPANY,
Third-Party

Plaintiff,

vs.

IONE CALLAHAN, LENA
BLOOMQUIST, DAVID VON
MENDENHALL, JOSEPH WOOD,
and PAMELA WOOD,
Third-Party Defendants.
193X29258 1

Honorable Dee Benson

Plaintiff C-H Industries, Inc. ("C-H"), moves this
Court pursuant to Rule 65, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for
a preliminary injunction to be entered in their favor and
against defendant Envirotech Corporation, dba Eimco Process
Equipment Company ("Eimco"), as follows:
That Eimco, and its agents, employees, and attorneys,
and all persons or entities acting in concert or at the behest
of Eimco, be preliminary enjoined and restrained from taking any
action against C-H, or its principals, employees, agents, or
attorneys in furtherance of executing on any Judgments, Orders,
or Writs that have been entered in the case Envirotech
Corporation dba Eimco Process Equipment Company, vs. G & G Steel
Corporation, a Utah corporation, Gerald A. Callahan, an
individual. Glen O. Hansen, an individual. Civil No. C88-5429,
in the Third Judicial District Court, Salt Lake County, State of
Utah.

This injunction should remain in effect until a final

determination on the merits by this Court of this adversary
proceeding.
This motion is based on the pleadings and record in
this action, including evidence that will be presented at the
hearing on this motion.

The grounds for this motion are more

fully explained in the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff s
Motion for Preliminary Injunction, filed herewith.

-2-

9
DATED this

-

day of March, 1993.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

MjQjfliam G. Fowler

James D. Gilson
Attorneys for Plaintiff

-3193\?9?58 1

VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
James D. Gilson (5472)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In re

)

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. , a
Utah c o r p o r a t i o n ,

)
)

Debtor,

)

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC. , a
Utah c o r p o r a t i o n ,
)
Plaintiff,

)

vs.

)

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Third-Party

Plaintiff,

vs.

IONE CALLAHAN, LENA
BLOOMQUIST, DAVID VON
MENDENHALL, JOSEPH WOOD,
and PAMELA WOOD,
Third-Party Defendants.

193\29258 1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

District Court No.
92-C-1020B
Honorable Dee Benson

I hereby certify that I caused true and correct copies
of the Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Memorandum in Support
of Plaintiff's Motion for Preliminary Injunction, Notice of
Hearing, and this Certificate of Service to be hand-delivered,
this

J^>

day of March, 1993, to the following:
Thomas J. Ross a, Esq.
Trask, Britt & Ross a
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
DATED this

5,y

day of March, 1993.

VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

F>
WM^Tiam G. Fowler
Barnes D. Gilson
Attorneys for P l a i n t i f f

-2193X29258 1

1
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION

In re:
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., a
Utah corporation,
Debtor,

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., a
Utah corporation,
Plaintiff,
Case No.

vs.

92C-1020B

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba EIMCO
PROCESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Defendant.

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba EIMCO

BEFORE THE HONORABLE
DEE BENSON

March 5, 1993

PROCESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
Third-Party Plaintiff,

Motion For Preliminary
Injunction

vs.
IONE CALLAHAN, LENA
BLOOMQUIST, DAVID VON MENDENHALL,
JOSEPH WOOD and PAMELA WOOD,
Third-Party Defendants.

copy

2
1

A P P E A R A N C E S

2
3
4
5

For Plaintiff:

WILLIAM G. FOWLER

6

JAMES GILSON

7

50 South Main Street, Suite 1600

8

Salt Lake City, Utah

9
10
11
12
13

For Defendant:

THOMAS J. ROSSA

14

525 South 300 East

15

Salt Lake City, Utah

16
17 I

DUANE GILLMAN

18 I

Twelfth Floor

19

50 West Broadway

20

Salt Lake City, Utah

21
22
23
24
25

I

3
1 I March 5, 1993
2

4:00 p.m.
P R O C E E D I N G S

3
4 I

THE COURT: All right.

5 I don't know who is who.

Well, good afternoon. I

Happy to have you here.

Let me

6

represent for the record who is here.

7

representing the plaintiff and James Gilson is here.

8

know you went by James.

9

have said William Fowler and Jim Gilson representing the

10

13

Jim Gilson is here.

I didn't

I probably should

plaintiffs.

11
12

Bill Fowler is here

Duane Gillman is here, and have you been here
recently?
MR. GILLMAN:

Two days ago.

We had a lot of fun on a

14

withdrawal of reference and jury trials and all that Dairy

15

Queen stuff.

16

THE COURT:

That is right.

You looked familiar.

17

And Mr. Thomas Rossa.

18

MR. ROSSA: Yes.

19

THE COURT: And Mr. John Pate.

20

MR. PATE: Yes.

21

THE COURT:

Representing the defendant.

All right.

22

Mr. Fowler, it is your motion for preliminary injunction and I

23

received some papers from you.

24

found the motion itself, the motion for preliminary injunction.

25

I have the memorandum in support.

Interestingly enough I have not
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Duane H. Gillman #1194
McDowell & Gillman, P.C.
Twelfth Floor
50 West Broadway
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone: (801) 359-3500
Thomas J. Rossa, #2806
E. Russell Tarleton, #6344
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

RECEIVED CLERK

RF.C^lV

MAR 1 1 199;
U.S. DISTRtof COURT
FILED IN UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT DISTRICT OF UTAH

OFFICE or

n

JUDGE DEE BENSON

MAR |3 1393
MKUSB.ZIMMER,

Clerk

ININ THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION
Bankruptcy Case Number
4

c-ri INDUSTRIES,
Utah corporation,
[Chaptei

'. ""

Debtor,
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC , a
Utah corporation,

Adv ersary procGB(jL±ng
92PB-2511

N0,

PlaintiIT,
VS-

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQIJIPMENT
COMPANY,

District Court Number
92-C-1020B
I ionorable Dee V, Benson

Defendant.
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
• '. T l 1. I ' I ( I I \ IT ( > I: >"] , ,.., i 1 1 ! ., it f f ,

vs.
IONE CALLAHAN, LENA
BLOOMQUIST, DAVID VON
MENDENHALL, JOSEPH WOOD,
and PAMELA WOOD,
Third-party Defendants.
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

The motion of the P] a i ntj ff, C-H Industry es, li u : • ,
( C H" ) ,

for prel i mi nar y

i njuncti on

came

on

for

regularly

scheduled hearing before thi s cour t on March 5, 1 993, at 5:00 p i i ,
I In :i t .ed States Di sti: i ct C< DUI t 3 i i ::I gr =

the Honorable Dee V. Benson
p r e i:. a. u : n q,

A p p e a r I n g a t 1: h e h e a r i n g f o r t h e m o v a n t s w e r e t h e i r

coi.'ise : of : ecorC •

i' -

Defendant

r

Wi 1 liam G. FowJ er , and James D. Gi Ison

• W A I .1 & 1 1( : :CA RTE1

was their

MCDOWELL &

GILLMAN/

attorneys
p#c#/

and

of VAN

an< i aj »]: >ear i n g :ii • 1 el la ] if: o IE: I .he i

of record,

Duane

H

Gil 1 man,

of

Thomas J. Rossa of TR ASK , BRITT &

ROSSAThe , c o : i n

after

-*-snsidei i nc t h e /•<:•*
**

i n suppoi: t

.

: t *• ir.emoranch n T I !-o

-.-.-.

rendered

it *

. ;.*. l e g a r u j i - ^

matter.

Ba: • .; -^ • ) r- i v ! . :s, ••

•,

• • ;- * . <

• :.

r

ecorc

npiuby:

ORDERED

DATED: f4 Groti

>6

/

JfJ
BY ORDER OF THE COURT:

JUL £^&U

_____

Dee/V'. Benson)
*==^-_.,
United States District Judyo

'!".."(?

IJiii te I States District Court
for the
District of Utah
March 1R. 1^3
MAI lil IK. HTKTI I'M 'ATI

I i I .III 1 1

»'"' *

ue and correct copies of the attached were mailed by the clerk to the

llowing:
William G Fowler, Esq.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL
50 South Main, Suite 1600
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City
Thomas J. Rossa, Esq.
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 S 300 E
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake Citv
David T. Berry, Esq.
257 E 200 S, #1025
Salt Lake City, UT 8 4,] 1 ]
Duane H Glllman, Esq.
MCDOWELL & GILLMAN, P.C.
50 W Broadway, 12th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
E. Russell Tarleton, Esq.
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 S 3 00 E
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Brenda L. Dowler
U.S. Bankruptcy Court
350 S. Main St., 3rd P.] oor
SLC, UT 84101
lone Callahan
928 East Chelsea Dri v < =
Bountiful, UT 84010
Lena Bloomquist
1081 East Birchbrook circle
Midval e, UT 84 047
Joseph Wood

Bountiful, i.rr

8 .^10

Pamela Wood
3095 South Oakwood Drive
Bounti fill , UT 84 0.1 0
Office of the U.S. Trustee
Boston Building, Suite 200
#9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 8411 1

GEORGE

K. F A D E L

ATTORNEY FOR

#1027

p l a i n t i f f s

1TO W E S T F O U R T H S O I - T I I
B O I ' N T I F I ' L , U T A H W4-OIO
T E L E P H O N E : HBR-ii-tiil

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT FOR DAVIS COUNTY,
STATE

o p

TTfT1 u

*

)

IONE CALLAHAN and GERALD A. CALLAHAN,
Plaintiff,
COMPLAINT

oioo^nrkin

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a Delaware
corporation, d/b/a EIMCO PROCESS
EQUIPMENT COMPANY; RAYMOND H. ALDRICH;
DEAN J. SMITH; and JERRY LEE BOYD,
Defendants.
I

i

CfiliSOf

)

H »t

i\\

t

1 ' 11

A\\A

I \Y

\

' U*

' l,Jf I fuld'lf

!

,

< ' "

p 1 a:i n t i f f s a l l e g e a s 1 o J J o w s :
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
• .

I I , , ,il , 1 1 ,, -i1 " i - AAtn

'

« ,"

I HMUP'I > f u I ,

C o u n t y , S t a t e of Utah,,, a n d a r e h u s b a n d a n d w i f e r e s i d i n c

""i.<

..-

-~

h o m e owned b y t h e p l a i n t i f f l o n e CallahaiI a t 9 2 8 E a s t C h e l s e a

;
corporatioi
Equipment

%e d e f e n d a n t E n v i r o t e c h C o r p o r a t i o n I s a
ui t h e S t a t e o f D e l a w a r e d / b
^mpany ( h e r e i n a f t e r r e f e r r e d

-

u
Eimco".

Eimco h a s

a place of business and is doing business at 669 West Second

I

11

3

i l l .

times pertinent herein

'' defendant Raymond H

Aldrich was president of Eimco Process Equipment Company, and

2
resided at 44 West 300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Smith, was vice president
company, and

finance, Eimco Process Equipment

* presently president of said company, and resides

-• * i lies pertinent herein, the defendant Jerry Lee
Boyd, was vice president and general manager, Ei mco parts
services of Ei mco Process Equipment Company , a:i id resides at :i 825
Yarrow Circ] eJP Bountiful, Utah.
FIRST CAUSE OF ALTJLUN
ABUSE OF CIVIL PROCESS
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-. County, State
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it-

*3h, without

TO THE SHERIFF OR A CONSTABLE
OF SAI ,T I AKE COI JNTY
You are hereby authorized and empowered, if en t:i: y be
refused, to enter each and every room and space at the
premises identified in each of three Writs of Replevin
issued simultaneous herewith in the above-identified action
to search and to seize property pursuant to said Writs of
Replevin and to otherwise do all that is lawfully necessary
to obtain possession of property pursuant to said writs at
and on the premises specified in sai d wri ts.
TO THE SHERIFF OR A CONSTABLE
OF SAI T I A K E COUNTY
••
YOU ARE COMMANDED to proceed forthwith to the premises
of Gerald A. Callahan, who resides at 928 East Chelsea
Drive, Bountiful, Utah, and then and there obtain from him
whatever of the property identified on Attachment I hereto
i s in his possession and to retain same in your custody and
to then deliver same to plaintiff, all in accordance with
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
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Copies of the Writ of Assistance and related documents are
attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit 1.
7.

Purportedly acting pursuant to the Writ of

Assistance and related documents attached thereto and included in
Exhibit 1, a Deputy Hood of "Sindt-Deputy constable, salt Lake
County, Utah" on or about the 24th day of August, 1988, went to
the residence of the plaintiffs and demanded the plaintiff,
Gerald A. Callahan, admit him into the house for the purposes of
searching for the items listed in documents attached to the Writ
of Assistance, and he indicated that the protest of Gerald A.
Callahan was immaterial since in serving the writ he would use
such force as needed to accomplish the search.

The constable did

in fact search the entire premises inside and out and the various
compartments thereof including furniture.

The constable found

nothing described in the writ but did find and take the personal
employment records of Callahan which had the name of Eimco
written thereon.

The residence is owned by lone Callahan and

occupied by both lone and Gerald Callahan then and now.

The

search was demeaning, traumatic, unlawful, improper, and was
utilized for ulterior motives of endeavoring to terminate Gerald
Callahan's pursuit of business in competition with Eimco. The
improper search disturbed the peace, quiet, and mental repose of
the plaintiffs and their families and has caused the plaintiffs
and their families physical and mental pain, fear and suffering
for which the plaintiffs are entitled to damages, special,
general and punitive.
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The defendants in causing the writ to be issued and the
search to be made, are guilty of outrageous and intolerable
conduct in causing a search to be made of the personal residences
and the office of the plaintiffs for everything bearing the name
of Eimco, knowing that the search would necessarily cause the
constable and his party to search all areas of the various
premises, and comb through all of plaintiffs' personal documents
and items, when defendants well knew that plaintiffs did not have
any items which were obtained unlawfully,
8,

The claims stated in the complaint of Eimco in

Civil No, C88-5429 were for recovery of personal property, for
breach of contract, for misappropriation of trade secrets and
confidential information and for breach of fiduciary duty.

None

of such claims support of justify the issuance of the writ of
assistance and the search caused by the defendants.

The Writ of

Replevin to recover claimed personal property does not provide
for such forceful recovery of the item or items unless the
officer has probable cause to believe that the property is
concealed or withheld in a building or inclosure, whereupon he
must publicly demand its delivery before he can break open the
inclosure and take the property into his possession.

The officer

did not demand delivery but undertook as instructed by the
defendants to search for any items bearing the name of Eimco.
The writ of replevin was not served in the manner for service of
process and in fact no process was ever served upon lone Callahan
nor demand made of her or any claim that she had any personal
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property of the defendants.

The description of the property

given to the constable was so overly broad as to invite abuse by
the constable in searching for property in which the defendants
had no property interest.

The defendant caused the writs to be

obtained and served without prior notice and hearing which is
further contrary to the requirement that in replevin a demand for
return of the claimed specific property be made before the action
will lie,
9.

The prejudgment writs were issued improperly at the

instance of the defendants who were acting upon conjecture that
the plaintiff Gerald Callahan and his associates had Eimco
property because of their competition with Eimco, and without any
personal knowledge or other evidence thereof.

The defendants

falsply claimed irreparable damage to induce the court to issue
the writs without notice and opportunity to be heard as required
by law,
10,

The defendant, Raymond Aldrich, caused the suit to

be commenced relying only upon such conjecture and by
representations of belief of Jerry L. Boyd and dan J. Smith none
of whom had any evidence that Gerald and associates unlawfully
obtained and retained property of Eimco.

Dean J. Smith hds

fui ther publicly slandered Gerald Callahan by stating that thtmany items claimed, were taken by Gerald before he terminated
employment and were unlawfully retained by him, when in fact
Gerald had onl w one obsolete manual of no value to Eimco and the
return thereof was never demanded or intended to be returned.

6
11•

The writ of assistance issued by ex parte

application without notice or hearing was an abuse of process in
that it was an improper issuance and use of process caused to be
issued by the defendants for the improper purpose of an alleged
private right intended to damage the plaintiffs7 business and in
fact resulting in the loss of the plaintiffs' business to their
damage in the sum of $1,000,000.00.
All allegations in this complaint are incorporated into
each of the claims and causes of action asserted herein.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
VIOLATION OF THE PLAINTIFFS' RIGHTS
UNDER STATE AND FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONS TO BE FREE FROM
UNREASONABLE SEARCHES AND SEIZURES
12.

The search of the plaintiffs' residence and place

of business was a violation of the plaintiffs' rights under the
fourth and fourteenth amendments to the Constitution of the
United States of America and Article I Section 14 of the
Constitution of Utah which forbid unreasonable searches and
seizures,
13.

The leaitimate use of a search warrant or writ

directina a search is restricted to public prosecutions and in no
event mav such proceedina be invoked for the protection of anv
mere private riaht.

The issuance and use of the writ of

assistance was a violation of plaintiffs' said constitutional
riahts and was an encroachment upon their civil liberties.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
DEPRIVATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS
14.

Section 1983 or Title 42, United States Code

7
provides;
Sec, 1983.

Civil action for deprivation of rights

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance,
regulation, custom, or usage, of any State of territory or
the District of Columbia, subjects or causes to be
subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person
within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any
rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the
Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured
in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper
proceeding for redress. For the purposes of this section,
any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to the District
of Columbia shall be considered to be a statute of the
District of Columbia.
fR.S. Sec- 1979; Dec. 19. 1979. P.L. 96-170. Sec. 1. 93
Stat. 1284.1
The search and seizure caused to be oerformed bv the defendants
was a deorivation of the riahts. orivileaes and immunities of the
plaintiffs forbidden bv said statute and the federal and state
consitutions.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
INTERFERENCE WITH EXITING AND PROSPECTIVE ECONOMIC RELATIONS
15.

The defendants caused the personal residence and

the i.'lace of business of the olamtiffs to be unlawfullv searched
for an imorooer ouroose bv lmoroDer means to destroy Plaintiffs'
•*.»*•;• fv- ~ f* <= ?. and to frlimsp.Ht.^ them as a comoetitor bv such unlawful
search and the takeover of r?J ai ntif fs' business rsssj Itincf fro~«

darnaoe of the Diaintiffs. m
16.

amounts to be Drove"! at trial

On or about Auaust 14. 1988. the defendants

unlawfullv. iirjorooerlv and inaliciouslv caused writs of assistance
and replevin to issue and to be executed based uoon false
information resulting in unlawful searches srid. unlawful se3.zure
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of property rightfully in possession of the plaintiffs.

In

violation of plaintiffs' civil rights under federal and state
constitutions and statutes the constable to whom the writs were
addressed invaded the privacy of the dwelling of the plaintiffs
making an unlawful search and an improper seizure of plaintiffs'
property and disturbing the peace, quiet and mental repose of the
plaintiffs and their families all without consent and under
threat of police authority.

Such action has caused the

plaintiffs and their families chronic physical and mental pain
and suffering for which plaintiffs are entitled to present and
ftiturp compensatory damages, punitive damages and attorneys fees.
17.

The defendants acted jointly, wilfully,

int^rit ionally and wrongfully manifesting a knowing and reckless
indifference toward and a disreaard of the riqhts of the
plaintiffs in causinq the unlawful searches and seizures aivina
rise to the claims ,set forth above for which thev are severalIv
liable foi the General, special and uunitive damaaes and
attornevs fees due Dlaintiffs in DroDortion to the faultattributed to each defendant.
WHEREFORE Dlaintiffs demand iudament aaainst the
wt^fondants in oroDortion to their attributed fault as follows:
i'i Ni For the sum of SI. 0000 .000.00 actual damaaes and
such additional damaaes as mav accrue to the time of iudament;
(2)

For treble damaaes;

(3)

For ounitive damaaes in the sum of SI .000.000.00

assessed as oer law existina in 1988;
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(4) For attorneys fees in the sum of $150,000.00; and
(5) For costs.

feeotfee,

Plaintiffs' address:
928 East Chelsea Drive
Bountiful, Utah 84010

K/Fadel

Attorney for Plaintiffs

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

Ts»

and

COUNTY. UTAH

DEPUT?

David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08158
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

WRIT OF ASSISTANCE

Plaintiff,
C i v i l No.

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN 0. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge

HtrFAT

Defendants.

TO THE SHERIFF OR A CONSTABLE
OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
You are hereby authorized and empowered, if entry be
refused, to enter each and every room and space at the premises
identified in each of three Writs of Replevin issued simultaneous
herewith in the above-identified action to search and to seize
property pursuant to said Writs of Replevin and to otherwise do
all that is lawfully necessary to obtain possession of property

pursuant to said writs at and on the premises specified in said
writs.

DATED this Dj^

day of ^j^gp^/s4^
BY THE^COURT:

2

, 1988.

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08158
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,
Plaintiff,

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,
Defendants.

:
:
:
:

EX PARTE MOTION FOR
WRIT OF ASSISTANCE

:

:
:

Civil No. tgf V4^7

:
:
:
:

Judge

n Vr^pAf

:

Pursuant to Rule 64B(h) of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure, the plaintiff hereby moVes the court to issue a Writ
of Assistance to empower the Sheriff or a Constable to proceed to
break into and otherwise search the premises of the three parties
to whom Writs of Replevin are here simultaneously being sought.

day of

^ O , 1988.

DaVfd^V. Tr*&sk
Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
and
David T. Berry
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08158
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF EX PARTE MOTION FOR
WRIT OF ASSISTANCE

Plaintiff,

Civil NO. t?f

SV*-0?

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation-, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge

HlTPprtJ~~

Defendants.

The plaintiff EIMCO seeks Writs of Replevin directed to
each of the named defendants to recover the property of EIMCO as
alleged in the Verified Complaint.

EIMCO also seeks a Writ of

Assistance to empower the Sheriff or Constable to proceed under
the power of county as provided in Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
64B(h)(i).
It should be noted that the defendants have taken

property not theirs.
known.

Its whereabouts on the premises is not

Its value may be viewed to be such that it is kept under

lock and key.

Thus, an effective return on the Writs of Replevin

may be frustrated if the power of the county is not available to
thoroughly examine the premises for all EIMCO property*
Accordingly, a Writ of Assistance is requested so that
a thorough search can be effected before incriminating evidence
can be destroyed or hidden,

.

DATED this 2 ^ * day of

JfiU W ^ 7 I

David v. Trask
Thomas J, Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
and
David T. Berry
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK,-BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922

^^

'DEPUTY

and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08158

«

z&>

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE

ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a

Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

WRIT OF REPLEVIN

Plaintiff,
C i v i l No

. ci^-^s^

v.
G St G STEEL CORPORATION,

a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

ttA&SlBMED TO:
!>3E? RJCilMO H. fSOFFAT

Defendants.
TO THE SHERIFF OR A CONSTABLE
OF SALT LAKE COUNTY:
YOU ARE COMMANDED to proceed forthwith to the premises
of Gerald A* Callahan, who resides at 928 East Chelsea Drive,
Bountiful, Utah, and then and there obtain from him whatever of
the property identified on Attachment I hereto is in his
possession and to retain same in your custody and to then deliver
same to plaintiff, all in accordance with the Utah Rules of Civil

Procedure.
ISSUED under seal of this Court on this ^ ^ w d a y of
August, 1988.
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ATTACHMENT I
List of EIMCO Property
All blueprints, sketches, drawings or renditions (and all
copies thereof) of EIMCO systems and machinery including
EIMCO EXTRACTOR horizontal belt vacuum filters, and parts
thereof which:
a.

have the name EIMCO thereon displayed marginally or in a
masthead; and/or

b.

contain the legend
This drawing and all information thereon
is the property of EIMCO PMD and is
confidential and must not be made public
or copied.
This drawing is loaned
subject to return upon demand and is not
to be used directly or indirectly in any
way detrimental to our interests.

All Operation and Maintenance Manuals for EIMCO-EXTRACTOR
horizontal belt vacuum filter machines, EIMCO Drum Filters,
EIMCO Disc Filters and all other EIMCO Operation and
Maintenance Manuals including any extracts or portions
thereof which are identified as set forth in subparagraphs
la and lb.
All documents of any kind whatsoever not listed above having
EIMCO prominently displayed in a letterhead, masthead or
title section excluding correspondence to Mr, Callahan and to
Mr. Hansen regarding performance while an EIMCO employee or
their pay, performance and retirement benefits as EIMCO
employees.

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08038
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

MOTION FOR WRIT OF
REPLEVIN

Plaintiff,
civil NO. C/ff ST^*/

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,

a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge

K (Pp r^ft T

Defendants.

Pursuant to Rule 64B of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure, plaintiff moves the court to issue writs of replevin
to recover the property of the plaintiff in the possession of
each of the defendants as detailed in the affidavit and
memorandum accompanying this motion.

A
day of August, 1988

IS
DATED this

David V.
Thomas J. Rossa
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah

84110

and

David T. Berry
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah

84107

Attorneys for the Plaintiff
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David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08158
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR WRIT
OF REPLEVIN

Plaintiff,

Civil No.

tffW^J

v,
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Uteh corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge

f^OFrA'

Defendants.

The plaintiffs have moved the court to issue writs of
replevin without notice to the defendants to recover the
property of plaintiffs in the defendants' possession.

BACKGROUND
Plaintiff EIMCO is in the business of making certain
machinery such as the EIMCO-EXTRACTOR horizontal belt vacuum

filters (EXTRACTOR FILTERS), DRUM FILTERS and DISC FILTERS.

Each

of these filters are typically custom built using DETAIL DRAWINGS
which show the shape and particular dimensions and tolerances for
the various components and ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS which show the
assembled arrangement of the components.

Further, EIMCO

prepares several unpublished copies of a unique Operation and
Maintenance Manual (0 & M Manual) for each custom-built machine.
Copies of the 0 & M Manual are provided only to the customer.
All other copies of the 0 & M Manual are retained for internal
use by EIMCO.
Mr. Callahan is an ex-employee of EIMCO who was a
product manager for EXTRACTOR FILTERS for several years until
1977 when he became the manager of the EXTRACTOR FILTER business
for EIMCO.

Mr. Callahan was also involved with other EIMCO

products including DISC FILTERS and DRUM FILTERS as EIMCOfs
district sales manager and an assistant regional manager in
Duluth, Minnesota.
Mr. Hansen is an ex-employee of EIMCO who was in charge
of manufacturing EXTRACTOR FILTERS for over 7 years prior to his
termination.
THE PROPERTY
EIMCO has learned that defendant G & G is selling
parts for many of the custom-built EIMCO-EXTRACTOR horizontal
belt vacuum filters and apparently at least DISC FILTERS and DRUM
FILTERS.
EIMCO believes that G & G has sold at least one
2

EXTRACTOR FILTER and produced an 0 & M Manual which is a
substantial copy of an EIMCO O & M Manual.

EIMCO also believes

that G & G must be using DETAIL DRAWINGS and ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS to
make the parts.

EIMCO believes that such were provided to G & G

by defendants CALLAHAN and HANSEN.

However, the DETAIL DRAWINGS

and ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS plus associated 0 & M Manuals are the
property of EIMCO and not the property of any one of the
defendants.
All such drawings and manuals should be promptly
returned to their rightful owner, EIMCO.

UNDERTAKING
EIMCO has submitted an undertaking for five million
dollars ($5,000,000.00) which is more than twice the estimated
value of the property by present estimates.

Further, EIMCO is a

responsible company and a major landholder and employer within
Salt Lake County such that the ability of EIMCO to reimburse
defendants in the event G & G can show lawful damage cannot be
questioned.

CONCLUSION
EIMCO asserts that it is entitled to have its property
returned forthwith.

Thus, it requests that writs of replevin

issue directing immediate recovery thereof and delivery to
plaintiff.
A separate Order to show cause is also here submitted
3

to the court to direct the defendants to appear and show cause
why the Writs of Replevin should remain in force during the
pendency of the above-styled action.

The Order provides for a

prompt hearing before the writs expire.
DATED this

day of August? 1988.

baVid^/. Trask
Thomas J. Rossa
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah

84110

and

David T. Berry
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah

84107

Attorneys for the Plaintiff
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David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. BOX 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08178
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

UNDERTAKING

Plaintiff,
Civil No.
v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,
a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge

HOp-f^r

Defendants.

WHEREAS, the plaintiff is applying to the court for
Writs of Replevin under Rule 64B of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure and for a temporary restraining order and preliminary
injunction under Rule 65A of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure
and here provides the requisite undertaking as prescribed by
URCP 64B(c) and 65A(c):

NOW, THEREFORE, Envirotech Corporation, a corporation
of the state of Delaware d/b/a EIMCO Process Equipment Company,
State of Utah, does hereby in consideration thereof and the
premises, undertake and promise, and does acknowledge itself
to be bound in the sum of up to FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
($5,000,000.00), which the plaintiff will pay if theWrits
of Replevin are dissolved and it is later found that the
defendants recover from plaintiff if the replevied property not
be plaintiffs.
The plaintiff submits itself to the jurisdiction of
the District Court and irrevocably appoints the clerk of the
court as agent upon whom any papers affecting liability on the
bond may be served, and that liability may be enforced on motion
without necessity of an independent action.

Dean J. "Smith

STATE OF UTAH

)

County of Salt Lake )
Dean J. Smith, being first duly sworn, deposes and says
as follows:
That he is the Vice President, Finance and
Administration of plaintiff EIMCO and is a resident of Salt Lake
County, State of Utah, is over the age of 21 years, and that of
his own knowledge, plaintiff is a freeholder within the state of
2

property worth in excess of $5,000,000,00 specified in the
foregoing undertaking over and above all just debts and
liabilities and exclusive of property exempt from execution, and
that he has authority to and has executed this undertaking on
behalf of plaintiff.

Dean* 5. Smith

^
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t o before me t h i s pt&
U*4£<<Q7
198JL.
n
/
Notary Public

A1VWUJLJ

Residing
My commission expires:

fi9fj- 7, /99d

3

X SJL+S4. J„\^

day of

^

t

*•*6j/jJk&tn£

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08158
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

AFFIDAVIT
OF DONALD KING

Plaintiff,

Civil No.

iXZHl^l

v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,

a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge

M l^PPlfrf^

Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Comes now DONALD KING, who deposes and says that:
1.

He is a resident of Davis County, State of Utah

over the age of 21 and competent to give testimony.
2.

He is an employee of the plaintiff and is the

Manager of Engineering for Mineral & Industrial Products for

EIMCO P.E.C., and he has held such position since 1984; prior to
which date and since 1975 he was Manager of Development
Engineering for EIMCO P.M.D.

He is also a graduate engineer who

has designed products for plaintiff EIMCO such as DRUM FILTERS.
3.

He is familiar with many of the products made and

sold by EIMCO including the EIMCO-EXTRACTOR horizontal vacuum
belt filter (hereinafter "EXTRACTOR FILTER"), DISC FILTERS and
DRUM FILTERS.

Copies of brochures illustrating these products

are attached hereto as Exhibits 1, 2 and 3.
4.

He is familiar with the steps and procedures

involved in designing and manufacturing EXTRACTOR FILTERS, DISC
FILTERS and DRUM FILTERS.
5.

Upon receipt of an order from a customer, each

machine is first designed by preparing various drawings.

Many of

the various components of the machines are custom designed to
meet the particular customer's gross physical specifications and
appear on a drawing showing form, shape, dimensions, tolerances,
materials and similar information as needed to actually
manufacture the component.
DRAWINGS.

Such drawings are called DETAIL

The various components are shown assembled into

subassemblies and further into the entire machine in drawings
called ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS which do NOT show manufacturing
dimensions, tolerances and similar critical manufacturing
information but rather show assembly information.

The

components, and in particular, repair and spare parts for such
machines, in most cases if not all cases, could not be made
2

without the DETAIL DRAWINGS.

Even after an on-site physical

inspection of a constructed machine and hours of painstaking
effort to measure and record the various forms and shapes and
dimensions, critical tolerances which are needed to have new
parts fit and work optimally could NOT be obtained.
6.

For many years prior to 1982, the business of

making EXTRACTOR FILTERS was operated separate from other EIMCO
businesses.

It was located in a separate building located at

501 South 700 West, Salt Lake Cityf Utah 84111, which is just
south of the west end of the Fourth South overpass (south of the
old Ketchumfs Hardware Store).

During the period of time that

the business was operated separately, it became known as the
EXTRACTOR UNIT SHOP.
7.

For a good many years, Gerald Callahan was

personally known to affiant and was the manager of the EXTRACTOR
UNIT SHOP.

Similarly, affiant knew Glen Hansen and was informed

that he was the manager in charge of manufacturing EXTRACTOR
FILTERS for many years.
8.

In the process of designing and manufacturing each

EXTRACTOR FILTER, DETAIL DRAWINGS were prepared at or for the
EXTRACTOR UNIT SHOP.

Affiant is informed and believes that after

a period of time the DETAIL DRAWINGS and ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS were
eventually converted to a different media such as microfiche or
microfilm.

Enough copies were made of the DETAIL DRAWINGS and

ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS under the supervision of CALLAHAN and HANSEN
that one copy was provided to what is now known as the document
3

control department.

Other copies were believed to have been

made, at least one of which was for the EXTRACTOR UNIT SHOP.
However, the whereabouts of those other copies and the actual
drawings themselves cannot be ascertained and are presently
missing.
9.

In the process of making EXTRACTOR FILTERS, a

separate and unique Operation and Maintenance Manual (0 & M
Manual) was prepared for each separate machine.

Since each

machine was custom designed and built, each machine had its own
unique 0 & M Manual.

Sufficient copies of each 0 & M Manual were

made so that one copy was in the Installation Operation and
Maintenance Manual Department and other copies were available for
use in installation and startup.
customer.

Copies were given to the

Each manual contained descriptions of the machine

installation, operation and maintenance.

It contained some

assembly drawings with corresponding lists of part numbers which
are the numbers of EIMCOfs DETAIL DRAWINGS.

It also contained

technical information on various components which were supplied
by a vendor (e.g.,

motors and transmissions or drives).

The

manual for each machine was never published but rather was
typically limited in distribution to EIMCO, with copies to the
EIMCO customer.
10.

Similar to EXTRACTOR FILTERS, the DISC FILTERS and

DRUM FILTERS are typically manufactured by first preparing
drawings of its components with the shape, dimensions and the
like also called DETAILED DRAWINGS and drawings of the
4

subassemblies and assembly called ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS.

DISC

FILTERS and DRUM FILTERS also typically have an O & M Manual
similar to the manual for EXTRACTOR FILTERS.

Repair and spare

parts for EXTRACTOR FILTER, DISC FILTERS and DRUM FILTERS cannot
readily be made without use of the DETAILED DRAWINGS and ASSEMBLY
DRAWINGS.
11.

Affiant has read the foregoing and such is true

and correct to affiant's own personal knowledge, unless stated
above to be stated on the basis of information and belief, and is
his testimony to this court.
DATED this £"2

day of August, 1988.

r

•/Vm-

Donald King

STATE OF UTAH

)

: ss.
County of Salt Lake )
SUBSCRIBED and sworn before me this OCt^J day of
, 1988.

^

JL

'a/>/r/rti <7^r7/yv?A/
Notary Public
Residing at: ^ •//My Commission Expires:

5

David V. Trask A 3282
Thomas J. Rossa A 2806
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
and
David T. Berry A 4196
5284 South 320 West
Suite C274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 264-1216
Attorneys for Plaintiff
08158
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION, a
Delaware corporation, d/b/a
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

AFFIDAVIT
OF DEAN J. SMITH

Plaintiff,

civil NO. j L £ i L £ / ^
v.
G & G STEEL CORPORATION,

a Utah corporation, GERALD
A. CALLAHAN, an individual,
GLEN O. HANSEN, an individual,

Judge

Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Comes now Dean J. Smith, who deposes and says that:
1.

He is a resident of Salt Lake County, State of

Utah over the age of 21 and competent to give testimony.
2.

He is the Vice President of Finance and

Administration of EIMCO Process Equipment Company, which is a

division of ENVIROTECH, INC*, a Delaware corporation (hereinafter
referred to as EIMCO.)
3.

EIMCO manufactures water treatment systems and

processing equipment including a line of products known as EIMCOEXTRACTOR horizontal belt vacuum filters, drum filters, disc
filters and the like.

Each of the filters is typically

constructed from DETAIL DRAWINGS of its component parts and
ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS to show the assembled arrangement.

That is,

each machine is typically custom designed and built after an
order is received.

The DETAIL DRAWINGS and ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS are

retained by EIMCO in various forms including reduced size forms
such as microfilm.

The reduced size forms of, and the DETAIL

DRAWINGS and ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS themselves, are all property of
EIMCO, including all copies thereof.
4.

EIMCO also assembles information about the filters

including some ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS into an unpublished book which
EIMCO refers to as an Operation and Maintenance Manual (0 & M
Manual).

Copies are provided only to the customer of a

particular machine with other copies retained by EIMCO for its
internal use only.
5.

The manuals are also the property of EIMCO.

Attachment I hereto lists DETAIL DRAWINGS,

ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS, 0 & M Manuals, together with all copies
thereof, and all other documents or things bearing the EIMCO
name, all of which is referred to hereafter as EIMCO PROPERTY.
6.

EIMCO is the rightful owner of all the EIMCO

PROPERTY; and EIMCO has not given, loaned, leased, delivered for
2

storage or otherwise given a possessory interest in any of the
EIMCO PROPERTY to any one or more of the defendants listed in the
above-styled action.
7.

Affiant believes that the defendants listed in the

above-styled action do have in their possession EIMCO PROPERTY as
listed in Attachment I, and that they did unlawfully and
wrongfully take and have thereafter unlawfully and wrongfully
detained the EIMCO PROPERTY detailed on Attachment I.
8.

To the best knowledge, information and belief of

affiant, defendants have taken and detained the EIMCO PROPERTY
identified on Attachment I for their own use and benefit to
operate a business selling parts for EIMCO machines and copies of
EIMCO machines to EIMCO customers.
9.

The EIMCO PROPERTY identified on Attachment I was

not taken from EIMCO for a tax assessment or fine of any kind, or
seized pursuant to an execution or attachment, or pursuant to any
civil process or order.
10.

Affiant does not know how much EIMCO PROPERTY was

taken by defendants and thus is unable to state the actual value.
Knowing what affiant believes was taken, the value must reflect
lost profits for the sale of parts and machines, lost sales, lost
goodwill, lost customers and damaged customer relations as to
EIMCO.

Therefore, affiant presently estimates the value of the

EIMCO PROPERTY would be no less than about $2,000,000.00.
11.

If the defendants continue to possess the EIMCO

PROPERTY, affiant believes it will be used to immediately and
3

irreparably damage EIMCO to the extent that EIMCO will never be
able to recover adequate or sufficient compensation for its lost
goodwill, lost customers and damaged customer relations.

Such

damage will be immediate in that affiant believes G & G is in
business and thereby daily continues to erode EIMCOfs goodwill
and to cause EIMCO to lose customers and to further immediately
and irreparably damage EIMCOfs customer relations.
12.

Affiant does further believe that the defendants

will act to hide, destroy or otherwise frustrate the recovery of
EIMCO PROPERTY by virtue of obvious motivations to avoid
liability and possible culpability and thereby immediately and
irreparably injure EIMCO and render ineffectual any ultimate
judgment or order compelling the return of EIMCO PROPERTY to
EIMCO.
13.

Affiant further believes that the damage to EIMCO

has been so great that the defendants separately and collectively
do not have sufficient resources to satisfy any judgment for
monetary damages which EIMCO here seeks such that the further use
by the defendants of EIMCO PROPERTY is and will continue to be
immediate and totally irreparable.
14.

Affiant has read the foregoing and such is true

and correct to affiantfs personal knowledge, unless stated above
to be based on information and belief and is his testimony to
this court.

STATE OF UTAH

)
: ss.
County of Salt Lake )
DEAN J. SMITH, being first duly sworn, upon his
oath, deposes and says:
That he is the Vice President, Finance and
Administration of EIMCO Process Equipment Company, a division of
Envirotech, Inc., which is the plaintiff in the foregoing
complaint; that he has read the same and knows the contents
thereof and that the same is true of his own knowledge except as
to those matters of which he has been informed, and as to those
matters, he does verily believe them to be true.
DATED this

day of August, JL$88.

SUBSCRIBED and sworn before me this jlth

fluA/idf

, 1988.

Notary Public
Residing at:
My Commission Expires:

5

StJJ'/^C

day of

ATTACHMENT I
List of EIMCO Property
1.

All blueprints, sketches, drawings or renditions (and all
copies thereof) of EIMCO systems and machinery including
EIMCO EXTRACTOR horizontal belt vacuum filters, and parts
thereof which:
a.

have the name EIMCO thereon displayed marginally or in a
masthead; and/or

b.

contain the legend
This drawing and all information thereon
is the property of EIMCO PMD and is
confidential and must not be made public
or copied.
This drawing is loaned
subject to return upon demand and is not
to be used directly or indirectly in any
way detrimental to our interests.

2.

All Operation and Maintenance Manuals for EIMCO-EXTRACTOR
horizontal belt vacuum filter machines, EIMCO Drum Filters,
EIMCO Disc Filters and all other EIMCO Operation and
Maintenance Manuals including any extracts or portions
thereof which are identified as set forth in subparagraphs
la and lb.

3.

All documents of any kind whatsoever not listed above having
EIMCO prominently displayed in a letterhead, masthead or
title section excluding correspondence to Mr. Callahan and to
Mr. Hansen regarding performance while an EIMCO employee or
their pay, performance and retirement benefits as EIMCO
employees.

IN THE SUPREME COUPA
STATE OF UTAH
332 STATE CAPITOL
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

84114

_
RECEjVEO
TRASK. B R f f U BOSS*

JAN I 51992
January 14, 1992
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
Thomas J. Rossa
David V, Trask
David V. Trask
Jeffrey N. Aldous
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
Attorneys at Law
525 South 300 East
P. O. Box 1978
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

Envirotech Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, d/b/a EIMCO Process
Equipment Company,
Plaintiff, Appellee,
and Cross-Appellant,
v.
Gerald A. Callahan, an individual,
G & G Steel Corporation, a Utah
corporation; and Glen O. Hansen,
an individual,
Defendants, Appellant,
and Cross-Appellee.

No. 910224
&
910391
C88-5429

THIS DAY cases numbered 910224 and 910391 are hereby
consolidated upon the court's own motion.
All further pleadings should be filed using case number
910224.
Geoffrey J. Butler
Clerk

jep-K..,
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&
K
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/
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SUPREME COURT OF UTAH

OCT - 11992

STATE OF UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
September 30, 1992

i
OFFICE OF THE CLERK

*

Thomas J. Rossa
David V, Trask
Jeffrey N. Aldous
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
Attorneys at Law
525 South 300 East
P. O. Box 1978
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

Envirotech Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, d/b/a EIMCO Process
Equipment Company,
Plaintiff, Appellee,
and Cross-Appellant,
v.
Gerald A. Callahan, an individual,
G Sc G Steel Corporation, a Utah
corporation; and Glen O. Hansen,
an individual,
Defendants, Appellant,
and Cross-Appellee,

No. 910224
&
910391
C88-5429

Pursuant to the authority vested in this Court, this case
is poured-over to the Court of Appeals for disposition.
All further pleadings and correspondence should be directed to
that Court. The address is 230 South 500 East, Suite 400, Salt
Lake City, Utah 84102.
Geoffrey J. Butler
Clerk

Chapter 11
United Stales Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah
CENTRAL

Division

W'J

'DO NOT COMPLEtl ABOVE
h~rfQft-€OUfiIJJSE ONLY-

[J PARTNERSHIP

CORPORATION

Ussiinoq

In re
.-.

G & G STEEL, INC,
'!

t:

<?.

•

^

-#

£ ftz& ;..'••, V3 tl
i-f

:

:

*-

"»^v

*

Q

chm
Debtor [include a l l names used by debtor within
last 6 years]
Employer's Tax ID No. of debtor: 87-0389140

VOLUNTARY PETITION- CHAPTER 11
1. Petitioner's mailing address, including county, is
3575 South
West Temple, S u i t e 10, S a l t Lake County, S a l t Lake C i t y , UT

SAILS

2. Petitioner has resided [or has had i t s domicile or principal place of
tjsir.css or has had i t s principal assets] within this d i s t r i c t for the longer
portIen of the preceding 180 days than in any other d i s t r i c t ,
3. Petitioner is qualified to f i l e this petition and is entitled to the
Le .:-fits of t i t l e 11, United States Code, as a voluntary debtor.
r

4. Petitioner intends to f i l e a plan under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy
Cede.
5. Exhibit

M

A" is attached to and made gart of this petition,

RICHARD F . BOJANOWSK/i
Addreu:... .9. .Eas.t..Rr.QAdway^Suite. 7 3 5
S a l t . . L a k e . C i t y , UT

84111

t n\»urn Declaration under Pcnjltx of Pcrjun on ftehilf of a Corporation or Partnership
I.
lone. Callahan . P r e s i d e n t
(the president or other officer or an authorized
aker' o' •** iC-no:ji,on| [cr a member or an amhon/eJ agent of the partnership] named a< petitioner in the foregoing petition, declare under penaltv of
|ve»;yM :r»a: 4r.c forgone t\ true an J correct, and that the nhng of thi\ petition on behalf of the (corporation] (or partnership] has been authorised.

11/9/89

'

^

I

• I

COUkf FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
EXHIBIT "A"
(To be attached to voluntary petition
for bankruptcy in Chapter 7 or 11
cases where petitioner is a
corporation,]

n re
G & G STEEL, INC.

Case No.
debtor [Include all names used by the debtor within past
6 years]
Petitioner's employer identification number is

87-0389140

If any of petitioner's securities are registered under §12 of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934. SECfilenumber

The following financial data is the latest available information and refers to petitioner's condition on
a.

Total assets:

B. Total liabilities
Secured debt, excluding
that listed below

$

Debt securities held by
more than 100 holders

s

Secured

$

Unsecured

s

*

15,000-30,000

*

300,000.
Approx. number of holders:

-0-

n/a
it

Other liabilities, excluding
contingent or unliquidated
claims
Number of shares of
common stock

s

*i

300,000.

220

Dmments, if any:

Brief description of petitioner's business: M a n u f a c t u r i n g

steel

:

products

[Supply following information, if presently available] The name of any person who directly or indirectly owns, con>Is, or holds, with power to vote, 20% or more of the voting securities of petitioners is
n/a
(Supply following information, if presently available] The names of all corporations 20% or more of the outstanding
ting securities of which are directly or indirectly owned, controlled, or held, with power to vote, by petitioner are:
n/a

COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
In re
G&G

STEEL,

EXHIBIT "B"
[To be attached to petition for voluntary
bankruptcy where debtor is an individual
with primarily consumer debts who is
represented by an attorney.]

INC.

Debtorfs). [Include all names used by the debtor(s)
within past 6 years]
Case No.
DECLARATION OF ATTORNEY
RICHARD F . BOJANOWSKI
(No. 374)
., the attorney for the
I..
petitioner* named in the foregoing petition, declare that 1 have informed the petitioner that he or she may proceed under
chapter 7, 11, or 13 of title 11, United States Code, and have explained the relief available under each such chapter.

nATFrv

H/9/89
9

4fU

Signature of petitioner's attoJ

•in joint cases, singular includes the plural

^•"•X"*—A

THOMAS J. ROSSA A28Q6
DAVID V. TRASK A3283
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East p^ 2*
P.O. BOX 2550
S a l t Lake C i t y , Ute*hu 8413,0
Telephone (801) 532-1922
BY

tii '90
UER

_

DAVID T. BERRY 4196
JODY L. HOWE
POTTER & BERRY
5284 South 320 West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone (801) 263-1200
Attorneys for Creditor:

I I to; mo I I
l

: f

J

EIMCO

03160

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
DISTRICT OF UTAH - CENTRAL DIVISION

In re:
ORDER OF DISMISSAL
G .,

-'-TEEL, INC ,
Debtor.

Bankruptcy No. 89B-06918

The above matter came before the court upon motion of
the debtor t, J dismiss,

e major creditors having either

stipulated thereto or withdrawn their opposition thereto, the
court does now therefore:
ORDER, ADJUDGE AND DECREE that the above matter be and
the same is hereby dismissed with prejudice.

oooOooo
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I served a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Order of Dismissal upon the following by mailing the same, postage
prepaid, on 1.1K"

il.iy oi Apul, I'Wl).

United States Trustee's Office
Boston Building, Suite 100
9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake Citv. U; , 84111
David T. Berry, Esq.
5284 South 320 West
#C-274
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Richard F. Bojanows.
#8 East Broadway
Suite 735
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Thoni;i', J Kossa, I .sq.

y hand ddiveiod In Mi, lieny 4/5/WM

Deputy Clerk

VOLUNTAS
PETITION

United States Bankruptcy Court
for the District of Utah
(NRH(^^r»o^d^*y•rfrx^^<t^.•^rL»*.Fr*.^%ckJ•^

NAME OF JOINT DEBTOR (Spouse) (Last First Middle)

C-H I n d u s t r i e s , I n c . , a Utah
ALL OTH£R NAMES used by tne debtor m the last 6 years
(Indue* mamed. maiden, and trade names.)

U U t p O L ' t t t

furr

ALL OThER NAMES used by the joint dettor m «>e last 6 yean
(Include married maiden, and trade name* )

None •
SOC SEC /TAXlD NO (Ifmoretnanone.slateaM)

SOC. SEC./ TAXI O.NO. (if more than one state all)

87-0470507
STREET AOORESS OF JOINT DEBTOR (No. ana street, oty. state, and op codei

STREET AOORESS OF OEBrOfl (No and street oty, state, and up code)

c / o Joseph L. Wood
3095 South Oakwood Drive
B o u n t i f u l , UT 84010 COUNTY OF RESIOENCE OR

COUNTY OF RESIOENCE OR
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS

PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS

• w3lt

udt ftS .......
MAILING AOORESS OF JOINT DEBTOR (If different from smut address/

MAILING AOORESS OF DEBTOR (If different from street address)

LOCATION OF PRINCiPAL ASSETS OF BUSINESS DEBTOR
(If different from addresses listed abo^e)
,
.

,

f

,

All a s s e t s s e i z e d by Salt Lake
County Constable ( S i n d U

•

VENUE (Check one box)
Debtor nasoeen domiciled ornashadaresto^rv».pnrx?paipUK»ofousjne««.orpnnaoaiasseis
m this District for 160 days immeoutwy preceovnc; the date of this petition or 'or a longer part of
such 180 days than in any other Ontnct
There is a bankruptcy case coocerrwno, debtor's affihate. general partner, or partnership pending
m this Oistnct.

INFORMATION REGARDING DEBTOR (Check applicable boxes)
TYPE OF DEBTOR
G
inoMdueJ
Q
Jort(HusCand4W*B)
U
Partnership

G

§
Q

Co«pofi*onPuc*dyHeid
Corporation Not Puofcdy Heti
MunopaMy

W

tJLoiWsa Complete A &Bbe*ow

CHAPTER OR SECTION OF BANKRUPTCY CODE UNDER WHICH THE PETITION
IS FtLED<Check one boa)

8

0*er

NATURE OF OEBT
G
Non-Buimeea/Consumvr
A>
Q
Q
U
Q

TYPE OF BUSINESS (Check one boa)
Fam»ng
JG Transportation
Professorial
S
Manufacturing;
Retarf/WrttesaJe
M**ng
Rairoad
C SlocKoroker

G
D
G
G

Commodity Broker
Constructor!
RaeJEstatfi
0ther8tjsr*ea

Chapter7
Chapter9

i^ChipejMl
G Chapewi2

M
Q

Chac«sri3
Sec»4«CaaeAndtorytoFcre^i

HL1NO FEE (Check c
Q FengfeeaCtacned
Q
Ferqfw©bepartnnsta*Tiene^Appfcsfiiito
courTsccrtsiderafioncwiifyvige^ff^deteorvunacietopey lee except swistaSments.
Puto 1006(b) SeeOtoHFormNo 3.

T i r t ^ ^ r ^ I ' t T i y ^ o r n w a l l & McCarth
50 South Main S t r e e t , S u i t e 1600
E n g i n e e r i n g and d e s i g n of i n d u s t r i a l £ 3 ^ . Lake C i t y , UT 84145 532.3333
f i l t r a t i o n equipment and manuNAME(S) OF ATTOftNEY(S) OESIGNATEO TO REPRESENTTHE DEBTOR
f a c t u r e r of r e p l a c e m e n t p a r t s
G Debtors nAt^yeienwdPy an aflomey
W i l l i am G.
Fowler

B.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE NATURE OF BUSINESS

STATISTICAL ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION ( 2 * U.S.C. | 604)
(Estimates only) (Check applicable boaee)

THIS SPACE FOR COURT USE ONLY

W Oeotcrestirr^asmatrunoswdbaavsdecietattstncc^
G

Oeotor estimates that after any exempt property is eitckjo^arvjaamwtratn^eypenseepeJd. there wei be no funds available tor
dtstntx/oon to unsecunxi credrtcrs

ESTlMATEDNUMSEROFCREOrTORS
1-t5

16-43

50-99

G

er

O

ESTIMATED ASS£TS(Vithousandsofdo4en)
Under 50

50-99

100-499

G

a
ESTTMATEDUABUT^fkittewarOicf defers)
Under 50

50-99

100-490

Q

a

11 u m

200-999

a

a

500-999

a

HA

JIMIJI

J

500-999
n

0

i'j

30-99

Q
^o«?^i l a n r v un

a

a
a

100-999
n c r o c . r X A P T P R 11 A 1 2 0 N L Y

10an) wari

K U D U ,J-W

n

lOOCO-'WiXM

ESTIMATED NO OF EMPLOYEES - CHAPTER 11 & 12 ONLY

a

1000-over
a

G

[ I

^ii

C-H I n d u s t r i e s ,

Name of Debtor

Inc.

Case No.
(Court use orty)

FILING OF PLAN
For Chapter 9.11 12 and 13 cases onry Check appropriate box
|

0

j A copy of debtor's proposed piar dated
.s attached.

Debtor" intends to fil« a ptan mtm \tinstjme allowed by statute. rule, or order d
the court.

PRIOR BANKRUPTCY CASE FILED WITHIN LAST 6 YEARS (If more than one, attach additional sheet)
Case Number

Location Where FtlocJ

Oate filed

PENOING BANKRUPTCY CASE FILED BY ANY SPOUSE, PARTNER. OR AFFILIATE OF THIS DE3TOR (If more than one, attach additional sheet)
Name of Debtor

Case Number

Date

Relationship

Oismct

Judge

REQUEST

FOR

RELIEF

Deotor 'equests relief >n accordance witn me chapter of title 11, United States Code, specified m this petition

SIGNATURES
ATTORNEY

\V.<wV_>

x

stature

'£"$*'<** D^l lQ<?>

Will Jam G. Fowler
IWDIVIDUAL/JOINT

DEBTOR(S)

CORPORATE

OR

PARTNERSHIP

i declare under penalty of penury that the information

I decare under penally of ce^ury that the information provided m this petition is true and
correct.

correct, and that tn% filing of the petition on be naif of the

Signature of Debtor

SignaiUrYof AuthoMed Individuat

Date

Print or Type Name of Autnonzed Individual

to£

OEBTOR

id m this petition is t*ue arxj
s been autnonzed.

J. Q 'Al

Joseph f_t Wood
Secretary

x
Signature of Joint Oeotor

Title of Individual Authonzed by Debtor to File this Petition

Date

Date

August 28, 1991
EXHIBIT "A" (To be completed H debtor is a corporation requesting relief under chapter 11,
Qfl

Exhibit *A* s attacned and made a part of this petition.

TO BE COMPLETED 8Y INDIVIDUAL CHAPTER 7 DEBTOR WITH PRIMARILY CONSUMER DEBTS ( SEE P.L. 98-353 § 322)
lam aware triat I may proceed under chapter 7. 11. or 12. or 13 of title 11. United States Code understand Ihe renal avatatle under each socn chapter, and choose to proceed under chapter
7 of such title.

if 1 am represented by an attorney. exh»bM*S* ^as been completed.

Signature of Debtor

Date

Signature of Joint Debtor

Date

EXHIBIT "B" (To be completed by attorney for individual chapter 7 debtor(s) with pnmarily consumer debts.)
1. the attorney for the debicr(s) named in the foregoing petition, declare that I have informed the debtor(s) that (he. she, or they) may proceed under cfiapter 7. 11. 12. or 13 of litre 11. United
States Code, and have explained the relief available under each such chapier.

Signature of Atlorney

Oate

United States Bankruptcy Court
for the District of Utah
in re

C -H Industries , Ine .
Case No.

Debtor

Chapter _JJL
Exhibit "A" to Voluntary Petition
1.

Debtor's employer identification number is

87-0470507

2. If any of debtor's securities are registered under section 12 of the Securities and Exchange
Act of 1934, the SEC file number is
.
The following financial data is the latest available information and refers to debtor's condition

on
a.

h

u

•

- -

194,000,00

-•->

Total liabilities

45,000.00

$

Approximate
number of
holders
Fixed, liquidated secured debt
Contingent secured debt
Dispi ited secured claims
Unliquidated secured debt

S 40,000
Approximate
number of
holders

Fixed, liquidated unsecured debt
Contingent unsecured debt
Disputed unsecured claims
Unliquidated unsecured debt
Number of shares of prefer?r-d slock
Number of shares of common stock

> K E TIMES • 7«1 SOUTH 200 WEST SALT U K E CITY, UTAH . TELEPHONE

s 61,,000

$
$
$

Norle
7, 000

BOX I t M , ZIP $4110

55

Exhibit "A" continued

Comments, if any. Ttie foregoing financial information is based upon
estimates, inasmuch as the debtor's books and records have been
seized by the Salt Lake County nonstable Puysuani: C Q _ ^ r i L 1 u f
Attachment in Envirotech Corp v, <i fr u * t e e l C o r P ' ' e L < a l "
(Third District Court) Case iNo. css-D^z*.
4. Bnef description of debtor's business:

. _

Engineering and design of industrial filtration equipment
3nd manufacture of replacement parts
5. List the name of any person who directly or indirectly owns, controls, or holds, with power to vote,
20 % or more of the voting securities of debtor l o n e C a l l a h a n 4 2 , 8 6 % :
. „ _

Patricia Callahan. 28.57%: Pamela Callahan. 28.57%

_

.

. _

6. List the names of all corporations 20% or more of the outstanding voting securities of which are
directly or indirectly owned, controlled, or hied, with power to vote, by debtor:

DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY
ON BEHALF OF A CORPORATION OR PARTNERSHIP
I, [the president or other officer or an authorized agent of the corporation] [or a member or an
authorized agent of the partnership] named as the debtor in this case, declare under penalty of perjury that
I have read the foregoing Exhibit HA" and that it is true and correct to the best of my information and belief.

Date _

%/jLl

111
Signature

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
;

In re: C-H Industries, Inc., Debtor

-'ase No, ; ^

____.._
Chapter 11

LIST OF CREDITORS HOLDING 20 LARGEST UNSECURED CLAIMS

Following Is the list of the debtor's creditors holding the 20 largest unsecured claims. The list is pre
accordance with Fed. R Bankr. P. 1007(d) for filing in this Chapter 11 case. The list does not include (1) pers
come within the definition of 'insider* set forth in 11 U.S.C. § 101(30), or (2) secured creditors unless the vaii
collateral is such that the unsecured deficiency places the creditor among the holders of the 20 largest unsecurec

p——=====

•

I
a Name erf Creditor and complete 1
I
mailing addreee Including zip
|
I
code
I
I

Name, telephone number
and complete mailing
Name of claim (trade
address, including zip
debt bank loan,
]
code, of employee, agent, j
government contract,
or department of credrtor
etc.)
familiar with claim who
may be contacted

,

uiin

•

"

'

•,

]

indicate H claim is
contingent unliquidated,
disputed or subject to set
off

Amount of cfair
secured also st
value of securr.

Trade

1 U. a Sprint
1 P. O. Box 620099
jj Delia*, 7X 75262

~

I

$ 200.
fapprc

jj U.S. West Communication*
1 Salt Lake City, UT 84135-0001

237-4332

Trade

400.C

| Robleon, Hill & Company
n 1366 East Murray-Holladay Btvci
§ Salt Lake City. UT 84117

272-8045

C.PA

275,0
(approx.

1 Rubber Weet
1 946 South 700 Weet
1 Salt Lake City, UT 84104

972-3537

i Trade

4,000.00
(approx)

1 Dartnell, Welding & Fabrication
1 4027 South 500 Weet
j] Murray, UT 84119

262-8258

Trade

9,550.00
(approx.)

| Seagull Printing Service
I 20 Weet 7200 South
I Midvale, UT 84047

565-1393

Trade

II Arvey Paper Suppliee
| 2962 South State
|| Salt Lake Cfty, UT 84115

487-4211

Tn«i de-

| Fitter Bete, Inc.
| Rt #3, Box #913 Winada Drive
[J Winthrop, ME 04364

207-377-2626

j commission*

571-7394

j Consultant Services

8 Soft Wear Support Services
1 10678 South 1225 Eaat
i Sandy, UT 84094
I Induetrlal Gasket
I 2200 Weet Alexander St
1 Salt Lake City, UT 84119

I

700.00
(approx) j

200.00
(approx)

3,221.00

|
I

165.00 I
(approx) |

I

205.00 I
(approx)

|
974-3180
I

Trade

•
I Name, telephone number
I
and complete mailing
] Name of claim (trade I
addreee, including zip
[ Nam* of Creditor and complete I
debt, bank loan,
]
1 malting addraaa including zip I code, of employee, agent I
I or department of creditor I government contract j
I
code
etc.)
I
familiar with claim who
J
may be contacted
1 United Parcel Service
1 P. O. Box 26787
| Salt Lake City, UT 8412*0781
1 Associated Business Products
B 133 West 2100 South
1 Salt Lake City, ITT 84115

488-5000

9 L A. Wardell & Sons
fl 11890 South 1700 West
1 Rfverton, UT 84065

254*3828

1 LeggCo.
1 325 £ast 10th Street
1 Haistead,KS 87066

316-835-2256

1 Amount of claim (if I
secured also state (
j value of security) (

Trade

200.00 I
(appro*) |

Trade

unknown |

1

Trade

4,000.00 8
(approx) Jj

13,897.00 1

504-733-3235

1 Fabricator Fflteis, Inc.
I 5630 Powell Street
| Harahanr LA 70123

402.00 j

j

!

1 Conveyor & Equipment
1 3580 South 300 Weet
1 Salt Lake City, UT 84119
| 8ieh Sheet Metai
i 367 Weet 900 North
§ Salt Lake City, UT

Indicate if claim Is
contingent unliquidated,
disputed or subject to eet
off

-irrrr

1 263-1843

j

Unknown R

355-3408
^

, 0

1 All Transmissions
U 1321 South Jefferson
g Salt Lake City, UT
1 Evco House of Hoee
1 2375 South 300 Weet
I Salt Lake City, UT 84119

Unknown j

|
j 486-4423
I
|
487-5721
561-4475

j

Unknown j

Trade

j

Unknown II

[

COMA&NT: TTie foregoing financial information fa baaed upon eafirnatee, JnasmiJch a» the cfcbtDrt
Lake County Constable pursuant to Writ of Attachment (n ErMrotoch Corp. v. G&Q Steel Corp~ et aL. in the Third Jucfidal District Court in and for Salt
Lake County, State of Utah, CMJ No. C88-5429

I, [the president or other officer or an authorized agent of the corporation] [or a member or an authorized agent
of the partnership] named as the debtor in this case, declare under penalty of penury that I have read the foregoing 'List
of Creditors Holding 20 Largest Unsecured Claims* and that it is true and correct to the best of ^information and belief.

Dated:

$ h*=h K (

^n>A

Signatun

(Print Name and Title)

2

o

uJ 0 0 <

crp

-31992

DAVID D. BIRD, United States Trustee
LAURIE A. CRANDALL, Attorney (4552)
Boston Building, Suite 100
#9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801) 524-5734

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION

IN RE:
C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.,
a Utah corporation,

CASE NO.

91B-25504

AMENDED
NOTICE OF HEARING ON
U.S. TRUSTEE'S MOTION TO
CONVERT OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, TO DISMISS
CHAPTER 11 CASE

Debtor.

TO THE DEBTOR, DEBTOR'S ATTORNEY, CREDITORS OF THE DEBTOR AND
INTERESTED FARTIES:
The United States Trustee requests thp.t you take notice
that its Motion to Convert or, in the alternative, to dismiss
Chapter 11 case, based upon the debtor's apparent inability to
effectuate a plan, unreasonable delays, continuing loss to or
diminution of the estate, will be called up for hearing before
the Honorable JUDITH A BOULDEN, United States Bankruptcy
Judge, on the 1st day of October, 1992, at 9:00 o'clock a.m.,
in Room 341, Frank E. Moss United States Courthouse, 350 South
Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101, or as soon thereafter
as counsel may be heard.

•uo
The foregoing motion may be examined in the Office of the
Court Clerk, Room 361, Frank E. Moss United States Courthouse,
350 South Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101.

Farties in

interest may obtain a copy upon written request to the Office
of the United States Trustee, Boston Building, Suite 100, #9
Exchange Place, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.
DATED this

<^>\ '^~ day of

/\\A\^C\

, 1992.

Respectfully submitted,
DAVID D. BIRD
United States Trustee

6L

6<L

*-XM_

LAURIK A. CRANDALL
Atxornfty for U.S. Truste*

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT FOR THE
DISTRICT OF UTAH

IN RE
C-H Industries, Inc.

NO. 91-25504
Chapter 11
a Utah Corporation
Debtor(s)

NOTICE OF DISMISSAL
TO THE DEBTOR, DEBTOR'S ATTORNEY, CREDITORS AND OTHER INTERESTED
PARTIES:
You will hereby take notice that the Court entered an Order
of Dismissal in the above case on 3/3/93 .
DATED: 3/3/93
William C. Stillgebauer
Clerk, U.S. Bankruptcy Court
Room 361, Frank E. Moss Courthouse
350 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

C
Mfir - 5 I9 3

J

RECEIVED
TRASK. CRITT K ROSSA

SEP I 31991
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
William G. Fowler (1107)
Attorneys for Debtor
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
S a l t Lake C i t y , Utah
84145
Telephone:
(801) 5 3 2 - 3 3 3 3
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In re
C-H INDUSTRIES, I N C . ,
corporation,

a Utah

Bankruptcy No. 91-25504JAB
Chapter 11

Debtor.

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
OF DEBTOR' S MOTION TO COMPEL CUSTODIAN TO
TURNOVER PROPERTY OF THE ESTATE
C-H Industries, Inc. , the above-named debtor,
respectfully submits its Memorandum of Points and Authorities in
Support of Its Motion to Compel Custodian to Turnover Property
of the Estate, as follows:
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The debtor has caused to be filed herein its Motion to
Compel Custodian to Turnover Property of the Estate seeking an
order directing the Salt Lake County Constable to turnover over
to it, in accordance with 11 U.S. C.

§ 543, all property in his

possession and belonging to the debtor.

Despite the demand

served upon the Constable to comply with the provisions of
§ 543, the Constable has refused to abide by the mandate that

at the direction of the Third Judicial District Court, which
direction is deemed by the debtor to be unlawful and
unenforceable.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

Movant caused its petition to be filed in the

above court on August 28, 1991 seeking relief under the
provisions of the Bankruptcy Code,
2.

The debtor is a Utah corporation, duly

incorporated on November 29, 1989.
3.

On July 9, 1991, in that certain action entitled

"Envirotech Corporation dba Eimco Process Equipment Company, vs.
G & G Steel Corporation, a Utah corporation, Gerald A, Callahan,
an individual. Glen O. Hansen, an individual. Civil No. C885429, (the "State Court Action") filed in the Third Judicial
District Court in and for the County of Salt Lake, State of
Utah, a Judgment of Contempt was entered against a defendant,
Gerald A. Callahan ("Callahan"), by the terms of which Judgment,
and in order to purge himself of contempt, said defendant was
directed forthwith to "cause the transfer of all the assets of
C-H Industries, Inc., to plaintiff to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of the Final Decree herein. "

A copy of said

judgment is annexed to the motion, marked Exhibit A, and made a
part hereof by this reference.
4.

C-H Industries, Inc. , the debtor, is not a party

to the State Court Action.

In the State Court Action, Findings

-2-

of Fact and Conclusions of Law were prepared by counsel for the
plaintiff and executed by the District Judge on July 9, 1991, by
the terms of which the court concluded as a matter of law that
C-H Industries, Inc. , was an alter ego of Callahan, and further
finding, as a matter of law, that to purge himself of the
contempt, that Callahan should forthwith transfer to the
plaintiff all of the assets of C-H Industries, Inc.

A copy of

the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law is annexed to the
motion, marked Exhibit B, and made a part hereof by this
reference.

Callahan had no authority to cause such transfer to

be effectuated.
5.

On August 6, 1991, a Writ of Execution was issued

in the State Court Action demanding "The Sheriff or Constable of
Salt Lake County, State of Utah" . . .

to immediately transfer

all of the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. , including but not
limited to all inventory, accounts receivable, customers,
customer lists, installation lists, application lists, research
and production reports, executory contracts, work(s) in
progress, furniture, hardware, all actual drawings in the
possession of C-H Industries, Inc. and all or any agents,
distributors, representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys
or either or both of them, in whatever form or medium such may
exist, all computer information from which any such C-H
Industries, Inc. drawing may be prepared, whether such does not
reside in a computer or in related storage disc, tape or the

-3-

like, all molds, mandrels, forms, casting tools, tooling and the
like, and all parts and components made from such C-H
Industries, Inc. drawings all to plaintiff Envirotech
Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company to be valued
and applied to satisfaction of the Judgment herein and this
shall be your sufficient warrant for so doing. "

A copy of the

Writ of Execution is annexed to the motion, marked Exhibit C,
and made a part hereof by this reference.
6.

On August 6, 1991, counsel for the plaintiff in

the State Court Action caused a Praecipe to be issued in the
State Court Action to the Sheriff or Constable of Salt Lake
County, directing said officers "to levy upon and take into your
custody all the assets of C-H Industries, Inc. , including those
assets in the possession or under the control of Gerald and lone
Callahan, specifically at their residence, 928 E. Chelsea,
Bountiful, Utah 84010 further including but not limited to all
inventory, accounts receivable, customers, customer lists,
installation lists, application lists, research and production
reports, executory contracts, work(s) in progress, furniture,
hardware, all actual drawings in the possession of C-H
Industries, Inc. and all or any agents, distributors,
representatives, vendors, suppliers or attorneys or either or
both of them, in whatever form or medium such may exist, all
computer information from which C-H Industries, Inc. drawing may
be prepared, whether such does not reside in a computer or in

-4-

related storage disc, tape or the like and all molds, mandrels,
forms, casting tools, tooling and the like, and all parts and
components made from C-H Industries, Inc. drawings. "

A copy of

the Praecipe is annexed to the motion, marked Exhibit D, and
made a part hereof by this reference.
7.

A certificate of Hand-Delivery dated August 9,

1991 and executed on behalf of plaintiff in the State Court
Action, reflects that no service of the motion for Writ of
Assistance and Writ of Assistance were served upon the debtor.
A copy of said Certificate is annexed to the motion, marked
Exhibit E, and made a part hereof by this reference.
8.

On August 9, 1991, counsel for the Plaintiff in

the State Court Action caused an Ex Parte Motion for Writ of
Assistance to be filed in the State Court Action seeking
authority to empower the Sheriff or Constable to proceed to
"break into and otherwise search the premises of Gerald and lone
Callahan . . . regarding the Writ of Execution issued August 6,
1991 and the Praecipe dated August 9, 1991. ..."

A copy of the

Ex Parte Motion for Writ of Assistance is annexed to the motion,
marked Exhibit F, and made a part hereof by this reference.
9.

On August 9, 1991, a Writ of Assistance was

issued in the State Court Action directing the Sheriff or
Constable to enter the residence of lone Callahan, president of
the debtor corporation, "to search and to seize property
pursuant to said Writ of Execution and Praecipe . . . "

-5-

A copy

of the Writ of Assistance is annexed to the motion, marked
Exhibit G, and made a part hereof by this reference.
10.

On or about August 6, 7, and 8, 1991, Salt Lake

County Constable, John A. Sindt, seized substantially all of the
personal property of the debtor, including, but not limited to,
lists, computers, books and records of account, all files and
documents belonging to the debtor, the debtor' s bank account at
First Interstate Bank of Utah ($41,260), all inventory, drawings
and specifications relating to customers' orders, and all
corporate records, including financial records, computer
printouts and the like.
11.

On August 16, 1991, a Notice of Appeal from the

State Court judgment respecting contempt was filed with the
Supreme Court of Utah.

A copy of the Docketing Statement is

annexed to the motion, marked Exhibit H and made a part hereof
by this reference.
12.

At all times material hereto, the debtor has been

a Utah corporation in good standing, has conducted its business
in a lawful and legitimate manner, has filed State and Federal
returns, has maintained books and records in accordance with
sound accounting practices, and has accumulated assets and
liabilities, which assets must be accounted for, and which
liabilities must properly be paid.
13.

At no time material hereto, was Callahan an

officer, director or shareholder of the debtor.

-6-

14.

The action of plaintiff in the State Court Action

in causing substantially all of the debtor' s assets to be
seized, has caused debtor the total loss of its ability to
conduct business and has resulted in a material and substantial
adverse impact upon its relationship with its customers and
vendors, and effectively destroyed the business as a going
concern.

The recovery of Its assets may permit debtor to resume

its business operations, restore the confidence of its customers
and vendors and enable it to resume operations as a profitable,
going concern.
15.

At no time material hereto did the plaintiff in

the State Court Action cause this debtor to be joined as a party
defendant or give it any opportunity to defend against the
unplead allegations that debtor was an alter ego corporation.
The State Court is wholly without jurisdiction over the debtor,
its assets, or its business and affairs.
16.

Eimco is not a creditor or shareholder of the

debtor, and is not a party in interest.
17.

The action of the Third Judicial District Court

deprives the debtor of its property without due process of law
in violation of Amendment XIV, Section 1 of the Constitution of
the United States, and Article I, Section 7 of the Constitution
of Utah.
18.

The property of the estate referred to in the

preceding paragraphs, or proceeds of such property, is now in

-7-

the possession of John A, Sindt, Salt Lake County Constable, at
the direction of and subject to the orders of the Third Judicial
District Court in and for the State of Utah; and that such
Constable is a custodian within the meaning of 11 U, S. C.
§ 101(11).
19.

Under the provisions of 11 U. S. C. § 543(b), a

custodian is required to deliver to the debtor its property
transferred to such custodian, or the proceeds of such property
that is in the custodian' s possession, custody or control on the
date that the custodian acquired knowledge of the commencement
of the bankruptcy case, and the custodian is required to file an
accounting of any property of the debtor, or the proceeds of
such property that, at any time, came into his possession,
custody, or control.
20.

On August 28, 1991, counsel for the debtor placed

the custodian upon notice of the filing under Chapter 11 of the
Code, and requested delivery to the debtor of any property held
by him after receiving notice of such filing.

A similar notice

was given to counsel for the plaintiff, whose actions
precipitated the seizure of the assets by the Constable.
21.

The custodian has failed to respond to the notice

and demand, and such failure to respond to such demand and
comply with the provisions of § 543(b) of the Code is a
violation of such Code.

ARGUMENT
A.

The Constable Is A "Custodian" Of The Assets Of
The Estate.

Under Section 101# Title 11, of the Bankruptcy Code, a
"custodian" is defined as a "receiver or trustee of any of the
property of the debtor, appointed in a case or proceeding not
under this title,"

or a "trustee, receiver, or agent under

applicable law, or under a contract, that is appointed or
authorized to take charge of property of the debtor for the
purpose of enforcing a lien against such property, or for the
purpose of general administration of such property for the
benefit of the debtor' s creditors. "
Under the definition above, the constable which seized
the assets of C-H Industries or "Debtor," qualifies as a
custodian of the Debtor7 s assets.
B.

A Custodian In A Bankruptcy Proceeding Must
Turn Over To The Trustee The Property Of The
Estate.

Under Section 543 of the United States Bankruptcy
Code, a custodian is ordered to deliver to the trustee any
"property of the debtor held by or transferred to such
custodian, or proceeds, product, offspring, rents, or profits of
such property, that is in such custodian' s possession, custody,
or control on the date that such custodian acquires knowledge of
the commencement of the case. "
Because the constable in this case is a custodian of
debtor' s property, the constable, under the rules of the
-9-

Bankruptcy Code, should be ordered to turn over to the trustee
the property of the estate.
C.

Debtor Was Never Served Process Nor
In Any Wav Made A Party To The State Court
Action Thus The State Court Had No Jurisdiction
Over Debtor.

The State Court Action involved a suit by Envirotech
Corporation, dba Eimco Process Equipment Company against G & G
Steel Corporation and two individuals, Gerald Callahan and Glen
Hansen.

Eimco prevailed in its action against G & G and

Callahan and received a judgement in the sum of $1,481,951.79.
Debtor was never mentioned in any of the parties' pleadings, was
never served process, and in no way was ever made a party to the
suit by intervention, consent to jurisdiction or otherwise.
Notwithstanding patent lack of jurisdiction, the Third Judicial
District Court for the County of Salt Lake, and in furtherance
of a contempt judgment against Gerald Callahan, ruled that
Debtor was an alter ego of Callahan and proceeded to order that
Debtor' s assets be transferred to the plaintiff in order to
satisfy the contempt charge "to be valued and applied to
satisfaction of the judgment herein. . . . '• See Writ of
Execution, Exhibit C to motion.

This finding by the Court was

in error.
In order for a Court to find a corporation the alter
ego of an individual, both the corporation and that individual
should receive notice or a hearing on the issue prior to the
Court' s ruling.

International Brotherhood of Electrical
-10-

Workers, Local Union No. 332 v. Hyland Electrical Contractors,
Inc., 881 F. 2d 820, 821 (9th Cir. 1989).
Further, the party attempting to negate the existence
of the separate entity has the burden of proving "unusual
circumstances" justifying the imposition of the alter ego
theory.

Reverse Vending Associates v. Tomra Systems US, Inc..

655 F. Supp. 1122, 1128 (D. C. Penn. 1987).

Factors to examine in

determining the presence of "unusual circumstances" includes:
(1) failure to observe corporate formalities, (2) non-payment of
dividend; (3) insolvency of the debtor corporation; (4)
siphoning of funds from the corporation by the dominant
shareholders; (5) non-functioning of other officers and
directors; (6) absence of corporate records; (7) the corporation
is a mere facade for the operation of the dominant shareholder
or shareholders; (8) gross under capitalization.

Galaay v.

Ganqloff. 677 F. Supp. 295, 299 (D. C. Penn. ) quoting from United
States v. Pisani, 646 F. 2d 83, 88 (3rd Cir. 1981).
In this case, Debtor was never given any notice or
opportunity to dispute the assertion that it was an alter ego of
Callahan.

Eimco never joined Debtor as a party to the State

court Action, never asserted in its pleadings that Debtor was
Callahan' s alter ego and produced no evidence to support any
conclusion that the unusual circumstances listed above were
present between debtor and Callahan.

-11-

Debtor is not the alter ego of Callahan.
not an officer, director, or shareholder of Debtor.

Callahan is
Further,

Debtor was not insolvent, but rather was a legitimate and
independent corporation before the State Court' s ruling.

Even

if Callahan was an officer, Debtor would still not be considered
as a party to the previous action.

Patton v. Dumpson, 498

F.Supp. 933,943 (D.C. New York 1980) (there the court stated
that a private corporation is not automatically made a party to
a suit by naming an officer in his or her capacity.)
Since Debtor was never made a party to the suit, and
Eimco did not give notice to debtor, nor fulfill its burden of
proving its alter ego contention, the Court had no jurisdiction
to order Debtor' s assets seized and transferred to satisfy or
apply upon plaintiff's (Envirotech's) judgment.

Sheiner v. Citv

Of New York. 611 F. Supp. 172,175 (D. C. N. Y. 1985).
D.

The State Court' s Transfer Order Violates
Debtor' s Due Process Rights And Should Not
Be Given Full Faith And Credit OR Given
Res Judicata Effect.

It is well established that when a state court does
not have jurisdiction over an entity, any orders or judgments
with regard to that entity is a denial of Due Process.

Thus,

the orders are void and are not subject to full faith and credit
or given res judicata effect by another court.

Sheiner v. City

of New York at 175.
In Cooper v. Newell, 173 U.S. 555 (1898), although the
defendant had not been served process, and was not even aware of
-12-

the suit, the state court ruled in favor of the plaintiff in a
property action.

On appeal the United States Supreme Court

ruled that the state court ruling was not binding because the
defendant was neither served process nor had he appeared by
attorney.

Id. at 572.

The Supreme Court recently affirmed this

position when it stated that, M [a] judgement issued without
proper personal jurisdictipn over an absent party is not
entitled to full faith and credit elsewhere and thus has no res
judicata effect as to the party."

Phillips Petroleum Co. v.

Shutts. 105 S. Ct. 2965, 2971 (1985).
Some courts have stated that where the issue of
jurisdiction was fully litigated below, or where the party
challenging the jurisdiction of the court at least had the
opportunity to argue the issue in the state court, the federal
court may still give full faith and credit to the state court' s
ruling.
1982).

Fehlhaber v. Fehlhaber, 681 F. 2d 1015, 1020 (5th Cir.
However, where the party did not have the opportunity to

litigate the jurisdictional question in the state court, courts
clearly find the judgement void and subject to collateral
attack.

In Bartels v. International Commodities Corp., 435

F.Supp. 865 (D.C. Conn. 1977) a federal district court stated
that, "If a court has never acquired jurisdiction over a
defendant or the subject matter . . . any judgement ultimately
entered is void and subject to vacation or collateral attack.
Id. at 867.

See also, Sheiner v. City Of New York, 611 F. Supp.
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172,175 (D. C. N. Y. 1985); Shulman v. Miller, 191 P. Supp. 418,420
(D. C. Wis. 1961).
In this case, the court did not have jurisdiction over
the Debtor or its assets as the Debtor was never made a party to
the suit.

Further, because the Debtor was not a party to the

suit, it did not have any opportunity to refute the assertion
that it was an alter ego of Mr. Callahan,

Therefore, the

transfer order of the state court respecting the seizure of all
of debtor' s assets is void and should not be afforded full faith
and credit or deemed to have any res judicata effect by this
court.
E.

The Custodian Should be Directed to Turn
Over Property of the Estate

When a state court ruling, insofar as it has any
effect upon the Debtor, is void because the court lacked
jurisdiction to make the ruling and thus is not entitled to res
judicata effect, other courts can ignore such a ruling and
proceed as if it had never occurred.

In In Re Brickyard, Inc.

v. McCracken, 36 B. R. 569 (Bkrtcy. Fla. 1983), a state court in
an earlier proceeding ruled that the termination of a sublease
was valid.

A federal bankruptcy court annulled the ruling

because the state court lacked jurisdiction in the case.

The

bankruptcy court then proceeded in the case as though the
sublease had not been terminated. Id. at 573.
Because the transfer order of the state court in this
case was void for lack of jurisdiction, this court should refuse
-14-

to give the state court ruling full faith and credit and order
the custodian to restore the property forthwith to the debtor.
CONCLUSION
The Debtor respectfully requests the Court to order
John A, Sindt, Custodian of property of the estate, to surrender
such property or the proceeds thereof, to the Debtor and to
render an accounting to the Court for the disposition of such
property.
DATED this

\l/

day of September, 1991.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY

By
William G. iFowler
Attorneys /for Debtor
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
P. O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy
of the within and foregoing Memorandum of Points and Authorities
in Support of Debtor' s Motion to Compel Custodian to Turn over
Property of Estate to be mailed, postage prepaid, this
of September, 1991, to the following:
David V. Trask
Thomas J. Rossa
Laurence B. Bond
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P. 0. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah

84110

David T. Berry
257 East 200 South, Suite 1025
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Attorneys for Envirotech Corporation
George K. Fadel, Esq.
170 West Fourth South
Bountiful, UT 84010
Attorneys for G&G Steel Corporation, et. al.
John A. Sindt
Salt Lake County Constable
47 East 7200 South
Midvale, Utah 84107
United States Trustee7 s Office
Boston Building, Suite 100
#9 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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day

TabZ

RECEIVED
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
L-Ui
William G. Fowler (1107)
John A. Snow (3025)
O F F I C E P i P WUNiTEO STATES DISTRICT
James D. Gilson (5472)
JUDC^D^BEf5WSTR,CT0F^ |
Attorneys for Plaintiff
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600
DEC 2 9 1932 !
P. O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145
MARKUS B. ZIMMHR, Ctel*!
Telephone:
(801) 532-3333
By.
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT

fK

CENTRAL DIVISION
In

re

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.,
corporation,

a Utah
Debtor.

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC., a Utah
corporation,

ORDER GRANTING
P L A I N T I F F ' S MOTION FOR
WITHDRAWAL OF REFERENCE

Bankruptcy No. 91B-25504
Chapter 11

Plaintiff,
Adversary Proceeding No.
92PB-2511

vs.
ENVIROTECH CORPORATION dba
EIMCO PROCESS EQUIPMENT
COMPANY,

District Court No.
92-C-1020B

Defendant.

Having duly considered Plaintiff s Motion for
Withdrawal of Reference and the Memorandum in Support of said
Motion, which has not been opposed by defendant, and the Court
having determined that plaintiff is entitled to a trial by jury
on all of its claims at law,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's Motion for
Withdrawal of Reference is GRANTED and this adversary proceedi^

is hereby transferred from the United States Bankruptcy CourL
for the District of Utah to this District Court for disposition.
DATED:

December _ 2 ^ _ _ , 1992.
BY THE COURT:

t
-IX

a

/(L*/u

DEE/ BENSON J
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

-2-

ce
United States District Court
for the
District of Utah
December 29, 1992
* * MAILING CERTIFICATE OF CLERK * *
2:92-cv-01020

-ue and correct copies of the attached were mailed by the clerk to the
allowing:
William G Fowler, Esq.
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
50 South Main, Suite 1600
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City,, UT 84114
Thomas J. Rossa, Esq.
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 S 300 E
P.O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
David T. Berry, Esq.
257 E 200 S, #1025
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Brenda L. Dowler
U.S. Bankruptcy Court
350 S. Main St., 3rd Floor
SLC, UT 84101

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH

DISPOSITION OF
BANKRUPTCY WITHDRAWAL OF REFERENCE MOTION: ENTIRE CASE
DATE:

Decentoer 29, 1992

TO: Bankruptcy Court Clerk
FR:

Docket C l e r k

RE:

Civii No.

Cheryl L. Espinoza

92-C-1020B

On
, Judge
denied the motion to
withdraw the reference in the above-noted miscellaneous case file. That case
file now should be closed.

On Dec. 23, 1992, Judge Benson
granted the motion to
withdraw the reference in Adversary Proceeding No. 92PB-2511
, originally
filed in the Bankruptcy Court We are requesting that the Bankruptcy Court
transmit forthwith the original adversary proceeding file(s) and a certified
copy of the case docket to the District Clerk's Office.
12/29/92

Date copy of notice was sent to the Bankruptcy Court
Date adversary file(s) was sent to the District Court's
Intake Office

cc:
nv 20
5/91

Attorneys/Parties of Record

TRASK, BKiiJ &KUb;>K

FEB 1 7 fi

HERSCHEL J. SAPERSTEIN (2861)
DANIEL J. TORKELSON (4426)
WATKISS & SAPERSTEIN
310 South Main Street, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Telephone: (801) 363-3300
Attorneys for the Debtor. Gerald Callahan
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH
CENTRAL DIVISION
In re:
GERALD CALLAHAN,

Bankruptcy No. 91C-27084
(Chapter 7)

Debtor.

ORDER PARTIALLY LIFTING AUTOMATIC STAY
This matter came before the court on February 14, 1992 for hearing on the MOTION
FOR RELIEF FROM STAY dated January 26, 1992 filed by creditor EIMCO and for
hearing on the MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM AUTOMATIC STAY dated January 15,
1992 of the debtor CALLAHAN. The debtor appeared by and through counsel; and the
creditor appeared by and through counsel. No other parties appeared. Upon stipulation
of the parties and good cause therefore otherwise appearing of record, the court does now
therefore,
ORDER that:

1.

The automatic stay arising under 11 USC § 362 be and the same is hereby

modified to permit the debtor, Gerald Callahan, to fully prosecute in all respects his
appeals from the several judgments entered in Civil Action C88-5429 in the Third Judicial
District Court of Salt Lake County, Utah styled Envirotech Corp. v. G & G Steel Corp.,
et al (hereinafter the STATE COURT ACTION) and to defend all cross appeals of
creditor EIMCO in said STATE COURT ACTION.
2.

The automatic stay arising under 11 USC § 362 be and the same is hereby

modified to permit creditor EIMCO to defend all appeals of the debtor from the several
judgments entered in said STATE COURT ACTION and to fully prosecute in all respects
creditor EIMCO's cross appeal in said STATE COURT ACTION.
3.

Except as expressly modified pursuant to Paragraphs 1 and 2 above, the

automatic stay shall remain in full force and effect and shall continue to stay, among other
things, the commencement or continuation of any action or proceeding against the debtor,
including but not limited to action or proceedings to enforce any of the several judgments
referred to above either before or after final determination of the appeals and cross appeals
referred to above.
DATED this H

day of February, 1992.
BY THE COURT:

THIS ORDER/JUDGMENT
ENTERED AND MAILED
TO PARTIES ON:

The Honorable Glen Clark

Approved on JkJB

j

day of February, 1992.

Davjd^/TOsk
Thomas J. Rossa
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P. O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Telephone: (801) 532-1922
David T. Berry
257 East 200 South, Suite 1025
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone: (801) 366-7070
Attorneys for Creditor EIMCO

3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I mailed true and correct copies of the foregoing ORDER
PARTIALLY LIFTING AUTOMATIC STAY to the following this

day of February,

1992:
Daniel J. Torkelson, Esq.
WATKISS & SAPERSTEIN
310 South Main, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
David V. Trask, Esq.
Thomas J. Rossa, Esq.
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 300 East
P. O. Box 2550
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
David T. Berry, Esq.
257 East 200 South, Suite 1025
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
CLERK, U.S. BANKRUPTCY COURT

By
Deputy Clerk

IN THE SUPREME COURT
STATE OF UTAH
3 32 STATE CAPITOL
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84114
May 13, 1991
OFFICE OF THE CLERK

I

T R A ? K ' ^ : J : ^ : , •••.

I

1
| MAY 2 0199! I

1

Thomas J. Rossa
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
525 South 3 00 East
P. 0. Box 1978
Salt Lake City, UT 84110

Envirotech Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, d/b/a EIMCO Process
Equipment Company,
Plaintiff and Appellee,
v,
Gerald A, Callahan, an individual,
G & G Steel Corporation, a Utah
corporation; and Glen O. Hansen,
an individual,
Defendants and Appellant.

No. 910224
C88-5429

THIS DAY notice of appeal filed.

Geoffrey J. Butler
Clerk

t

Thomas J• Rossa
A2806
Jeffrey N. Aldous A5435
TRASK, BRITT & ROSSA
P.O. Box 2550
525 South 300 East
Salt Lake City, UT 841 10
Tel: (801) 532-1922
David T. Berry A4196
257 East 200 South
Suite 1025
Salt Lake City, Utah

84111

Attorneys for EIMCO

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH, CENTRAL DIVISION

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.,
Debtor.

:
:
:
:
:

AFFIDAVIT OF
JEFFREY N. ALDOUS
Bankruptcy Nci. 9 IB 25504
Chapter J .1

State of Utah
County of Salt Lake
First being <

*

hereby

depose and say that:
1.

He i s a resident oi oaa.

. ake County, Utah over the

age of 21 and competent to give testimoi ly.
He is a member of the Utah State Bar and the bar of
tJiiL, > out

lie is A member nl the law firm of Trask, Britt and

Rossa and is one of the counsel representing Envirotech
Corporation d/b/a Eimco Process Equipment Company (EIMCO) which
is the plaintiff in ci

.cUon C>88-1 129 in the Third Judicial

D i s t r i c t Court o f S a l t Lake County.

EXHIBIT 16

3.

On August 5 # 1991, Affiant m e t w i t h J u d g e R o k i c h

and presented a WRIT •>(«' KXECif

C: w h i c h is identified

in t h e COLLECTION O F EIMCO EXHIBITS a s Exhibit n
Affida' fit

^f w h i c h

is identified a s Exhibit 1 6 .
4

+

A f f i a n t w a s present

Judge Rokich telephoned Mr. George }
CALLAHAN,

• *

ambers when

: * attorney for

INDUSTRIES, INC. (hereinafter

O

H) and asked Mr. Fadel if he wished to be heard concenu ng the
Writ of Execution (Exhibit 11)

Upon, conversation with Mr. Fadel

and affiant, Judge Ruknili iitiieclu 1 etl a heari rig for A u g u s t 6, 1 9 9 1
at 11:00 a.m. on t h e Writ of Execution (Exhibit
Bf.si desi

».

t h e Judy<= a---- various court o f f i c i a l s , t h e

attorneys present at the hearing
1991 included M r . Fadel, M r . David
and aft ;i at i! .

,
*

Thomas

Rossa

court room wos *r . Joseph Wood

w h o is known ' af f ian*

son-i n-law of

., ,.r -

General Manager -. :
6.

A

¥

i

-A v -

<>

i4'L,»i lieai iiiq, M i . Fadel presented

objections to t h e Writ of Executiorii on, numerous g r o u n d s including
argument: in 'suhritance or to t h e effect that C - H w a s and is a
separate legal entity.
*: t h e conclusion of the hearing t h e court signed
t, »• -

;:uf, J o n .

A f f i a n t w a s also physically p r e s e n t at a '•/our': room
hearing o n U U J ^ 8,

before Judge Rokich t o h e a r M r . F a d e l 1 s
, FUSIONS O F LAW

objections regardin
2

EXHIBIT 16

and tilie JUDGMENT OF CONTEMPT signed the next day by Judge Rokich
in chambers after further argumei
July '

: MJ

-

Josep

o present on

Rossa along with other court personnel

Mr,

i in the courtroom on .July 8, 199].
Affiant was also physically present, .it *i ''ourt t mom

hearing r.r

une V

»• ' . ANSWKKK TO INTERROGATORIES•

.

REPLY

:*-

June
Cai - -*r

:991 before Judge Rokich to hear PLAINTIFF'S

«/as Mr. Rossa and Mr. Fadel.
am.

Mr

Also present on

Joseph Wood, lone

Callahan were also in Lhe courtroom on June 3,

1991.
ffiant was physically present when the Writ of
E ..

- -

u-ri by Deputy Constable Kortney A. Sato,

Prior •. "• * time, - n waf5 in the process ni lohitaxnm mot ices,
a copy of which ;
17,

Affiant re

t

in the COLLECTION OF EIMCO EXHIBITS as Exhibit
*

numerous telefax receipts in the vicinity

of a telefax machine used by C-H which indicated that notices
such

• • ' it JL/ had been sent to many of the alleged customers

of C-H.
i!

At tiif time the Writ of Execution (Exhibit 11) was

served on i ill afl lain was informed by -

Joseph Wood and such

information was confirmed by I ONE CALLAHAN"" that:
a.

All the furniture was the property of Minerals
Equipment Company whirh was the lessor of" the C-H
premises.

b.

Certain computers and other equipment were the
property of C ALWEST LEA.S r.NCJ CO. which if. known tu

EXHIBIT 16

affiant

leasing company owned by 10NE
t< ol (JKIGALI) CALLAHAN.

CALLA
c.

A certain CAD/CAM computer had been recently moved
from uiit premises of C-H to the residence of Randy
Bloomquist.

12.

During the service of the Writ of Execution

(Exhibi t .1 ] ) , IONE CALLAHAN admitted to Deputy Constable Sato and
..v » . ^

to affiant that IONE had taken certain properi

I

and located on * < business premises of •:-•; and attempted 1
secrete

purpose of later

removing such C-H property from the premises of C-H and talcing
the C-H property to her residence located at 923 East Chelsea,
Bountiful, Utah.
13.

Mr. Joseph Wood provided affiant with a copy of

tin? FACTORING AGREEMENT entered into between C-H and a Mr.
Jeffery P. Knauss.

Mr. Knauss has been identj I. Led as -i i o • -

time business associate and friend el CALLAHAN.
FACTORiMG AtiUKimywr
transferred

illiJiil I»PM . -

.

accounts receivable ,:

Upon reading the
n allegedly

imount of

approximately $90,000.00 to Mr. Knauss in latter part of July,
1991.
14.

Mr. Knauss has also been identified as the

Pres i dent: n i! r , 1 ( M. Consultants, Inc. (hereinafter C. I, M , ) , a
Texas corporation.
August

CALLAHAN stated in his deposition Liken

which affiant attended) that he became an

employee

1.
4
EXHIBIT 16

in.-. Joseph ^ . - reported in his deposition taken
August l

; <Q1

(which aff .

r?nd»"1i M M I" < I.M

through

CALLAHAN was a consultant

It,

Affiant'

Jf:!

L ciwctx^ of who i s c o l l e c t i n g or u s i n g

any of t h e accounts r e c e i v a b l e o*
17.

:.

At no time a f t e r s e r v i c e of t h e Writ of Execution

o n A u g u s t f>, i'MMi,, II.JS o1- HI pot" 11

„ie t n a i court for any

remedy•

Jeffereir N. Aldous
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN" to beloro mo t hi a 2 ,^^J day at

^tdvmJtf)

1931.

,

Notary Public
Residing at
My Commission Expires:

'

L.235-—--——— J

5
EXHIBIT 16

c-H

INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O. Box 65381 • South Salt Lake, Utah 84165

August, o

13 *}

Accounts Payab 1 e Depax: taen t

Subject:

YOUR ORDER NUMBER
OUR INVOICE NUMBER

Gentlemen,
We have arranged for additional financing to help us I n our need
for additional funds for our growing business.
We respectful Ij
issued to:

requ.es t t ha t your payment for the above invoices be
Jeffery P. Knauss, C-2
2516 Green Tee Drive
Pearlandr Texas 77581
Phone (713) 485-5861
Fax (713) 485-0478

We regret causing you this inconvenience.
A copy of our original invoice has been attached with the new pay
to address affixed.
Th^nk you for your help i,u t" hi, s matter.
Sincerely,
C-ar<f3dustries,

Inc.

. Wood
A
General Manager
T e l e p h o n e : (801) 265-9738
Fax:
(801) 269-1775
JLW/lb
cc:

Jeffery P. Knauss - President
Compositech, Inc.
2516 Green Tee Drive

-1120
\ I'epfrtmertt of the Treasury
iternal
heck fRevenue
f a - Service
Consolidated return f""]
Personal holding co. Q j
; Personal service
Temp. Regs. sec. «
1.44 j.4T—see
instructions)

.Forcilendaryttrl989ortaiyearbefrnnlnf:.|J^2f2

Use
IRS
label.
Otherwise,
please
print
or type.

0 Employer Identification number

Number and street (or P.O. box number if mail Is not delivered to street address)

C Date incorporated

P.O. 3&y &£3?i
>SAi~r 1/I& £/r</. U/v/f ?¥/(^

I
*).

E'
o
u

\ Total assets (see Specific Instructions)

City or town, state, and ZIP code

41a Gross receipts or sales I

L

( 3 ) Q Change in address

I b Less returns and allowances L

, 2 >rCost of goods sold and/or operations (Schedule Af line 7)
3

U<2/i

Name

; Check applicable boxes: ( 1 ) Q Initial return ( 2 ) Q Final return

k

, 1989. endlnf . . . ^±7. *«>w.-

• Instructions are separate. See page) 1 for Paperwork Reduction Act Notice

Gross profit (line 1c less line 2) .

,

,

lc

JcBal*

M*iV*\

,
.

,

AS-7y324
yc>(0>^or>

iwi^m

,

4 T Dividends (Schedule C, line 19)
5"''Interest •.;•*:(.....••.. . V . . ' •
6; : Grossrents

'•"."."

17 L Gross royalties

.

,

•:••••..-.

,

(81\ Capital gain net income (attach Schedule D (Form 1120))
19 v Net gain or (loss) from Form'4797, Part ll f line 18 (attach Form '
10 . Other income (see instructions—attach schedule).

.

.

1"' 11 - T o t a l income—Add lines 3 through 10

. .

10

. .

n
12

12- ••,Compensation of officers (Schedule E, line 4)
13a'Salaries and wages
14 : 'Repairs ••.'.'):* • ! . - . . ' . . . " .
15;T6addebts,
1 6 H Rents.,. ,,-,

.

.*;

13c

I c Balance •

bless jobs creditL

14

• • • • • •

15

V

16

17V.Taxes . . Q . / ; . ' . . J ' .

. Y".

17

. . . . . .

18
19
m

1 8 Q Interest'; : .rv. •'. '. • • - .
j

. . .

19 ?? Contributions (see Instructions for 1 0 % limitation)

20
21a

20 ^ Depreciation (attach Form 4562)
21QcLess depreciation claimed on Schedule A and elsewhere on return.
22 -.Depletion........../.'• ? Y . Y / . / * . . • . ,
. . .
231-Advertising t l . ...,..'/. . ' . . ' ! * . ' ;
24 <(Pension,profit-sharing,etc.,plans :
l

25 •' Employee benefit programs . .

o
* 3

l

:

.

.

.

. '.

/7.^bo

^J?e^

3±L

AM^.

*£&£-{/
S>p$Q

m

21b

22
23
24
25

. •';

."'

.'

26 c. Other deductions (attach schedule)
27/Total deductions—Add lines 12 through 2 6 .

«*7><Pi\

.

•

28 "Taxable income before net operating loss deduction and special deductions (line 11 less line 27) .
2 9 J\Lcss:-a Net operating loss deduction (see instructions)
129a
.b Special deductions (Schedule C t line 20)
(29b

26

7/>&?3i

27
28

/V6,37d

7/,
WW/
'('//////A
29c

^ho?r\

3 0 : iTaxable income—Line 28 less line 29c
31. ; Total tax (Schedule J/line 10) v
3 2 , vfaymenbra I988overpayment credited to 1989
/ b 1989 estimated tax payments ' . .

c
E .•« c>. Le$s 1989 refund applied for on Form 4466
a. '•) e jTax.deposited with Form 7 0 0 4 . . ;
•).f jQredit from regulated investment companies (attach Form 2439;
»>8 iCredit for Federal tax on fuels (attach Form 4 1 3 6 ) ; . • . : .
33 r Enter any penalty for underpayment of estimated tax—Check • U if Form 2 2 2 0 is attached
> C 34 0 , Tax d u e - r l f the total of lines 3 1 and 33 is larger than line 32h, enter amount owed
3 5 ( Overpayment—If line 32H Is larger than the total of lines 3 1 and 3 3 , enter amount overpaid
3
" |
Refunded •
2_JL 6 . Enter amount of line 35 you want: Credited to 1990 estimated tax •
C

n
x

Please 0 *'
*Sign ••,|* 'i
3
Here"***?'

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge and
belief, it is true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.

0\.':'
r

Signature of officer

,

s~\

4

•

Dale

Title
Preparer s social security number

Checkif
self-employed I I

«-^l/se Only ?r

Firm s name (or < • " • n *? i
yours If self employed)' (

/
/

^

^'
'
ROBISON, HILL & C O .

I

f
'

C » r t i f i » d Public A c c o u n t i n g
v on^n • SALT LAKf CITY, UTAH $411 7 5050

E.I. No.

•

ZIP code •

ISz?

-/Z'rS&3:

ormlI20(1989)

;fotTT«rir^j[ Cost of Goods Sold and/or Operations (See instructions for line 2, page 1.)
1 Mn^entoryat'beginningolf.year
2~Purchases4-r--; T .-~,—

<si3Wif\

3£cittoWefeer£ &&'*f^/ZS'0syS

. . ; . / . . . . - . . .

/o^o^\

\. . .
4a
4b

4arXd&itional section 263A costs (see instructions—attach schedule)
£t)ftier costs!(attach schedule) *+ul .
I . . . •
! lA
5~TotaI—Add lines i through 4b * .- * . ••«.. . . . . . . . . . .
• •*•• . . . . .
6 In^ntopa^
. . . . . . .
7 Co^of goods sold, <md/or operations—Lirife 5 less line 6. Enterjiere and on line 2, page 1

A??,?'*]

irff, <t& \

8a* Check all methods used tor valuing closing inventory;
A / / A '<i'«
. . . . .
ce (0 E3(Cost, (ij)jO Lower of cost or market as described in Regulations section 1.471-4 (see instructions)
is (lii) D(Writedown of.*su6normaih go'bcls as described in Regulations section 1.471-2(c) (see instructions)
o(fK) GDjOther^Specity methocfused an'd attach explanation.) * i . : . i ^ _ i
1\.:
b Check if,the UFO inventory method was adopted this tax year for any goods (if checked, attach Form 970)
^c If the UFA inventory,method was used for this tax year, enter percentage (or amounts) of
1* tjlpjmgjflventory^ computed under UFO . . * ' • . •
:
L8c
d Do the rules qlsediori 263A (with respect to property produced or acquired for resale) apply to the corporation? . . D Y e s

0No

e Was there any change in determining quantities, cost, or valuatfons between opening and closing inventory? If "Yes,"
DYes
—Attach explanation

DNO

Schedule C

( * ) Dividends
received

Dividends and Special Deductions (See instructions.)

Dividends from less-than-2096-owned domestic corporations that are subject to the
c 7Qft deduction (other than debt-financed stock)
2
2
3
4

(b)%

(c) Special deductions:
<a)*(b)

70

Dividef1dslfrome20%rqr;more;owned domestic corporations that are subject to the
80% deduction (other than debMnanced stock)
Dividends on debt-financed stock of domestic and foreign corporations (section 246A)
Dividends.;on,.certain preferred stock of less-than-2096-owned public utilities

80
sef
instructions

5 Dividends: on ^certain, preferred stock of 2096*or-more-owned public utilities

41.176
47.059

'6 Dividends'from'less-than^O^-owned foreign corporations and certain FSCs that
1 are subject to the 70% deduction "'. !

70

i7 ,Dividends from 20%-or-more-owned foreign corporations and certain FSCs that are
? (Subject to the 80% deduction
«'8 Dividends ifrom wholly owned foreign subsidiaries subject to the 100% deduction (section 245(b))
]9iTptal—Add jines 1 through 8. See instructions for limitation
\//M

80

100

10 Dividends from domestic corporations received by a small business investment
100
^ .'company operating under the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 . . . .
11 Dividends from certain FSCs that are subject to the 100% deduction (section 24 5(c)( 1))
12 OivifJends.^rom affiliated group members subject to the 100% deduction (section 243(a)(3))
13 JDther.dividends from foreign corporatiorisnot included on lines 3, 6, 7, 8, or 11
14 lncoij|e;from controlled foreign corporations under subpart F (attach Forms 5471)
15 foreign djvidend gross-up (section 78) ' • ' l l ' .• . . ;
t 16 IC-DISCand former DISC dividends not included on lines 1,2, or 3 (section 246(d))
f l 7 Other dividends .
c.l 8 Deduction for dividends paid on certain preferred stock of public utilities (see instructions)
19 Totali.dividends—-Add lines 1.through 17. Enter here and on line 4, page 1. •
I 3 C»o;r 1,0;,7,..'... * ' .'"'. '" v '*"
20 Total deductions—Add lines 9/10,11,12, and 18. Enter here and on line 29b, page 1
Schedule E Compensation of Officers (See instructions for line 12, page 1.)
Complete Schedule E only if total receipts (line la, plus lines 4 through 10, of page 1, Form 1120) are $500,000 or more.
? C
(a) Name of officer r*-

(b) Social security number

^J:,^;^^^^^^/'
t IJm

1

teatf-te'Zhtf

-r t :-.,•„:
•.•|«{.:

• - f ~ - •• ay.
"**-*-'

--• ; —'»*Irt»-i n f n f f i r p r c * [

'

' ' '*

(c) Percent of
time devoted to
business

3sr%

%
%
%
%

Peiceni of corporation
stock owned
(d) Common

$£>%
%
%
%

(f) Amount of compensation

(e) Preferred

%
%
%
%

/7-&&C:

/7*fgto
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Tax Computation

Check if you are a member of a controlled group (see sections 1561 and 1563)
If the box on line 1 is checked*
a Enter your share of the $50,000 and $25,000 taxable income bracket amounts (in that order):

(0 15

I

I

00 L$

1

* O I

I

b Enter youf share of the additional 5% tax (not to exceed $ 11,750) •
ll
L
i ilncome tax (see instructions to figure the tax). Check this box if the corporation is a qualified personal
service corporation (see instructions).
4a
fa Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1118)
b Possessions tax credit (attach Form 5735)
c Orphan drug credit (attach Form 6765)
d Credit for fuel produced from a nonconventional source (see
instructions)
©'General business credit. Enter here and check which forms are attached
D Form 3800 • Form 3468 • Form 5884
D Form 6478 D Form 6765 • Form 8586

v5/£5

4b
4c

4f

f : Credit for prior year minimum tax (attach Form 8801)
5*> Total—Add lines 4a through 4f

3. tiS>

6 "Line 3 less line 5
7 * Personal holding company tax (attach Schedule PH (Form 1120)) .
S, Recapture taxes. Check if from: D Form 4255 D Form 8611.
9a Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 4626)
S b Environmental tax (attach Form 4626)

,

10\ Total tax—Add lines 6 through' 9b. Enter here and on line 31, page 1

I

( 1 ) Old the corporation at the end of [he lax year own directfy or
• i indirect!/, 50% or more of the voting stock of a domestic
I '* r corporation7 (For rules of atlnbulion see section 267(c)). .
If "Yes.", attach a schedule showing (a) name, address and
j , •- identifying number, (b) percentage owned: and (c) taxable
I
income or (loss) before NOl and special deductions of such
o ''corporation for the lax year end<ng with or within your tax
''year. -"
IM

.

v

Was the corporation the grantor of, or transferor to a foreign tru>t
that eusted during the current tax ye3r, whether or not the
corporation has any beneficial interest in it 7 . . .
If "Yes," the corporation may have to file Forms 3520.3520 A or 926
I Duung this tax year did th corporation pay dividends (other than
slock dividends and distributions in exchange for stock) in excess of
the corporation's current and accumulated earnings and profits7
(See sections 301 and 316)

f

r

**
«•
?

" (c) Was the owner of such voting stock a person other than a
r<-'-> < .U S person7(Seeinstructions) Note: //'Yes,0the
*J;I * corporation way have to file Form 5472. . ., . .
\'- * If ''Yes/' enter owner's country •

J Was the corporation a U S shareholder of any controlled foreign
.* co*porat'on7 (See sections 951 and 957.)
r
If "Yes/'attach Form 5471 for each such corporation. ;

3, /(,£]

C At any time during the tax year, did the corporation have an interest
in or a signature or other authority over a financial account in a
foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or
other financial account)7
(See instruction F and filing requirements for form TD F 90 22 1)
If "Yes" enter name of foreign country •

.... /
1 ( 1 ) Business activity code no •
: ( 2 ) Business activity • . ^ t J ^ t T l A J ^ - . t 5 . &L&A.
J-.(3)* Product or service • &bjc4&6/*zl4i,
rM
rffc

. ( 2 ) Did any individual, partnership, corporation, estate, or trust at
* the end of the tax year own directly or indirectly, 50% or more
*% of the corporation s voting stock7 (For rules of attribution, see
• » ' r section 267(c)) If "Yes," complete (a) through (c) . . . .
|#
J* (a) Attach a schedule showing name, address, and identifying
JU« $ . : number. 5e& -Sc//*?t)Mi-£ ( r
V» (b) Enter percentage owned •
&

10

Yes! No

Additional Information (See instruction F.)
H :Rcfer to the list in the instructions and stale the principal*

• ;*i

9a

9b

£

!'//, it,a

If "Yes" file Form 5452. If this is a consolidated return, answer
here for parent corporation and on Form 851 Affiliations Schedule,
for each subsidiary.
During this fax year did the corporation ma«ntain any part of its
accounting/tax records on a computerized system7
Check method of accounting

(l)DCash
.

( 2 ) 0 Accrual
(3) • Other (specify) •
Check this box if the corporation issued publicly offered debt
instruments with original issue discount
LJ
If so the corporation may have to file Form 8281.
Enter the amount of tax exempt interest received or accrued during
the fax year • [ $ _ * .
Q \
\
Enter the number of shareholders at the end of the tax year if there § f i f JPf
were 35 or fewer shareholders •
Ww,A////f,

ig

>rm 1120(1989)

chcduleL

End of tix year

Balance Sheets
Assets

1 Cash
2a Trade notes and accounts receivable
b Less allowance for bad debts . .
3 Inventories / . , . , . ,
4 •U.S. government obligations i . . .
5 Tax-exempt securities (see instructions)
6 Other current assets (attach schedule) ,
7 Loans to stockholders. ! . «•. . V / ,
8 Mortgage and real estate loans. • . ,
9 Other investments (attach schedule), 4
10a Buildings and other depreciable assets .
b Less accumulated depreciation . . .
11a Depletable assets
. . .
b Less accumulated depletion, . . . . .
1 2 , , Land (net of any amortization) . . . .
13a Intangible assets (amortzable only) . .
b Less accumulated amortization . . .
14 Other assets (attach schedule). . . .
15 Total assets. . . . •
Liabilities and Stockholders1 Equity
16 Accounts payable. . . . ( . . . .
17 Mortgages, notes, bonds payable in less than 1 year
*18 J ;Other current liabilities (attach schedule;
19 Sloans from stockholders
20"- -Mortgages, notes, bonds payable in 1 /ear or more;
2 1 Mother liabilities (attach schedule). . . .
.'22*. Capital stock: a Preferred stock . . . .
v v - H ' M - t i t v «i -;b Common stock
. . . .
•23 {* Paid-in or capital surplus. . ,
24 Retained earnings—Appropriated (attach schedule)
25 r Retained earnings—Unappropriated. . .
26 v Less cost of treasury stock
/^7<M>^
27 ' Total liabilities and stockholders' equity . .
Reconciliation
of
Income
per
Books
With
Income
per
Return
(You
are
not
required
to
complete
this schedule
Schedule M-l
if the total assets on line 15, column (d), of Schedule L are less than $25,000 )
1 Net income per books
• 2 Federal income tax ,< •.
3 Excess of capital losses over capital gains .

.

/"7,0?7
4 /^.s-

7 Income recorded on books this year not
included on this return (itemize),
a Tax exempt interest $

'4* Income subject to tax not recorded on books
I this year (itemize):

'riir.-i'i-'.i'jiv*

i

8 Deductions on this return not charged
against book income this year (itemize)*
a Depreciation . . . $
b Contributions carryover J

'5 Expenses recorded on books this year not
i deducted on this return (itemize);
Q

a ! Depreciation/ . V . »•• $
b* Contributions carryover $
P c-Traveland entertainment ^ . $
c

^I'JLri'.LI* 'J' . . • . i •
J.'iv: ™ ! n ? i . :....•
J 6 Total of lines 1 through 5 .

./„_.

^

>

Schedule M-2

ML

9 Total of lines 7 and 8
10 Income (line 28. page 1)—line 6 less line 9
&/Q9SAnalysis of Unappropriated Retained Earnings per Books (line 25, Schedule L) (You are not required to
complete this schedule if the total assets on line 15, column (d), of Schedule L are less than $25,000.)

- 1 Balance at beginning of year
~ 2 Net income per books . ,
* 3 Other increases (itemize): ..,

. .

&io<Jg-

nxc#i

5 Distributions* a Cash
b Stock .
c Property
6 Other decreases (itemize)-

C-H INDUSTRIES, INC.
Form 1120 - Schedules
Period Ended 09/30/90
87-0470507

26 - Other Deductions
Insurance

8,002

Auto Lease

3,819

Office Expense

7,064

Telephone & Fax

3,043

Professional Fees

6,823

Hotel

2,317

Travel & Promotion

10,639

Automobile Expense

2,712

Meals & Entertainment

4,179

Less 20% Non-Deductible

(836)

Subscription & Dues

320

Bank Charges

275

Supplies

4,856

Employee Benefits

127

Postage

340

Freight Out
Relocation Expense
Miscellaneous

4,874
12,353
176
71,083

